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Walkout Of Fifty Students Is 
Staged At Henle's Inaugural 

,. 

Radical members of the Vietnam Moratoriwn Committee demonstrated 
their discontent with the University's "neutral" policy concerning the 
war when approximately 50 members walked out in protest during 
the inaugural ceremonies last Tuesday. 

( Clark Asks Board 
I For Student Seats 

Undergraduate student leaders 
appeared before the University 
Board of Directors last Monday 
and presented arguments for stu
dent membership on the Board. 

stressed the "symbolic signifi
cance" of student membership. 
"Membership might eliminate cur
rent attempts to circumvent es
tablished procedures by giving a 
currently disenfranchised group, 

(Continued on Page 17) 

The Rev. Robert J. Henle, S.J., 
was officially inaugurated Tuesday 
as Georgetown's 45th President. 
The ceremony was marked by the 
walkout of approximately 50 stu
dents as Fr. Henle was receiving 
the University seal. 

Those who left were members 
of the Georgetown Vietnam Mora
torium Radical Caucus. Their ac
action followed a bitter struggle 
within the moratorium group 
which split the umbrella-like orga
nization into two camps: the 
Caucus (reds) and their moderate 
opponents (whites). 

"r expected to see 10 or 15 
people with me," exclaimed one 
participant outside McDonough 
Gym after it was over. "There 
must have been practically 50!" 

The Moratorium Committee, 
which had been split by the radi
cals' proposal for action at the 
inauguration, took no position 
against the demonstration but 
sanctioned a poorly attended 
"walk-in" in support of the five 
point program which was accepted 
by the body in a confused meeting 
Monday night. 

Coming out of the activist 
ROTC Committee, the program 
closely parallels a series of four 
demands laid down by the Stu
dents for a Democratic Society 
last year. It calls for an immedi
ate termination of the ROTC on 
campus and a severance of Uni
versity ties with the International 
Police Academy, the 352nd Public 
Affairs Unit and the Center for 
S t rat e g i can d International 
Studies. 

The program also asks faculty 
members to sever their ties of 

Jim Clark, president of the un
dergraduate student body, repre
sented student government inter
ests. He was accompanied by Procedures In Question 

with government bodies such as 
the CIA, Department of Defense, 
and the State Department Bureau 
of Intelligence and Research. The 
committee also seeks a full dis
closure of the University budget, 
and asks Georgetown "to take its 
place among other major Ameri
can institutions of higher learn-

ing which have come out frankly 
against the war." 

Argument over the program 
centered around whether the 
Moratorium should limit itself to 
the Vietnam War, or attack the 
institutions and policies which 
activists claimed led to the war. 

(Continued on Page 10) 

Symposium Probes 
University Reform 

The Rev. Robert J. Henle, .S.J., 
newly inaugurated President of 
the University, joined four other 
prominent educators in a pre-in
augural symposium last Tuesday. 
After speaking on various topics 
related to "University Reform: 
U.S.A., 1970," the five faced ques
tions from a Critics' Bench of 
three students and three faculty 
members. 

On the panel with Fr. Henle 
were the Rev. Theodore M. Hes
burgh, C.S.C., president of the 
University of Notre Dame; Dr. 
Allan M. Cartter, chancellor of 
New York University; Dr. Harold 
Enarson, president of Cleveland 
State University; and the Hon. 
Edith Green, Democratic Con
gressman from the state of Ore
gon. 

Fr. Hesburgh spoke on "Reform 
and the Future of the American 
Catholic University." Pointing to 
the "special identity crisis" and 
"particular problems of survival" 
of the Catholic university today, 

he listed four conditions which he 
considered necessary for the suc
cessful future of such institutions. 
These included "a clearer notion 
of (their) specific role, ... an ac
ceptance of this role by . . . the 
world at large, ... greater finan
cial support, (and) ... dedication 
from many individuals in the re
ligious communities." 

Dr. Cartter followed Fr. Hes
burg and discussed "Redefining 
the Mission of the University." 
He emphasized the need for the 
true university to "indissolubly 
unite" the functions of transmit
ting knowledge, developing skills, 
and encouraging scholarship. 

For full texts of Inauguration 
speeches, see HOYA supplement 

Stressing the latter, he said, 
"The undergraduate in today's 
university is too inclined to be
lieve that he is the center of the 
academic universe, the prime rea
son for the existence of the insti
tution. We must proclaim em
phatically that this is not the 
case." 

Mark Winston, vice president of 
the undergraduate student body, 
and Dave Hill, Clark's assistant 
for University policy. The three 
student leaders fielded questions 
from Board members after Clark's 
initial statement. 

Minority Ratify Constitution 
Dr. Enarson spoke of the power 

structure at American universi
ties in his speech, entitled "Re
form of University Government." 
Criticizing the increased respon
sibility often given students in the 
decision-making processes of their 
schools, he said: 

Clark's prepared comments to 
the Board were brief. Prior to the 

-, meeting he had issued a detailed 
written statement expressing the 

r~ student viewpoint urging Board 
membership. 

I '. 

In this text, Clark outlined the 
"several purposes that would be 
served" if the Board consented 
to add student members. 

\ 
Clark wrote, "The business of 

., the Board and the concerns of the 
\ ' students are similar, if not identi
• cal: they cherish education." He 
Ii termed student exclusion from the 
• Board "unhealthy" if the largest 
I group involved in the process of 
.; education is unable to keep in 
i i. contact with the entire member
't" ship of the governing body of the 

institution they attend." 
Further in the written state

, ment, Clark noted that both Board 
.i, members and students would ben
I. efit educationally. The former, 
~,' Clark wrote, "would be able to 

,I discuss and appreciate the role of 
I, the student in the modern univer
~i sity-as seen by the students." 

Student interests would also be 
accommodated, he asserted, for 

I the "students would learn of the 
"~ functionings of the body which, at 

least legally, determines the 
,,\ course of the institution which 

\ they attend." 
," The written statement also 

by Jim Duryea 
News Editor 

Two hundred members of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, ap
proximately 12.5 percent of its 
total enrollment, ratified the con
stitution of the College Academic 
Council in a virtually unpublicized 
election last week. 

Student senators Jerry Meunier 
(Call. '70), Les Luchonok (ColI. 
'71), and John Mastriani (ColI. 
'72) had been given the respon
sibility of writing the academic 
council document and establishing 
the ratification election proce
dures. The Yard academic consti
tution was given to the student 
senators by the dean of the Col
lege, the Rev. Royden B. Davis, 
S.J., last spring for their review 
and recommendations. 

According to Meunier and Mas
triani, 1100 copies of the then
proposed constitution were pri.nt
ed and circulated throughout the 
campus residence halls, notices 
appeared in the Daily Bulletin 
three consecutive days prior to 
the ratification date, and posters 
were located in lobbies through
out the campus. 

Although the Daily Bulletin 
publicized the ratification election, 
and a limited number of posters 
were fixed on certain canlpus 
areas, the circulation of copies of 
the constitution was limited. Meu-

nier stated that all rooms in the 
fourth and fifth floors of Copley 
were given copies, and "some 
rooms" on the first and second 
floors received copies. 

Of 55 residents of the first and 
second floors of Copley who were 
members of the College, 51 stated 
that they had not seen a copy of 
the document, while four main
tained that they had received a 
copy of the constitution. 

Mastriani noted that he had 
canvassed the Quadrangle resi
dence halls, and widely distribut
ed the copies of the document. 

Copies of the document were 
circulated in the New South dor
mitory. However, in Harbin Hall, 
56 of 64 College residents stated 
that they had neither received nor 
seen copies of the document. 

In addition, according to Meu
nier, no campaign was launched 
to publicize the election date to 
the off-campus residents. More
over, no copies of the document 
were circulated to either off-cam
pus residents or to members of 
the College. 

Meunier, Luchonok, and Mastri
ani had originally planned to hold 
elections for the four student rep
resentatives of the College to the 
Executive Board of the Academic 
Council yesterday. However, ac
cording to Mastriani, the three 
student senators consulted with 

Fr. Davis, and agreed to both 
postpone the election and to hold 
another referendum for the rati-' 
fication of the Academic Council 
constitu tion. 

"It is, in Samuel Gould's words, 
the 'authoritarianism of the ama
teur' to hold that 'everyone is 

(Continued on Page 17) 

The Rev. Robett J. Henle, S.J., President of the University, responds 
to a panelist's question during the inaugural symposium last Tuesday. 
Seated next to Fr. Henle is the Hon. Edith Gaeen, Democratic con
gressman from Oregon. 
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ODYSSEY 
by Don Casper 

NEW YORK-Though it may have all the implications of 
a thunderclap atop Sinai for many a doubting Thomas voter, 
John Lindsay does have his good points. Even his supporters 
admit as much-when they are not parading him as the least 
of three evils, that is. 

At Lindsay's midtown Manhattan command post, a rather 
motley alliance of renegade Republicans and diaspora Demo
crats mingle with bona fide, card-carrying Liberals to pro
duce the ultimate political potpourri. Yet this motley alliance 
voices remarkable agreement on just what are the candi
date's good points-possibly because there are relatively few. 
But then again, that potpourri bears witness all by itself to 
a peculiar Lindsay quality. As one laborer in the political 
vineyard from the hinterlands of Queens put it, "Lindsay has 
the most varied support that any candidate can have. That in 
itself is a very, very good thing." 

Kay Augenblick and Claudia Sampson, to take two exam
ples, would ordinarily be as different as white and black. 
Mrs. Augenblick, a winning grandmother who will soon reach 
60, is a Manhattanite who was born in Virginia and who lived 
a good deal of her life there. Her sentences smack of a South
ern drawl. Miss Sampson, 20 years old and until now a stUdent 
at a Catholic college for girls, is a native New Yorker. She 
works at Lindsay headquarters a floor above Mrs. Augenblick 
in a plasterboard cubicle hung with a map of Africa and a 
poster bearing the legend "BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL." Miss 
Sampson is black. 

These seemingly disparite women, however, display great 
similarity in their feelings about Lindsay and about his oppo
nents. Mrs. Augenblick says, "I think Mr. Lindsay under
stands the problems of the cities. He has a lot of courage. He 
can go into the ghetto areas and talk to the people there and 
understand them." Miss Sampson, who admits she is not one 
to readily hop onto bandwagons, campaigns for Lindsay "be
cause I think he is an honest, concerned, very sensitive indi
vidual." She adds, "He knows the problems of the inner city." 

Both also agree in their disagreement with Mario Procac
cino and his plan to rid New York of drug addicts. In a nut
shell, Procaccino would simply put aU the addicts behind bars. 
Miss Sampson notes, "You can't treat sick people like crimi
nals." Mrs. Augenblick states, "This is a disease, not a crimi
nal offense. And it is brought about in many cases by help
lessness." She also points out that Lindsay has increased the 
city's facilities for treating addicts. This is what attorney 
Dean Hays, a headquarters habitue, would call in typically 
liberal jargon "getting at the root causes." Bradley Nitkin, a 
recent Yale graduate who is assistance office manager at the 
command post, would hold it out as proof that "Lindsay looks 
beyond." Such looking beyond must also involve the fact that 
New York's houses of incarceration can accommodate 10,000 
with a modicum of comfort-and there are an estimated 
100,000 addicts romping about. 

Aside from Procaccino's tears, malapropisms, and ideas 
expressed with heaping doses of both, Lindsay's rapport with 
the city's minorities is perhaps his paramount quality. "Lind
say has been able to keep the lid on," Nitkin says. "In New 
York, there are all the components of a blow-up--but none 
has occurred. One reason is because the blacks feel that Lind
say cares." But then again, this particular quality does not 
always make for victory at the polls-and especially not 
now. Lindsay's campaign managers have long since found 
out that there are more white, middle-class votes to be lost 
than gained by those rather conspicuous posters depicting a 
shirtsleeved mayor walking the streets of Harlem. 

Of course, if the citizenry doesn't quite take to the mayor's 
qualities as set forth by his supporters, John Lindsay is one 
candidate who can always rely on mere charm. "At least 
Lindsay look;s important," Nitkin observes. More than that, 
"he is very magnetic, very charismatic." Apparently, "when 
Lindsay shakes people's hands, they get excited." And when 
he appears at headquarters and shakes hands there, "peo
ple's hearts start beating and their faces get pale." Nitkin, 
who cannot help but fling all this at a certain other candidate, 
adds wryly, "I don't think Procaccino has this." Another 
command post staffer notes, "Lindsay looks like a mayor. I 
mean, could you imagine kings and queens being welcomed 
to New York by Mario Procaccino?" 

But the average New Yorker is not all that concerned 
about welcoming kings, queens, and other assorted potentates 
into the city. He himself yearns to feel welcome in his own 
town. He is quite willing to put aside for the moment rapport 
with minorities, treating drug addiction as an illness and not 
a crime, even a certain amount of mayoral dash to capture 
some sense of belonging in a place which always belonged 
to him--or so he thought. 
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Judicial Code In Question; 
Senate, Henle May Clash 

by Tom Hoffman 
Student Senate opposition to 

the newly proposed judicial code 
has brought about the possibility 
of serious conflict between stu
dent government leaders and the 
Rev. Robert J. Henle, S.J., Presi
dent of the University. 

At the Senate meeting Oct. 2, 
Tom DuMais (At Large '70) in
troduced a motion which stated 
in part that "the Student Senate 
will not confirm any appointments 
(to the University Hearing Board) 
until a membership (on the judi
cial code study group) that is at 
least half stUdents is established." 
Prior to his motion DuMais had 
stated that due to the student 
body's minority representation on 
the judicial review committee, the 
proposed system had been 
"rammed down our throats." 

S.F .S. Committee 
NominationsMade; 
Approval Expected 

In keeping with the constitution 
of the SFS Executive Committee, 
which provides for five "dean's ap
pointments" per year, Dean Jesse 
Mann has nominated five faculty 
members to the committee. The 
final appointments will be made 
by University President, the Rev. 
Robert J. Henle, S.J. 

The choices include the Rev. 
Paul Cioffi, S.J., of the theology 
department; Emily Adams, of the 
French department; Dr. Thomas 
P. McTighe, chairman of the de
partment of philosophy; Dr. John 
M. Yoklavich, professor of English; 
and Dr. Arnold Mysior, of the 
psychology department. 

Drs. McTighe and Yoklavich 
will be serving on ExCo for a sec
ond time, having previously held 
membership on the '68-'69 com
mittee. Fr. Cioffi, Dr. Mysior and 
Emily Adams are new appoint
ments, replacing the Rev. Charles 
Currie, S.J., Dr. David Lajmano
vich, and Dr. John J. O'Hare of 
the chemistry, Spanish and psy
chology departments, respectively. 

Dr. Mann made his choices 
after consultation with various 
students and faculty members. 
He emphasized, however, that the 
responsibility for the decisions lies 
ultimately with him. Confinnation 
of his choices by Fr. Henle is ex
pected later this week, and the 
dean has tentatively planned the 
first meeting of the '69-'70 Execu
tive Committee for the end of 
next week. 

IN THE OCTOBER 

• The Fight For the PreSident's 
Mind - And the Men Who 
Won It by Townsend Hoopes 

• The Oakland Seven by Elinor 
Langer 

• The Young and the Old: 
Notes on a New History by 
RObert Jay Lifton 
... and, Dan Wakefield on 
The Great Haircut War 

AT YOUR NEWSSTAND NOW 

He and others also objected to 
the fact that under the suggested 
set of procedures no lawyer or 
law student is pennitted to advise 
an accused student at his hearing. 
Their final complaint concerned 
the retention of the University 
President's right of summary sus
pension. 

Jim Clark, president of the un
dergraduate student body, spoke 
at the meeting, saying that he 
felt that the methods employed 
to develop the report in its final 

form were quite questionable and 
unorthodox. He stated, "The com
mittee membership was fluid to 
say the least. The numerical su
periority of non-students in com
bination with the committee's ten
dency to reach decisions by con
sensus (minus the students) jeop
ardized the validity of the entire 
document." 

Mark Winston, president of the 
Student Senate, commented on the 
question of a student's right to 

(Continued on Page 17) 

Student Senate President Mark Winston (striped shirt) sheepishly 
oversees the proceedings at the legislative body's most recent meeting. 

dynamic duo 
double-breasted blazer 

'tvith tartan plaid slacks 

By Farah $13.00 

blazer 
By Mavest $60.00 

The Georgetown VIP Shop 
@n riamfiuO- 35 at JV OJtMet 333-2626 

open 10-6 daily 
Thurs. til 9 p.m. 
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Georgetown University Shop 
has probably the Largest 

Selection of Siaeks in the fJity 

Austin-Hill Slacks 
The Georgetown University Shop has for forty 
years been known for their fine fitting slacks 
(both men's and women's) as well as the largest 
selection. This season we have some extra
ordinary fabrics . . . never before made up in 
Men's slacks. You should see them. Regular 
Models and some flares. Authentic Tartans, 
Glenurquhart Plaids, Finest Worsteds in stripes 
and many new solid shades, and of course ex
cellent Corduroys. All handsomely tailored by 
Austin-Hill for us. 

$18.50 to $37.50 
Austin-Hill Corduroys $18.50 to $20 
In Seven Handsome New Fall Shades 

DandsolDe Fall Jackets 
Shet1ands~ Harris Tweeds, Corduroys 
Tartans, Herringbones, and Solids. 

$50 to $1'30 
W oUlens Fall Slacks 

$14 to 1$39.95 

ESTABLISHED 1930 

Georgetown University Shop 
36th & N Streets, N.W. 

FEDERAL 7-8100 
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We're A Winner 

A Blacl~ Woman's Outlool~ 
When I came to Georgetown University one year 

ago, I was embarking on a totally new experience. 
I was unaware, however, at the time of just how 
different an experience it would be. 

The realization came to me after less than a week 
of college life. I felt very alone, very isolated, very 
disappointed for the simple reason that I was one 
Black woman living and studying among several 
thousand Whites. That can make a huge difference. 

Georgetown University was, in the past, and is 
still a very closed society. It is made up of average 
Joe Hoyas with their average heads stuck in the 
ground, completely unaware of the world passing 
about them. Perhaps this is a generalization, but it 
must be admHted that "awareness" does not run 
rampant on this campus. 

Many students here have never really "experi
enced"-lived with, talked to or been genuine 
friends with-a Black person. Consequently, the 
fear syndrome arises. 

Fear is often the result of ignorance; this is the 
case at Georgetown. Hoyas read in the newspaper 
where certain Black people have burned and looted 
a town. They therefore tend to catagorize all Blacks 
as radicals without aptly investigating the situation. 

The tendency to stereotype people is not unusual. 
When faced, however, with a person who does not 
fit into a set category, the trend is to label that 
person as different, not stopping to think that he 
or she might be a true representation of the Black 
race. This is the situation into which most Black 
students at Georgetown are placed. If you are friend
ly, you are different. If you are neat and clean, you 
are different. If you are intelligent and, above all, 
peace-loving, you might as well consider yourself 
as a mutation of the Black race according to the 
average Hoya's point of view. 

The Black student is constantly being watched, 
as if he were expected to make many mistakes and 
prove himself to be just as the average Hoya al
ways imagined him to be. This causes a very tense 

Capitol Hill Journal 

situation for the black students at Georgetown. 
Not only are they isolated from the white stu
dents by a barrier of mistrust and fear, but they 
are also made to feel uneasy, as if they are "lucky" 
that Georgetown took them in so they'd better learn 
their place and stay in it. 

In reality Georgetown University is lucky to have 
the Black student. The Black student gives George
town a chance to diversify its ideas and to grow 
by new experiences. The Black student offers 
Georgetown a new culture, full of richness that has 
been overlooked for decades. 

However, Georgetown as a whole does not seem 
to appreciate the new opportunity to widen its 
horizons. Instead, it uses the Black student not as 
a person but as a statistic, a figure to impress oth
ers with the liberality of the University. 

This summer there was an article in the George
town alumnae magazine that Georgetown had en
rolled (last year) 144 undergraduate Black stu
dents of which less than one third were Africans. Per
haps they counted everyone with a good suntan be
cause it would have been very difficult to find even 
fifty Black students. This obvious error hurt and 
angered many Black students who think of them
selves not as It number but as people. 

There are organizations that display genuine in
terest in the Black student. One such group spon
sors the Student-to-Student Scholarship Fund. This 
fund is a sincere attempt at involvement, but why 
should the students have to accept the burden of 
what is really the University's responsibility? 

On the whole, the Black student looks at his sit
uation at Georgetown as a challenge: as something 
else to overcome. He or she will not accept a token 
place at this university but will strive to be recog
nized as vital to Georgetown's growth. As for the 
average Hoya, he should stop feeling so liberal and 
see himself as he really is. Then, do something 
about it .. 

Sandy Chamblee 
SLL '72 

Senator Birch Bayh In 1972? 
by Mike Cavanagh 

Regardless of the Senate's final 
decision on the Haynsworth con
firmation (at this writing still un
resolved) the big winner in the 
case is clearly 41-year-old Indiana 
Democratic Senator Birch Bayh
the Senate's leading critic of the 
Southern judge. 

Indeed the Senator's diligent 
and at times brilliant investigation 
into the murky past of Clement 
Haynsworth may well be the ve
hicle Bayh needs to be propelled 
into serious consideration for na
tional office in 1972. 

Washington insiders, are, in fact, 
viewing with ever increasing in
terest the political exploits of the 
ambitious, young Hoosier. Many 
are well aware that he quietly, but 
seriously sought the vice presiden
tial nomination for several weeks 
preceding Chicago last year. 

As one well known lobbyist 
whom I spoke with last week put 
it, "Birch Bayh is in quite a re
markable situation. At age 41, he 
is one of the youngest sub-com
mittee chairmen in the Senate 
(constitutional amendments) and 
he seems to be taking full advan
tage of it. He just seems to be in 
the right place at the right time." 

By the "right time," of course, 
he is referring to the current 
stage of Democratic presidential 
politics - best described as the 
"Post-Chappaquidick Era." (I 
might mention here that 1968 
should have taught us that pre
dicting presidential elections three 
years in advance is perhaps just a 
bit ridiculous, but a brief look into 
what Washington crystal balls now 
seem to show might be useful to 
some degree.) 

With his popularity polls wan
ing and the likelihood of an ex
oneration at his inquest remote, 
Senator Edward Kennedy is for all 
practical purposes out of conten
tion for '72. Senator Edmund 
Muskie has now become the clear 
favorite by virtue of his party 
organization strength, but it 
seems highly doubtful that the 
man from Maine can gain much 
support from the legion of Ken
nedy-McCarthy backers in 1968. 

Clearly a liberal candidate must 
make the run. To many the logi-

cal choice for such a role would 
be Senator George McGovern, but 
this seems increasingly unlikely as 
the South Dakotan's Democratic 
reform commission continues to 
step on toes and generally infuri
ate party regulars. Senator Mc
Govern then seems well on his way 
to meeting the fate of Gene Mc
Carthy-rejection by party bosses 
dominating the national conven
tion. 

Senator McCarthy, who still 
commands a sizable following, has 
apparently taken himself out of 
contention. The Minnesota Demo
crat (and I use that term loosely) 
has simply stated he will not seek 
the party nomination. 

And so we come back to the 
senator from Indiana who after six 
comparatively quiet years in 
Washington now seems ready to 
splash into the national spotlight. 

A longtime friend and political 
ally of Senator Edward Kennedy 
(whose life he saved by pulling 
from a plane wreck in 1964), he 
now seems capable of stepping 
into what Ted Sorenson describes 
in his latest book as "The Ken
nedy Legacy." Indeed, if it were 
not for Chappaquidick, Ted Ken
nedy very probably would have 
led the Haynsworth opposition; 
the role was passed, however, to 
Bayh. 

In the coming months more will 
be heard of the articulate Indian
an. The constitutional amendment 
calling for the direct popular elec
tion of the president, Bayh's chief 
preoccupation throughout this 
year, will soon come to the Sen
ate floor following an overwhelm
ing House endorsement. Although 
the vote will be a close one, its 
chief sponsor can be secure in the 
knowledge that 81 percent of the 
American public, according to the 
national polls, support it. 

Soon after the presidential elec
tion amendment is resolved in the 
Senate, hearings will begin on the 
bill to lower the voting age to 18, 
a proposal which has naturally 
enough drawn wide support on the 
country's college Call1puses. The 
bill's sponsor? Senator Birch 
Bayh. 

In early 1958 another young, at
tractive, liberal, 41-year-old Dem
ocrat, who two years before had 
unsuccessfully sought his party's 
vice presidential nomination, made 
the decision to actively seek the 
presidency. The question now is 
whether Birch Bayh will do the 
SaIlle. 

CAPITOL HILL JOURNAL IS 
HEARD WEEKLY OVER WGTB
PM, 90.1, AT 7:30 P.M. THURS
DAYS. 
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Editorials 

Gross Negligence 
The recent failure of three student sena

tors to adequately publicize the College Aca
demic Council constitution referendum (yes, 
there was such an event) is, we believe, a 
case of gross negligence. 

Originally contacted last spring, the three 
senators involved, Messrs. Meunier, Luchon
ok and Mastriani, could not draft a suitable 
document until three weeks ago. They then 
failed to mimeograph copies of the constitu
tion until the Monday before the Wednesday 
referendum. Finally, they could not manage 
to distribute those copies to a large portion 
of the College students living on campus and 
did not even attempt to contact off-campus 
residents. 

While we cannot deny that they should in
deed have been spurred by a sense of ur
gency, there is absolutely no reason why 
their need for haste should almost complete
ly supersede attempts at informing the stu
dent body of their somewhat clandestine ac
tions. When asked why The HOYA wasn't 
informed that the referendum was about to 
occur, one of the three senators pointed to 
the fact that our publishing date is Thurs
day while the referendum was set for Wed
nesday. We wonder if any rational person 

could actually believe that a two-day delay 
would have any effect on the implementation 
of the constitution. 

As for the senators' lame excuse that off
campus students could not be contacted be
cause the proper mailing lists were not avail
able, we once again must point out that their 
problem would have been solved had the 
story of their epic effort been somehow trans
mitted to our offices and thus to the student 
body as a whole. 

Since student representation on the Col
lege's Executive Faculty depends upon the 
ratification of the constitution, it is impera
tive that students in the College be given a 
chance to study that document and then de
cide if it adequately represents their views 
on this vital question. 

The three senators involved have to some 
extent admitted their mistakes and have ex
pressed a willingness to hold another refer
endum. If they do not make arrangements 
to do so in the immediate future, and if they 
do not make every effort to inform all Col
lege students of the time, place and subject 
matter of the referendum, there is no reason 
why their constituencies should tolerate their 
presence in the Senate any longer. 

Freshman Fling 
The recent proposals by three freshman 

house councils that their dormitories be 
granted 24-hour parietals on weekends are 
ludicrous. The actions of these students have 
shown them to be immature, unrealistic, and 
totally unaware that the powers which are 
entrusted to them in the house council sys
tem entail some degree of responsibility. 

We would very much like to know the re
action of the roommate of the ambitious 
young freshman who said last week, "Most 
stUdents won't have a girl in their rooms for 
the night, but the option should be there, 
nevertheless." Unless there is a preponder-

ance of voyeurs in the Class of '73, there will 
surely be some very unhappy roommates. 

Of course, that same freshman also said, 
"If the SPO considers students mature 
enough to have girls in (the) rooms until 2 
a.m., then there is no logical reason why 
permission shouldn't exist for all-night inter
visitations." Unless that young man has a 
private shower and rest room, there are some 
very logical reasons, reasons which we hope 
most freshmen can discern without our aid. 

While we do admire the ambition and en
ergy of the freshman house councils, we 
would caution them to consider the problems 
which might result from the proposed plan. 

A Beginning 
Because man has in him a somewhat per

verse tendency toward "officializing" all his 
actions, Georgetown this Tuesday ceremoni
ously inaugurated its 45th President. vVe 
congratulate Fr. Henle on this occasion, not 
because he now possesses the University 
seal, mace and charter, but because he has 
already proven to be an able, open-minded 
administrator who is not afraid to admit that 
students occasionally stumble upon a rational 
idea. 

We would also like to commend the stu
dents who walked out of the ceremony. They 
succeeded in conveying to those present the 
sincerity with which they defend their posi
tion, and they succeeded in doing so without 
in any way interfering with the rights of 
others. 

Hopefully, Tuesday was the beginning of 
more than Fr. Henle's official term; hope
fully, it was the beginning of a less violent 
type of confrontation than that which po
larized the campus last spring. 
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On Other Campuses 
While Georgetown labors over its proposed judicial 

code, many other universities have already taken very 
definite steps toward establishing clear disciplinary pol
icies and procedures. Unfortunately, the majority of 
these schools have imposed restrictions much more se
vere than the stipulation in the GU proposal which for
bids the presence of professional legal counsel to accused 
students at their hearings. 

At the City College of New York, which was violently 
disrupted last year by blacks and Puerto Ricans who de
manded that more of their number be admitted, armed 
security guards were stationed in the building where 
students were registering for classes. City College had 
already acceded to the minority groups' demands, and 
their open admissions policy, while it may ultimately re
sult in lessening the school's prestigious reputation, has 
kept the campus free of violence thus far. 

The University of Michigan developed a plan during the 
summer which they intended to implement in the event 
of a building occupation or a violent demonstration. 
That plan was proven to be quite effective when 107 
students were arrested after being removed from the 
Literature, Science and Arts building on the Ann Arbor 
campus. They had been protesting the refusal of the 
Michigan administration to allow the student govern
ment to run the university's first discount book store. 
They were charged with "creation of a contention," a 
high misdemeanor. 

Cornell University, which erupted last spring when '. 
armed black militants took over a building, has added a 
somewhat ambiguous clause to its judicial code. It pro
hibits "misconduct sufficiently serious as to constitute 
a violation of or threat to the maintenance of public or
der," but does not specify just what might constitute 
such a violation. Any transgressions, whether by stu
dents or faculty members, are reviewed by a 21-member 
board which includes only five students. 

Taking a somewhat roundabout approach to the prob
lem of campus disturbances, the University of Illinois 
has sent letters to the parents of its undergraduates. 
The message of the letters, however, is rather direct. 
They state that "when a student is found to have know
ingly engaged in a disruptive or coercive action, includ
ing knowing participation in a disruptive or coercive 
demonstration (sic), the penalty will be dismissal or 
suspended dismissal." 

The State University of New York at Stony Brook, 
the scene of many of the more widely-publicized "drug 
busts" of the last two years, has instituted a drug policy 
which makes the one promulgated by Dean Hartmann 
look like blatant permissiveness. University officials have 
announced that any student who is arrested on a drug 
law violation will face immediate suspension-even if he 
has pleaded not guilty (A man is considered innocent 
etc., etc.). If the unfortunate student should be con
victed, he cannot return to Stony Brook. Student pro
tests have fallen on deaf ears, but legal action could very 
well be taken if the regulation stands. 

Of course, all such legal problems are rather academ
ic at Georgetown since the judicial code is not in effect. 
And although Fr. Henle intends to implement the sys
tem on an interim basis, student government refusal to 
approve the plan will prevent the functioning of the 
University Hearing Board, upon which the whole system 
hinges. 
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Letters to the Editor • • • 

THREATS 
To the Editor: 

As a student in the School of 
Foreign Service, and one who likes 
to consider himself a friend of it, 
I would like to point out a few 
facts to the committee searching 
for a new dean for the school. 

First of all, with the accredita
tion of the school coming up later 
on in the scholastic year, and 
with this accreditation still being 
in doubt, a new dean must be 
found with all the haste possible. 
However in order to find a new 
dean who will be of value to the 
school, in order to find a dean who 
will be dynamic enough to cope 
with its problems and responsive 
enough to listen to its students, 
newspaper ads and superficial 
searches are not enough. A dean 
is needed not just to fill the chair 
in· the dean's office, but to help 
better the school. It is unfortu
nate that Dean Mann cannot con
tinue for he has shown, at least 
to anyone I have asked, his 'ability 
and integrity, not to mention his 
unusual interest in the students 
themselves. In order to find a 
dean to replace the admirable one 
we have now we cannot continue 
in the feeble manner the search 
committee apparently has. 

Finally I wish to point out to 
those members of the faculty and 
administration who apparently 
still do not believe it that I en
rolled in Georgetown solely be
cause of the School of Foreign 
Service. I had hoped that last 
year in Healy and in the Hall of 
Nations this had been made clear. 
I guess it still hasn't. If a weak 
dean is appointed, if the school 
loses its accreditation, if the For
eign Service School ceases to ex
ist, I most assuredly would leave 
Georgetown. I also wish to point 
out to the administration with the 
utmost confidence, that I would 
not be alone. 

Matt Ellis 
SFS '72 

WHO COULDN'T? 
To the Editor: 

You made several statements 
last Thursday which I believe de
serve more comment. 

If you think you can do a better 
job than President Nixon is doing 
now, you're wrong. 

Joseph L. Haertel 
CoIl. '72 

VICTIMIZED 
To the Editor: 

Mr. Thomas Stoddard was quite 
wrong in his undocumented de
nunciation of the Center for Stra
tegic and International Studies 
and his criticism of The HOYA's 
"Analysis of GU's 'Think Tank.''' 
Don McNeil, in fact, should be 
commended for the thorough man
ner in which he checked out earli
er vague or false charges that had 
been leveled against the Center 
both by the Washington Monthly 
and by persons on the Georgetown 
campus. 

and "Legislative Analysis" series 
include summaries of data and ar
guments by persons holding vari
ous views on major issues before 
the country and the Congress. Its 
157-page analysis of "The Safe
guard ABM System" includes ar
guments presented by some 60 
persons of differing outlooks. 
These analysis are made available 
to Congress and to interested citi
zens. 

Its "Rational Debate" series 
brings together in public debate 
(later published) such divergent 
views as those of Rev. William 
Sloane Coffin and former-Justice 
Charles E. Whittaker on civil dis
obedience or those of Professors 
Alfred de Grazia and Arthur 
Schlesinger, Jr., on Congressional
Presidential elections. 

The book Congress: The First 
Branch of Government includes 
original essays by 12 leading po
litical scientists holding widely di
vergent views. It is recognized as 
a first rate contribution to the 
study of that institution. 

It would be unfortunate if such 
an organization should be the vic
tim-even the accidental victim
of incomplete research or careless 
writing. 

Michael Balzano 
Graduate Student (Government) 

'IN GOOD TASTE' 
To the Editor: 

In regards to your brief, very 
generalized summary of Mary
mount girls, we have this to say: 
Although we were proud to have 
been written up in your fine news
paper, we were a little wary of 
your sources. 

Obviously, you are the type of 
gentlemen that go into "the Mike 
O'Leary taproom in the basement 
of the 1789," and look for the type 
of girls you have described. If 
you weren't such pompous fools, 
who thought every girl who sees 
you is dying to be associated with 
you, you might realize that not all 
Marymount girls are as allergic 
to "the opera and/or anything 
deep," as you may think. 

As for the way we dress, we 
have just one thing to ask: "Since 
when is good taste something to 
be mocked?" 

We trust that in future weeks 
you will be publishing more of 
your witty articles about some of 
the other "girls' boarding schools" 
in the area, but before you do, we 
suggest that you take a look at 
the coeds on your own campus. 

Thank you very much for your 
time. 

The Fourth Floor Freshmen 
Lower Rosary Hall 

P.S. This letter is rated "G." 

DOG DAYS? 
To the Editor: 

This is a desperate plea to you 
to try and make The HOYA a bit 
more pertinent. Things get pretty 
dull down here in the 01' cage and 
invariably yours is the only 
printed matter I can get my paws 
on. Please try ... they only change 
my paper once a week. 

Jack 
Mascot 

mindlessly and with blind submis
sion. As Thoreau felt "the mass of 
men serve the state thus, not as 
men mainly, but as a machine 
with his body" and "they put 
themselVes on a level with the 
wood and earth and stone." There
fore, to contend that ROTC men 
will civilize the military with their 
degrees is ludicrous. They want 
manpower, not mindpower. 

It seems incredible that Mr. 
Mamaux could compare the ROTC 
subjects with those of the humani
ties and the sciences. To eliminate 
the former would require the 
same for the latter on the basis 
that both have fundamental prin
ciples which must be adhered to 
because they "must tell the stu
dent what to think." To differen
tiate the two: ROTC, represent
ing the military system, instructs 
the student to follow a command 
without question; law, medicine, 
mathematics, etc. teach methods 
and principles encouraging the 
student to question and examine. 
One is for destruction while the 
other is for the betterment of hu
manity. How can anyone compare 
a scientific breakthrough to pro
long life to the logistics of shell
ing a city, the success of which is 
based on the amount of destruc
tion and dead? 

On the point of civilian leaders 
in the military: no one person is a 
civilian in the military service 
after having taken the oath of 
allegiance and is no longer subject 
to a civilian court of law. 

Perhaps the anti-military atti
tudes have been directly influ
enced by the war in Vietnam. One 
thing is certain: it has forced peo
ple to see the real motives of the 
U.S. military aggression through
out the world, that being econom
ic and solely that. The only wars 
probably not economically based 
were the Crusades and they re
sulted in an economic field-day 
for the Italian sea merchants. If 
one is so naive to think that it is 
liberty and freedom that the U.S. 
is defending in Vietnam, an excel
lent expose written by Louis 
and Milner entitled The U.S. in 
Vietnam should clear any linger
ing doubts. 

As for the great libertarian, 
Thomas Jefferson: one would be 
induced to question the Sincerity 
of a person who hated slavery b·.lt 
maintained slaves for his econom
ic self-betterment, ". . . with my 
debts once cleared off, I shall try 
some plan of making their situa
tion better; determined to content 
myself with a small portion of 
their labour." 

It would seem appropriate to 
conclude this letter with another 
quotation from Thoreau ... "Vis
it the Navy yard and behold a 
Marine, such a man as an Ameri
can government can make, or such 
that it can make a man with its 
black arts ... a mere shadow and 
reminiscence of humanity." 

Brian P. Carey 
SBA '70 

WITHDRAWAL 
To the Editor: 

Somerset Maugham once wrote: 

CONCERNED 
To the Editor: 

Have clean pillowcases every 
week gone the way of paper tow
els in the bathroom? 

"If a nation values anything 
more than freedom, it will lose 
that freedom; and the irony of it 
is that if it is comfort or money 
that it values more, it will lose 
that too." 

Dave Migliaccio 
ColI. '72 

Russ Moon 
SFS '72 

ROTC 

It is unfortunate, however, that 
Mr. McNeil did not apply the 
same caution in preparing his 
comments on the American En
terprise Ins tit ute. If vague 
charges against the Center were 
found to be inaccurate upon in
vestigation, wasn't it quite possi
ble that other vague charges, 
some from the same sources, 
would be equally inaccurate when 
directed against the American En
terprise Institute? If it was worth 
hours of careful research to dis
cover the truth about the Center, 
wouldn't it have been worth at 
least a phone call to AEI to check 
out charges against that organiza
tion before blandly repeating them 
in The HOYA Sept. 18? 

To the Editor: 

One might add . . . or if it is 
peace that it values more, it will 
lose that too. Should we value 
peace more than freedom? Can 
there be true peace without free
dom? The Soviet Union is peace
fuL We do not read or hear of 
student disorders, lawlessness, re
bellions against established a"
thority. But this "peace" was 
bought with millions of lives, 
years of starvation and famine, 
and days and nights of fear and 
terror. Is this true peace? 

A serious investigation surely 
would have brought Mr. McNeil 
to very different conclusions about 
AEI whose record of non-partisan 
research has been long recognized 
by-among others-leading Con
gressmen of all persuasions. 

AEI's "Special Analysis" series 

My congratulations to David 
Mamaux for his letter of Oct. 2 in 
which he futilely attempted to 
keep the face of ROTC and the 
military service unblemished. Un
fortunately, the scars of decep
tion are too deep to cover for sev
eral reasons. To everyone's knowl
edge, an education or degree 
means little or nothing when one 
is ordered to do something in the 
service. He does the assignment 

The countries of E a s t ern 
Europe are peaceful. Those who 
try to disturb this "peace" are 
dealt with severely. Here too it 
came at the cost of many human 
lives and much suffering. And 

some of those who find it too 
peaceful must now reach, scale, 
and leap from a cement block 
wall to escape it . 

China is peaceful now, now that 
those who had a wrong concep
tion of the word "peace" have 
been set straight by the country's 
youth. Here again the price was 
high in human life. To prevent 
anymore misconceptions everyone 
reads the national best seller, 
which outlines the maintenance 
of "peace" not only in China, but 
around the world. The book is so 
good millions are going hungry to 
have a copy. 

Would the immediate withdraw
al of American men from Viet
nam bring true peace to that rav
aged corner of the globe? Or 
would it once again have to be 
purchased at the cost of even 
more human lives, more suffering 
and starvation, and more nights 
of terror? And if it did finally be
come peaceful, would that "peace" 
have to be enforced with a brick 
wall, with total government cen
sorship of the written word, with 
the suppression of religion and 
the oppression of its adherents? 
Would Vietnam be any different 
than the Soviet Union, Eastern 
Europe, or China? Can there ever 
be peace ... true peace ... with
out freedom? 

Douglas J. Aller 
President, 

GU Young Republicans 

DISASTER 
To the Editor: 

It is apparent that, to many of 
the people of this University, the 
presence of the ROTC is repug
nant. I, too, feel that uniforms do 
not belong on the Hilltop. I do 
not, however, favor abolishing it. 

The "out-of-sight-out-of-mind" 
technique does not solve the prob
lem. Militarism is like poison ivy
scratch it and it spreads. It is 
only through the draft and ROTC 
that the influence of the average 
citizen's conscience is able to curb 
the autonomy of the military men
tality. The all-volunteer army 
proposed by some leaders on Capi
tol Hill would prove disastrous to 
our nation. 

John P. Feerick 
ColI. '72 

MISLEADING 
To the Editor: 

In my brief stay at Georgetown, 
I have read two copies of the 
HOYA. All I can say so far is that 
you are consistent. Both of the 
editorial pages I have examined 
were not worthy of a high school 
scandal sheet. More specifically, 
your comments on ROTC in the 
previous issue and on President 
Nixon's Press Conference in your 
October 2nd issue, were extremely 
misleading. 

Your statement on ROTC has 
been more than adequately re
futed, so I will confine myself to 
the editorial on President Nixon. 
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science tells him to do, and con
sider what would be the best way 
to implement the dictates of his 
conscience. BaSically, I would 
think that our consciences would 
command that we seek an end to 
the war as soon as possible. 

Now we consider how best to 
implement the dictates of our con
sciences. We have basically two 
alternatives. The first alternative 
is to continue demonstrations 
against the war. The ramifications 
of such a course of action will 
probably be: 1) the North Vietna
mese will maintain their position, 
thinking that the United States 
will withdraw because of anti
war sentiment. 2) Meanwhile, the 
war will drag on, with the U.S. 
slowly shifting most of the burden 
of fighting to the South Vietna
mese. Many thousands will die. 3) 
The Nixon Administration, and 
the majority of the American peo
ple will ignore the actions of the 
demonstrators. 

Now let us consider the other 
alternative. If the American peo
ple unify behind the President, 
even if only for the sixty day pe
riod which the Republican Con
gressional leadership has suggest
ed, these are the possibilities: 1) 
The North Vietnamese govern
ment will realize that the Ameri
can people will not give up the 
war effort, and they will agree to 
serious negotiations, possibly in
cluding a cease fire; or 2) which 
is at least as probable, things will 
continue pretty much as before, 
except with this important differ
ence. After the sixty day period 
ended, President Nixon's solution 
would have been demonstrated as 
being unworkable. The students 
would be able to resume their 
anti-war activities, but this time 
with the support of a large num
ber of Americans who would then 
believe that an unconditional 
withdrawal was the only solution. 
If the pressure were great enough, 
the President would have no 
choice but to accede to the public 
demands. 

So then, having examined both 
alternatives, we can see that the 
only possibility for peace in the 
immediate future lies with the 
second alternative. What is there 
to be lost if the anti-war students 
were to cooperate. Are sixty days 
worth of ineffectual protest 
marches and two months of angry 
editorials worth so much that they 
cannot be risked in a gamble to 
end the war, however poor the 
odds? 

A system of values that places 
the few months of editorials and 
protests above the saving of thou
sands of lives is not worthy of be
ing labelled a conscience. The only 
acceptable alternative is to sup
port the President and hope that 
he is correct. 

Mark J. Lijek 
SFS '73 

A CUTTING LETTER 
To the Editor: 

The gist of your statement is 
that we should refuse to cooperate 
with the President. Why? Well, 
according to your editorial, the 
reason is that we should not ig
nore our consciences. 

Here I would agree with you. 
One should not compromise his 
conscience. However, he should 
carefully decide what his con-

Regarding Charley Impaglia's 
article of Sept. 25, 1969, he will be 
informed that the weapon men
tioned in the second to last para
graph was a bowie knife and not 
a switch blade. 

The Freshman Cult of Sadism 
Fifth Copley 
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FILMS: A Masochist's Delight you can't 
always get 

what you want 

DE SADE. A film (?) starring 
Keir DULLea. At the L'Enfant 
Theatre. 
When a work, pUrportedly a 

serious work, is as uncompromis
ingly wretched and supremely 
taxing as this little gem is, it is 
time to wonder about the most 
basic things. 

have a maddening habit of in
credibly enough, catching up to 
the mad merry-maker just as 
things are getting interesting. No, 
that's a lie. De Sade never ap
pr-oaches being interesting at any 
moment throughout its intermin
able length. The naps are refresh
ing however. 

trips to the candy counter to pass 
the time. No word of the script is 
putrid enough to be laughable or 
well-written enough to be poign
ant. And the acting-to discuss 
it would be an exercise in meta
physics. Thus De Sade is almost 
perfect-an act of sheer sadism 
perpetrated by this mess's creators 
that would probably have put a 
gleam in the Marquis's eyes. 

Do people ever start out to 
make a really bad movie? 

delusions of adequacy/charley impaglia 

If not, do they at least get hints 
along the way that they are in the 
midst of producing an unmitigated 
disaster? What was soundstage 
chit-chat like between takes in 
The Fall of the Roman Empire, 
The Sandpipers, The Oscar, In 
Like Flint, Star!, or any other of 
those multi-megaton we a po n s 
detonated on the crania of audi
ences everywhere (until word of 
mouth spreads the sad truth)? 
Well, one thing's for sure-talk 
was held to a minimum in De 
Sade-everyone was too busy zip
ping up. 

Now of course, as soon as the 
revelation is made that muchly 
nudity is on hand certain types 
will dash down to L'Enfant Plaza 
(an act as easy as dashing to 

Keir DULLea is not alone in 
committing this felony against 
quality. John Huston is on board 
playing his uncle, a gent not en
tirely sane himself. Uncle sits all 
day in the balcony of a decaying 
t!:eater staging (magically) en
tertainments for his fun-loving 
nephew. Oh, so its supposed to be 
a dream sequence hinting at the 
inner De Sade? Yet its vacuous
ness and simple hokiness (purple 
lights, incense-all tricks left over 
from the cheapest Peter Fonda 
epic) makes it not so much a 
dream but an audience's night
mare. 

No, not a moment is amusing, 
or sexy. No directoral trick has 
any effect other than frequent 

So, to return to the original 
query, people quite obviously do 
start out to make really bad 
movies. The most consistent arma
ment producer is American-Inter
national Pictures (Wild In The 
Streets, The Trip and a gaggle of 
others). So when the credits to 
De Sade roll and there is an 
audible sigh in the crowd (like a 
group of dogs listening to Pavlov's 
buzzers) it is attributable to the 
fact that American-International 
executed this masterwork. It al
most eXDlains what ensues, but 
even knowing their obsession with 
quality's alpha point, it hardly 
condones it. C.I. 

To the writer of the editorials in The Georgetown Voice: 
My sincerest condolences upon the third editorial of your 

first issue. Surely I can appreciate how desperate one may 
get to fill space as deadlines slip away (see this space last 
week) but the chaotic drivel which you inserted to consume 
your pica count is deserving of only sympathy and a votive 
candle to the Muses. 

" ... So, please, send us a few lines," you implored. Well, 
the lines you are going to get about the stuff contained in 
that first effort (a kind word never hurt) will probably be 
unprintable anyway. It's bad enough that your fetish for press 
releases floated from the Capitol (tune in next week for The 
Voice interviews Wayne Hays on the oil depletion allowance) 
is now approaching obscenity (which incidentally is not 
spelled "obsenity" contrary to the headline over your delight
ful College Press Service story about the trials and tribula
tions of the Ann Arbor Argus-no Gay Taleses in McSherry 
Hall!), your articles ensconced in your ever-so-attractive Ritz 
Cracker box approach to layout are about as relevant (hear 
that, Joe George) to anything even remotely connected to 
Georgetown, Washington, America, or humanity in general, 
that one may just as well peruse back copies of The Saturday 
Evening Post. I mean, honestly, still another College Press 
Service bulletin this time about airline youth rates? A padded 
and strikingly familiar schedule of the Henle inaugural? Your 
filler editorial (ironically, your problem seems to be editorials 
this year) that ho-hummed through Haynsworth (yes, Hayns
worth!!)?? And last, but certainly least, Papa Fantasia's at
tempt to outdo Maxine Cheshire by skippingly slandering 
those who do not see his symphony as tile cause celebre of the 
sixties (come on, seventies)! A far more interesting approach 
might have been a rollicking anecdote about how Papa man
ages to spend an average of $3000 per year beyond his allotted 
budget. 

Williamsburg) wit h Polaroids 
ready. Forget it! Buy a maga
zine. The scenes you have to en
dure for a bosom or a thigh or 
thirty .... 

The plot is an attempt to de
pict the life and times of that 
raucous, mischievous darling, the 
Marquis De Sade (from which, the 
opening credits so pointedly ob
serve, the word "sadism" derived 
-no kidding, but then, guess what 
kind of audience this flick draws). 

Cast in the title role is none 
other than Keir DULLea, who 
earned his baccalaureate in per
version in David (Lnd Lisn and his 
master's in 2001: A Space Odys
sey in which he jilted a distraught 
lover who happened to be a 
flighty computer named HAL 9000. 
If you think that's weird, savor 
some of the erotic delights the 
dear boy whips up in this fiasco
for example, he cuts out chicken 
grizzle or some such thing and 
then ladles it gently onto the 
chest of a fellow reveller and 
proceeds to eat said grizzle. There 
are also some gross scenes. 

Of course, not all of the Mar
quis's time is spent in pursuit of 
rapturous ecstasies previously un
known. He rides horses. He is 
chased. In fact, he is chased all 
over wherever it is he is by the 
same band of militiamen who 

I must point out though that there are bright spots. Tom 
Zito is quite good but then Judith Crist writes for TV Guide. 
Also, I found two of your three ads terribly informative (nice 
that something's informative) and I'm sure costs plummeted 
through those juicy contracts you have wrested (but what 
exactly is Club International?). 

The most depressing thing of all was of course the staff 
block. Wm. C. McFadden, S.J., is a fine man and to saddle him 
with being moderator is cruel. I think for the unique role you 
have etched out in the University schemata that you must 
dismiss this noble person and hire none other than Dr. Philip 
A. Tripp. 

NOTATIONS IN A FARRAGO a weekly journal of diverse things-being 
relevant to little other than diversions. 

RIGGS LffiRARY. Another dying 
Georgetown tradition. 
Peacefully resting in Healy's in

nermost caverns lies Riggs Li
brary and her most prized posses
sion, the main stacks' graduate 
reading room. The rare, natural 
(sic) beauty of this neo-baroque 
chamber is immensely enhanced 
by its complete and utter ob
solesence. 

Smiling peons, more than will
ing to aid students in finding non
existent books or confine them in 
any way possible, abound every
where. For no small reason are 
the "Library Service Scholarship" 
people grinning. They have bilked 
both the University (who has ever 
heard of a bankrupt organization 
paying people to do less than 
nothing?) and the rest of the stu
dent body (they have cornered 
the market on books and theses 
applicable for plagiarism). 

It is somewhat tragic to note 
that Mr. Jeffs and his camp fol
lowers will vacate Healy for what
ever Hall as soon as this new 
building is completed (a comple
tion now rumored for July, 1984). 
It is altogether fitting, however, 
that Riggs be used in a capacity 
worthy of her-as a museum for 
other antiquated Georgetown in
stitutions. 

TRINITY. A pseudo-sister school 
for young ladies situa,ted in the 
shadow of Catholic University 

somewhere in Northeast Wash
ington. 

A Trinity woman is intelligent, 
sophisticated, rather we a I thy, 
somewhat beautiful, and tragically 
misunderstood by Georgetown 
gentlemen. It's true. Ask any of 
them. They are easily discernable 
by their dress (slovenly chic) and 
the color of their hair (natura!). 
No conversation drop-outs they! 
They'll spend hours impressing 
you with their knowledge of 
bridge, Mao, the deutschemark, 
and all the other interesting 
thingies they were told it was 
interesting to talk about. You'll 
also recognize them by their 
peculiar habit of hanging in "the 
better bars." 

It's not that they come cross
town husband-hunting (perish the 
thought!) but still an amazing 
number do. One segment of the 
community is made happy by this 
migra tory movement-T r i nit y 
goils are the type of girls your 
graadmother would want you to 
marry. They really are. 

J.A. 

SECOND THOUGHTS ON AB
BEY ROAD. An albwn by the 
Beatles. On the Apple label. 
Last week's woefully inade-

quate review of this stunning dis
play of rock artistry ignored three 
major points and managed to 
make one that was totally inap-

propriate (i.e., that Abbey Road 
con t a ins no trends-well, so 
what?). 

The truly significant points are 
the following. First of all, the 
second side's medley of songs that 
drop conveniently into one an
other ought to be preserved for 
future generations who will won
der who and what the Beatles 
were. It is a haunting and stirring 
composition, most espeCially in 
that moment where the horns in
terrupt one tune to reintroduce 
the marvelous "You Never Give 
Me Your Money." It is a moment 
unlike any the Beatles have ever 
had. Secondly, although Harrison 
is obviously growing by leaps and 
bounds (even though, except for 
the "I don't know etc." verse, 
"Something" does become tiring) 
and Lennon is less sinister than 
ever, McCartney is still quite 
clearly on top (his voice is con
stantly amazing, e.g. "Golden 
Slumbers," and his eminently de
tectable contribution is more deli
ciously detectable than ever
chiefly in the aforementioned 
"Money"). Thirdly, this is easily 
the most impressive proof avail
able that the foursome is as bril
liant an instrumental combo as is 
currently detectable in music, a 
thesis tta t hardly is worthy of 
argument after hearing "Poly
thene Pam" and "Carry That 
Weight." 

Of course, the review was right 
about one thing-you most as-

suredly will appreciate Abbey scintillating, provocative, and, 
ROM and in so appreciating it, most welcome of all, not pander
appreciate the Beatles still more. ing to tots finishing their TV din
But your appreciation will prob- ners. 
ably stem from some of the rea
sons just cited and certainly not 
from any absence of trends. 

MARTIN AGRONSKY'S WASH
INGTON. A television fait ac
compli appearing weeknightly 
at six. on WTOP. 
News shows are possessors of 

the capacity to be excruciatingly 
boring and terribly opinionated in 
an almost patronizing way to cur
rent events. We all know what a 
David Brinkley inflection, a raised 
Walter Cronkite eyebrow, or a 
pursed Bill Lawrence lip imply. 

Mr. Agronsky has incredibly 
enough swept aside the flack and 
ringing tedium all such programs 
are burdened with. While an un
derling reads the copy rotely, re
lating still more bar b a ri s m, 
Agronsky waits and then follows 
the litany of tragedy with his own 
thoughts on the matter while the 
word "commentary" flashes across 
the screen. Agronsky's flair for 
preciseness of language and a 
youthfulness that enables him to 
perceive the sixties without con
stant references to the thirties are 
among the other things that flash 
across the screen. 

What flashe9 across the view
er's mind, however, is that he is 
witnessing what is tantamount to 
a miracle-a news show that is 

THE HARVARD LAMPOON'S 
PARODY OF TIME MAGA
ZINE. A publication attainable 
for a modest price at any pres
tigious bookstore, temple of 
learning or at Peoples. 
In the listings we read of a 

Peanuts TV special in which Lucy 
is molested, a best-seller is en
titled "Christ And Your Checking 
Account" by Norman Vincent 
Peale, and a film with quite a title 
which carries the "Curious-Yel
low" format beyond curiosity. 

The "People" section (except 
for an aside about the romance 
of Tricia Nixon and Barry Gold
water III) is filled with vignettes 
skewering Jackie Kennedy Bouvi
er Onassis and her well-publicized 
foibles and probably, besides Mary 
Gallagher, everyone but the Onas
sises will find it side-splitting. 

Humor being an increasingly 
difficult thing to generate in a 
world headed for wedlock with 
absurdity, it is reassuring to per
use this work which is a scathing
ly and hysterically clever sa tire of 
Time, that bane of us all that we 
consume weekly nonetheless. Each 
section of the model is reproduced 
in the copy and each section is 
as amusing in the copy as it is 
pretentious in the model (a laff 
riot! l. 
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'Generation' To Emphasize 
Fiction, Poetry, Comments 

The military made its IJresence known at the inaugural ceremonies 
:1.lso. Two members of the Spraker Rifles performed as an honor guard 
for the newly-installed President. 

Contention StaleIllates 
Plan For Student Union 

Yet another student pubiication, 
Generation, will appear on cam
pus come December. A journal of 
commentary, fiction, and poetry, 
Generation will be edited by three 
Georgetown undergraduates. How
ever, it will include material sub
mitted by collegians across the 
country. 

Generation's editor is Jason 
Berry, a College junior. Associate 
editors are College sophomores 
Bob Conrad and Willis Keenan. 
Keenan was formerly coordinat
editor of the Georgetown Voice. 

Outlining the magazine's con-
tent, Berry said, "We are primari
ly interested in the publication of 
a high quality journal of fiction, 
poetry, and commentary. The 
commentary section will include 
articles on the current economic, 
political, and social institutions of 
our time. 

by Garvin Wctlsh force on the Student Union. "The leaning emphasis will be 
In December of last year a re- primarily to the commentary sec

tion, and though there will be no Progress on the proposed stu
dent union had reached a stand
still last week due to a misunder
standing between the principals 
involved concerning the method 
of approach to the University 
Planning Board. 

quest had been made by a com-
mittee of students for the lspace designated poetry section, poems 

will be presented throughout the 
in the basement of Healy to be magazine," said Berry. 
used as a student center. How- The editors have contacted 
ever there were numerous re- some 120 colleges and universities, 

However, after a reconciliation 
last Friday evening, efforts are 
again being made to secure the 
basement of the Healy Building 
for use as a Student Union when 
it is vacated by library forces 
sometime next year. 

quests made of the University asking for material which stu-
Planning Board for so~e. of ~he dents might want published in 
same. space. Some ad~llmstratlVe ,Generation. But, as Berry noted, 
functIOns represented mcluded of- "I mean, really, why should a per
fices for .Stude~t Accounts and son send a manuscript or poem to 
Student Ald. Desl~es for classroom Generation, a Georgetown publi
space and a meettmg place for the cation if he can publish it in his 
University Senate were expressed ' 

The important figures in this 
issue are Student Government 
leaders Jim Clark, president, and 
L. Mark Winston, vice president, 
as well as Chris Hyland (SFS '70), 
appointed last May with Tom Ha
kala (CoIl. '70), as co-chairmen 
of the student government task 

at the time, .-----------------, 
What ensued was an attempt to 

satisfy all factions, and the base
ment was divided up into lots 
which were distributed rather 
sparingly. The students received 
that area from the north stair-

Need a Job? 
$4.25 hr. Pick up and delivery. 
Work near campus. Work your 
own hours. 

941-3058 
(Continued on Page 11) 

Does it really work? 

If you've ever resorted to NoDoz" at 4 a.m. 
the 'night before an exam, you've probably 
been disappointed. 

NoDoz, after all, is no substitute for 
sleep. Neither is anything else we can 
think of. 

What NoDoz is is a very strong stim
ulant. In fact, NoDoz has the strongest 
stimulant you can buywithouta prescrip
tion. 

Caffeine. 
What's so strong about that? 
If we may cite The Pharmacological 

Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a 
powerfUl central nervous stimulant. Caf
feine excites all portions of the central 
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all 
portions of the cortex, but its main action 
is on the psychic and sensory functions. 
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow 
of thought and allays drowsiness and 
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is ca
pable of more sustained intellectual ef
fort and a more perfect association of 
ideas. There is also a keener apprecia
tion of sensory stimuli. 

Very interesting. But why take 

-T.M. C 1969 Brlstol.Myers Co. 

NoDoz when you can get caffeine in a 
cup of coffee? 

Very simple. You take NoDoz all at 
once instead of sippi ng coffee for 10 min
utes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets, 
the recommended dosage, you get twice 
the caffeine in a cup of coffee. 

Two tablets-isn't that likely to be 
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is 
completely non-habit forming. 

Which means it's safe to take 
whether you're cramming at night. Or 
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or 
driving somewhere (even though you're 
rested) and the monotony of the road 
makes you drowsy. 

One last thing you should know 
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms. 
Those familiar white pills you take with 
water. And a chewable tablet called 
NoDoz Action Aids'. It tastes like a choc
olate mint, but it does everything regular 
NoDoz does. 

And if you've managed 
to stay awake th is 
long, you know 
that's quite a lot. 

own college's literary journal?" 
The editors think that money 
would be an answer. Thus the 
magazine's publication rates will 
be $15 for commentaries and short 
stories and $5 for poetry. 

area. Students will pay for their 
copies, too. As Berry observed, 
"Why should someone mind pay
ing for something if it is good? 
The price is as yet undetermined." 

Appearing Dec. 5, Generation 
will completely avoid University
oriented topics but will utilize its 
Washington base to garner mate
rial of wide-ranging interest. The 
magazine will be reviewed by the 
Washington Post as well as vari
ous collegiate publications. "You 
might say we are going big-time," 
Berry said. 

However, Generation under
standably does not yet have suf
ficient funds to pay for articles 
submitted by Georgetown stu-
dents. . 

Generation's distribution will 
not be limited to the Georgetown 
campus-the magazine will be 
sold throughout the Washington 

MONDAYthru SATURDAY 

THELONIOUS 
MONK 
plus Uncle Dirly 

Coming Oct. 13th: IRWIN S. WATSON 
plus JOHN DENVER 

... l..e OU~~ 34th & M Sts. , • n Georgetown 
Res. 331-3389 

When you know 
it's for keeps 

All your sharing, all your 
special memories have 
grown into a precious and 
enduring love. Happily, these 
cherished moments will be 
forever symbolized by your 
diamond engagement ring. 
If the name, Keepsake is in 
the ring and on the tag, you 
are assured of fine quality 
and lasting satisfaction. The 
engagement diamond is 
flawless, of superb color, and 
precise modern cut. Your 
Keepsake Jeweler has a 
choice sele'ction of many 
lovely styles. He's listed in 
the yellow pages under 
"Jewelers." 

K 
REGISTERED 1<: 

_88pSa. e® 

Rings enro·gp.d 
to show detotl 

DIAMOND RINGS 

From $100 10 $10000 
®Trode Mark Reg 
A H Pond Company, Inc 
b11892 

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
I Please send new 20 page booklet. "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding:' 
I and new 12 page, full color folder. both for only 25c. Also. how can I obtain 
I the beautiful 44 page Bride's Keepsake Book at half price? F·o9 
I N.me ______________________________ · ______________ ___ 

I I Add'e" _______________________________________ _ 

I CHv Co, ___________ _ 
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I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90. SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 I L _______________________________ ~ 
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Dr. William A. Thaler, chairman of the physics department, hopes that research conducted by his depart
ment concerning the laser and other related scientific areas will "someday be of use to the country." 

Project TheTnis Grant RenetVed; 
Laser Research To Be Continued 

The sum of $200,000 has been 
granted to Georgetown Univer
sity for laser research under the 
government-sponsored Project The
mis. The bulk of the study is be
ing handled by the physics depart
ment, headed by Dr. William A. 
Thaler. 

The Themis program began in 
1967 when, in Dr. Thaler's words, 
"Congress realized that much of 
the research support at colleges 
and universities was centered in 
certain geographical areas. Ap
proximately 67 percent of the 
grants were going to about ten 
universities." 

to a scientist would be made by 
the Defense Department itself and 
not by the Air Force.) 

Georgetown was one of the first 
schools to apply for funds under 
this program in 1967. Dr. Thaler 
and his colleagues were interested 
in laser research at the time, and 
the government decided that the 
proposal was a good one and 
awarded the University $200,000, 
the standard Themis grant. Since 
that time the contract has been re
newed twice, with the current 
agreement extending through the 
summer of 1970. 

"hopes that the research will re
sult in techniques and devices 
which will benefit the country as 
a whole." 

The government sponsors proj
ects like Themis, according to Dr. 
Thaler, in order to "improve the 
general level of technology and re
search across the nation on a geo
graphical basis. If we cut off this 
money we will reach a plateau, 
and the rest of the world will out
strip us." 

Commenting upon suggestions by 
high administration officials that 
Themis Should be controlled 
through the National Science 
Foundation, rather than the De
partment of Defense, Dr. Thaler 
said, "It's about time that people 
whose lives depend on the defense 
of this country get off the De
partment of Defense's back and 
put their Shoulders to the wheel 
to help them out." 
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InterAction Begins 
Inner-City Projects 

Project leaders were announced 
at the most recent meeting of In
terAction, the new ad hoc commit
tee formed two weeks ago to co
operate and assist existing cul
tural and community action pro
grams on campus. 

InterAction has pledged man
power to the Free University, to 
the cultural activities on campus, 
and to the University lecture 
series. In addition, they have in
itiated two other projects. The 
committee has arranged for tu
torial programs and a program of 
cinema productions for inner-city 
children. 

Jay Valentine (ColI. '72) is the 
project leader for all tutorial, Big 
Brother, and other programs with
in the community. Valentine cited 
a great number of such programs 
that are desperately in need of 
student help. For example, Davis 
Elementary School and the South
west Community H 0 use are 
searching for college students to 
assist in their Big Brother pro
grams. Friendship House and St. 
Thomas would like to expand their 
tutorial programs, but need the 
help of D.C. area college students 
to do it. Valentine also said that 
there were numerous chances to 
work with children in scouting 
and recreational programs. 

Dave Kelly (ColI. '70) who 
worked on the Cultural Coalition 
last year, is attempting through 
InterAction to expand cultural 
activities here on campus. He saw 
InterAction's duties in this field 
as rather limited. 

Believing that "student artists 
should have a great degree of 
freedom" in their endeavors, Kelly 
felt that InterAction should con
cern itself mainly with coordina
tion and publicity. This would al
low the student artists to devote 
their time solely to their projects. 
Kelly also brought up the possibil-

ity of publishing a weekly news
letter informing the student body 
of on and off-campus cultural 
events. He said attempts would be 
made to get reduced student rates 
for concerts and other events 
downtown. 

Alan Morse (CoIl. '72) has 
started work on an expanded lec
ture series at Georgetown. Noting 
the fact that very few Capitol Hill 
members had visited the campus 
in the last two years, Morse said 
that those working through Inter
Action on this project would de
vote much of their time to ob
taining more political figures to 
speak on campus. Morse also said 
that work has started on a 
scholar-in-residence pro g ram, 
similar to the ones instituted in 
some Ivy League schools. Such a 
program would bring a famous lit
erary, political, or otherwise noted 
personality on campus to stay for 
a three-to-five day period. 

Jean Finefrock (GUNS '72), has 
initiated a program of movies to 
be shown to inner-city children. 
The program, named Cinemobile, 
would "cater to the six-to-14 age 
group," said Miss Finefrock. "Al
though the movies will be enter
taining, the primary purpose will 
hopefully be an educational one." 

The InterAction project leaders 
stressed that the list of projects 
is by no means final. Any student 
wishing to start his own project 
who receives enough support is 
encouraged to do so. 

Used Book Store 
Passes With Yard; 
'High Profit Lost' 

A bill was then passed which 
provided for the allocation of 
funds on a geographical basis. 
During the first year, scholars 
from over 100 institutions applied 
for grants. There were no specific 
guidelines set up, other than the 
stipulation that the field of study 
lie somewhere within the bounds 
of the natural sciences. Individ
ual researchers were encouraged 
to apply, and those who were ac
cepted were given money through 
the universities at which they 
were working. 

The original funds for the proj
ect were taken by President John
Son from the budgets of each of 
the branches of the armed serv
ices. The actual operation, how
ever, was and still is centered in 
the office of the Secretary of De
fense, with the various services be
ing consulted on an advisory basis 
only. (For example, the Secre
tary's office might contact the Air 
Force Office for Scientific Research 
to ask them for an evaluation of 
a specific research proposal. How
ever, the decision to grant funds 

At present, the money is used 
in three ways. First of all, it pays 
a quarter of the salaries of eight 
members of the physiCS and chem
istry departments (the chemistry 
department supplies only one fac
ulty member, the Rev. Charles C. 
Currie, S.J., and one graduate as
sistant), as well as their summer 
salaries. Secondly, the program 
provides for eight resident assist
antships. Finally, the government 
buys equipment for the project, 
equipment which becomes the 
property of the University and is 
available to students. 

Although the research deals with 
four areas of laser study, perhaps 
the most important success, ac
cording to Dr. Thaler, has come 
in the field of laser communica
tions. Last summer, the George
town group succeeded in transmit
ting a frequency-modulated laser 
signal for the first time in history. 
The signal is capable of transmit
ting an entire television station. 

English Majors Stage 
Protest Over CODlpS 

The Yard Used Book Store
one of the few programs spon
sored by the now-defunct College 
Student Council which showed a 
profit-now appears to have been 
the victim of the changeover to 
the new Student Senate. 

The absence of that facility on 
campus this year forced most 
students to purchase their books 
at full price, and cost the under
graduate student government an 
estimated $10,000. 

Dr. Thaler points out that "none 
of the research is weapons-orient
ed .... All of it is unrestricted and 
unclassified." He added that he 

Take 
Dec.20-Jan.3 
with lowest group fares in history 
on maior scheduled iet airlines. 
No organization membership is 
required, and we form the groups. 

leave Return to Totoi Including Real Cost of 
To Trip # New York New York Cost Hotel Voucher Transportation 

LONDON 102 December 20 January 3 $290 $60 $230 
PARIS 112 December 20 January 3 $300 S60 5240 
LISBON 108 December 20 January 3 $282 $60 S222 
ROME 123 December 21 January 4 $340 $60 S280 
BRUSSELS 116 December 20 January 3 $300 560 5240 
AMSTERDAM 142 December 19 January 2 S300 S60 5240 
MUNICH 121 December 21 January 4 $317 560 $257 
GENEVA 117 December 19 January 2 5312 $60 5252 
COPENHAGEN 115 December 20 January 3 5312 560 5252 
ATHENS 127 December 20 January 3 $395 ,560 5335 
TEL AVIV 132 December 20 January 3 $450 560 5390 

For additional information and a brochure write to: 
Travel Wholesalers International, 1707 L Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036. Or telephone (202) 296-9161. 

by Marty Marks 
A major confrontation is devel

oping between English majors in 
the College and their department 
chairman following wha t some 
termed a "revolt by the stUdents" 
this week. 

The 54 senior English majors 
in that school walked out of a 
meeting after Dr. Roger B. SI3.
key, department head, refused to 
acquiesce to their demand to 
abolish senior comprehensive ex
ams. 

Dr. Slakey has opted to ignore 
a petition presented to him last 
week by Sean Rogers (ColI. '70), 

The petition stated, "The Eng
lish majors do not wish to take 
the comprehensive examinations 
in their present form. Our posi
tion is that the present system is 
unsatisfactory and needs change 
this year." 

D.r. Slakey's respollse was sim
ple and insistent: "There will be 

apple pie 

comprehensives." He also assured 
the majors that he speaks "for 
myself and the department." 

The Monday meeting had been 
called to discuss the make-up of 
the comps scheduled for April. 
What the students are objecting 
to and what Dr. Slakey called "a 
crucial part of the study." is a 
four part test. It includes a criti
cal paper, a two-hour divided es
say, student proposed questions, 
and an exposition on a stUdied 
author. 

Hoping to head off any confron
tation yet still abolish the comps, 
the students have proposed an
other meeting in two weeks to 
present radical changes in the 
testing format, and Dr. Slakey has 
agreed to attend. The walkout 
was caused in great part by Dr. 
Slakey's condition that he would 
meet them only if students realize 
that "there will be comprehen
sives this year." 

In 1967-68 the Yard Used Book 
Store realized a net profit of 
$7000, despite competition from 
the East Campus. Last year, prof
its exceeded $8000 after the two 
stores were merged. 

Tom Hanley (Coll. '70), presi
dent of the Collegiate Club, esti
mated that if the bookstore com
mittee had worked with the new 
book store and coordinated book 
purchases, and if they had worked 
with teachers, convincing them to 
use older, more popular editions 
of texts, profits in excess of 
$10,000 would have been achieved. 

The procedure in the past had 
been to obtain a loan from Barnes 
and Noble, a New York-based 
company which buys used books. 
This money, amounting to $15.000, 

(Continued on Page 17) 

BOB DIXON 
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Moratorium Committee Meets 
Amid Disagreement On Action 

(Continued from Page 1) 

Many "whites" emphasized that 
the purpose of the moratorium 
was to organize as many people 
as possible against the war in 
preparation for mass demonstra
tions Oct. 15. "Reds," on the other 
hand, held that the war could not 
be separated from the abuses of 
the system which created it. 

Another area of conflict was 
over the question of action. In its 
first meeting, the activist ROTC 
committee laid out a plan of ac
tion against militarism on campus 
which included a walkout from Fr. 
Henle's inauguration ceremony. 
"Whites" argued that while they 
agreed with the politics which lay 
behind opposition to ROTC, they 
could not accept an action which 
might alienate large sections of 
the moratorium coalition who 
were not radicals. 

The forum for this conflict was 
the Moratorium's last mass meet
ing, held Monday, Oct. 6. Radicals, 
many of them veteran SDSers 
forcefully argued that the mora~ 
torium's call for an immediate 
American withdrawal was a de 
facto endorsement of a Viet Cong 
vict~ry in Vietnam. However, dis
CUSSIon soon focused on tactical 
rather than ideological issues. 

"I think the movement is faced 
with two choices of action," co
ordinator Pat O'Neil commented. 
"One, we can overthrow the gov
ernment-and that's pretty im
practical (at this point, one 
anarchist rose in vain protest), or 
two, we can gather the kind of 
power that Dick Nixon under
stands and shove him right up 
against the wall. We're not into 
shutting down this University on 

the 15th, we're into shutting down 
the country." 

Conflict first centered around 
the action program proposed by a 
planning committee for the 15th. 
Radicals felt that the program 
had too little real impact, and 
would serve as nothing more than 
a way for liberal students to ease 
their conscience about the march. 
A proposal for a candlelight march 
through Georgetown came in for 
particularly intense criticism, and 
soon it was augmented by a 
proposal to "send students out into 
the suburbs to rap with people 
about the war there." 

Also under attack, surprisingly 
enough, was the presence of Rep. 
Allard Lowenstein, who had been 
invited to speak on campus by the 
student council. "We shouldn't 
allow ourselves to become the 
political base that Lowenstein 
hopes to make of students all over 
the country," shouted one student 
from the Radical Caucus. Lowen
stein's speech failed to get the 
coalition's sanction by a wide vote. 

The real battle shaped up finally 
over the suggested action program 
by the ROTC committee, and its 
projected demonstration against 
the inauguration. Attempts to get 
a clear vote on the issue failed, as 
the body divided itself almost 
equally. 

Finally, Pat O'Neil suggested 
that those in favor of the proposed 
demonstration gather on one side 
of the room, while those opposed 
gather on the other. Pandemonium 
ensued. At one point, angry parti
sans from both sides literally 
fought over the body of one un
willing student, almost pulling him 
in half. Efforts to get a clear 
majority still were futile. 

At this point, O'Neil decided to 

shift the vote from the action to 
the ROTC committee's five point 
program. As he read off point by 
point, the group overwhelming 
passed it. Succeeding in this, he 
moved to compromise with the 
radicals and proposed the "walk 
in." Leaving the "walk out" a 
moot point, the radicals smelled 
victory and accepted the idea. 
"We knew from the start that no
body could stop us from walking 
out after walking in," commented 
one "red," "and that's just about 
what we did." 

Though it did not formally as
sume control of the Georgetown 
Moratorium Committee by gain
ing acceptance of its five point 
action program, the R ad i c a I 
Caucus' influence within the orga
nization grew greatly as a result 
of the struggle. In a recapping 
meeting which followed the mora-

--- ,. 
SDS leaders Ed Galloway and Emilio Gonzalez leave the inaugural 
ceremonies last Tuesday. Gonzalez and Galloway were in sharp dis
agreelllent with Moratorium policy promulgated by University Presi
dent, the Rev. Robert J. Henle, S.J. 

torium battle, it was generally, ____________________________ ---. 
agreed among the "reds" that 
they had won a victory. Moderates 
failed to stop the tide largely be
cause they failed to address them
selves honestly to the ideological 
issues, and preferred to stand 
purely on a discussion of tactics. 
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The University: A Total Educational Experience 
by the Rev. Robert J. HenZe, S.J. the university rather than from the shifting and changing that has 

President the older monastic tradition. taken place in the American uni-
Georgetown University There are of course people who versity. 

This university which we have would like to see us introduce One of the difficulties about 
been talking about is of course a into the university something more this-not having some kind of a 
product .of history, of a social ex- of a model of a large business general plan or a general under
periment, and of human decisions. organization. Businessmen some- standing or a general knowledge
There is nothing eternal, nothing times ask us why we can't run the is that we forget that the college 
preordained about this institution. University like General Motors. and particularly the complex 
There have been societies-highly I've had members of the board of modern university is a system of 
developed societies-that did not trustees refer to the internal systems. It is not really a sys
have the parallel institutions of structure of their own company as tem; it is a system of systems, 
the American university. the ideal way the vice president and no one part of any system 

It has been amply demonstrated or the president should be able within this complex organization 
and amply referred to in our dis- to handle the university, and par- can be changed or modified with-
cuss ion already here that this in- ticularly to handle the faculty. out automatically, at least in 
stitution is now undergoing a great time, shifting the whole arrange-
change. As a matter of fact, Political Society ment of the entire system. This is 
certainly since the Second World I think that there is not much basic to the very notion of a sys-
W h h be . t't t d danger that this model will take tem, where every part is in some 

ar c anges ave en InS 1 U e way interlocking with every other 
in the American university; in its over the university. I think there part. And so if we change a com
curriculum, its organization, its is a serious danger that this mittee here or shift a responsibil
embassies. This change has in fact, model will influence certain parts ity there, we are not just chang
been a rejection of some older of the operation of the univerSity ing one position within this, or 
models for a college or a univer- and perhaps already has, but I adding one new committee, we're 
sity, and has turned into a search, think there is such immediate re- making a subtle change through
perhaps not always consciously, sistance on the part of the faculty, out the entire system. I think we 
into a search for a new, total students, and academic adminis- have done this disastrously, with
model for a college or a university trators to any thought of using out being aware of what we were 
in today's world. the corporation model for a uni- doing, and without really planning 

'In Loco Parentis' 
versity, that there isn't any dan- to do the thing that results. When 
ger. the system begins to creak at 

The American college, whether The model to which we have some other point, then we go to 
it was a religious institution or referred already in this time of that point, take another ad hoc 
not, for a long time really was discussion which, of course is more position and try to understand 
based upon a sort of a faculty and more consciously recognized how to handle it. We have not 
model. This was the origin of the throughout the country, is the really therefore studied this as a 
in loco parentis doctrine, which mod e I of the political society. system. 
was the prinCiple of discipline in Some of its dangers have already 
the American college for many, been pointed out and it is difficult. 
many years. The residential col- I, for one, think that to conceptu-

lege, particularly, was looked upon 
as being an extension of the home, 
staffed in extension of the author
ities of a father and mother. This 
model has disappeared. I think it 
has disappeared for good. The 
prinCiple that was involved in that 
is slowly passing away. 

In the case of the Catholic col
lege in the United States, there 
was a similar model at work; 
namely, the model of a religious 
community or a religious order. 
The Catholic college is very often 
the product of a group of religious, 
religious women, religious men; or 
a priest, whose experience, educa
tional experience, mature educa
tional experience is t hat of a 
seminary; it was very often im
possible in the organization and 
the direction of the Catholic col
leges to distinguish between the 
lay student's relationship with the 
authority of the college and the 
young seminarians' relationship or 
the relationship of the religious 
to his superior. This was compli
cated by the fact that frequently 
the president of a huge Catholic 
University was also the religious 
superior of the community in that 
particular university. This model 
also is dissipating and disappear
ing, partially due to the things 
Father Hesburgh has talked about; 
also due to many changes even in 
the internal model of religious 
communities themselves, which 
are now looking for a new model. 
They may well be taking their 
model from the political state of 

alize the structure of the Univer
sity and to organize it along polti
cal lines is a deadly mistake and 
if it were to become the perma
nent principle of operation and 
organization of the universities 
I think it would really be the end 
of the kind of institution that the 
university has been in our society 
and the purpose it has served. I'm 
not sure if it could survive as an 
educational institution under this 
kind of political structure. 

No Real Plan 
Much of the change to which I 

refer, however, in the university 
has not been due really to any 
scholarly examination of the uni
versity and its relationship to so
ciety. We have been very remiss 
in higher education in this coun
try in developing anything like 
the overarching theory that would 
lead to the understanding of the 
university. Not that we haven't 
written our heads off about this; 
I don't think we've been very 
successful in developing a guiding 
theory, and consequently the 
changes have been ad hoc. We've 
tinkered with committees, we've 
changed staff relationships; if the 
faculty was particularly demand
ing, we didn't put any adminis
trator in it. If they were gracious 
and kindly we'd put some adminis
trators in. If the students want 
something. they push hard enough 
for it, well, we say let's put them 
on these committees and those 
committees, and no real plan as 
far as I can see, has gone into 

Economic Structure 

Mrs. Green has already re
ferred to another serious factor 
that interferes with the develop
ment of an independent model of 
the university. Any institution has 
to fit into the society in which it 
operates, it bears the marks of 
that society. For example, how 
much we would like to think of 
the university as not being a busi
ness enterprise or an economic 
entity. In our society no institu
tion can exist unless it has a 
structure that fits it into the 
structure of our economy in gen
eral. No institution like a univer
sity can exist in the United States 
unless it has some kind of state 
incorporation. In a clerical society 
like the middle ages it was possi
ble for a university or other in
stitutions to exist Simply by a pa
pal charter; it didn't need any 
civil organization. Most of us 
would be happy if we could run 
parishes, dioceses, religious com
m~nities, hospitals, orphanages, 
With no thought of the economic 
structure of our society. But we 
simply can't do it. 

So therefore, there is a kind of 
pressure on all of our institutions 
to begin to think about them
selves as part of an economic so
ciety. In the case of the univer
sity I submit that this is in basic 
conflict with what I think is the 
basic business of the university 
and its basic goal. But the pres
ence of the federal government 

on the scene, and the state gov
ernment and all kinds of organ
izations, and the demands to 
which Mrs. Green referred-all 
of these things are pushing in on 
the university, while inside the 
university we do not have a clear 
vision of our own structure and 
our own future. All of these are 
inevitably, day-by-day, helping to 
shape the internal structure of 
the university and determine its 
internal functions even. 

Unique Structure 

I think that the university 
structure of organization and 
functions is a unique thing. I 
don't think it is good to model it 
after a family or a state, a polit
ical government or business en
terprise-or a church. It has a 
unique business. And I'd like to 
suggest that we don't sit down 
and meditate and think enough 
about the basic business of the 
university. We must identify what 
that business is in such a way 
that it doesn't tie us to any given 
structure. I suggest that there 
were some highly cultivated so
cieties that did not have institu
tions like the ones that exist in 

our society. So the institutions 
may vary considerably and have 
varied. But perhaps we can iden
tify within the institution some
thing that is unique about it as a 
type to every other cultured so
ciety and every other situation in 
which men interact in human life. 
If so, it would be true for me to 
say that I think the fundamental 
business of the university is 
learning. I am not using "learn
ing" as a substitute for "things 
learned", but basically for the 
process of learning. I suggest that 
we would be well advised to med
itate on the basic process of hu
man learning. If you examine it, 
it is a complex concept, it's an 
operation, it's a human operation, 
it's a total human operation. 

Learning, taken in its broadest 
sense, is the whole development 
of the human being. It is not 
merely the training of some indi
vidual skill-even if that skill be 
intellectual. A Berlitz school of 
languages may teach a language 
skill; it may teach 50 languages, 
or a hundred languages, but by 
multiplying the languages or the 
levels it teaches, the Berlitz 
School never becomes the univer-
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sity. And so it is possible to dis
tinguish the technical training as-
pects. . . 

But there is always thIS basIC 
learning in which people seek to 
grow, to understand life, to un
derstand human culture, to un
derstand the universe, to under
stand themselves. Not only in a 
rationalistic way, but understand 
themselves in a very humanistic 
way, an artistic way, in relation 
to society's goals and goods and 
human life. In every society this 
kind of learning has gone on un
der some kind of organized proc
ess. 

India and China 
In primitive societies it may be 

instruction by elders during the 
period prior to initiation rites. In 
India, in the classical Indian 
scheme, people put themselves to 
school under great masters. In 
China, the relationship between 
disciple and master in this mutual 
learning process is one of the 
prized things of this culture. It 
is a process in which an older 
learner assists a younger learner. 
It's a social process. It's not a 
business of a man going off quiet
ly into a corner and learning by 
himself. 

Society has always had a so
cial learning process. This means 
a very unique kind of relation
ship between the older learners 
and younger learners. A unique 
relationship in which the com
mon life of learning is lived, in 
which there is a strong human 
bond of understanding and sym
pathy, in which there is a feeling 

of the importance of the activity 
in which they are engaging. And 
when this is seen in its naked hu
man reality, it is not thought of 
as being an economic commod
ity. We go to a technical school 
and we pay 10 dollars and we 
learn the skill. This kind of learn
ing which I am talking about, 
which is a total human learning
this kind of human learning
really cannot be translated into 
economic terms. We have to do it 
because that's the kind of society 
we are operating. But in fact, 
there is no correlation between 
money and this process. 

The Life of Justin 
We read in the life of Justin 

Martin, one of the first great 
Christian professors, that as a 
young man he longed for wisdom 
with this kind of full understand
ing, and he tells us of his passage 
from philosopher to philosopher 
lOoking for a true teacher with 
whom he can learn about life. 
And he tells of going to one fa
mous Aristotelean and talking to 
him about learning with him, and 
he tells us very briefly, "When 
I found that this man before talk
ing about the philosophy I was 
discussing insisted in settling his 
fee, I decided he was no philoso
pher, and went on my quest." 

This basic human relationship 
of learning is the basic business 
of the university. It's the only 
place where, on a high level, this 

kind of learning goes on. I'll re
flect once again, this learning is a 
a faculty organized by disciplines, 
basic human development, it's 
knowledge and it's understand
ing, it's values and it's facts, ~t's 
intergration, and it's destmy 
taken together in a total human 
process of development. This is 
the way human beings grow into 
greater human beings. This is the 
process. It is not a collection of 
skills; and you can have a techni
cal institute that thought all sorts 
of things; engineering, medicine, 
aggriculture, typewriting, and you 
wouldn't have this process, ~nd 
you wouldn't have therefore this 
basic business of the college and 
the university. 

I feel very deeply that if we 
would take this view of funda
mental activity, then we would see 
the university in a new light. 
We've got so many sick categor
ies with which we talk about the 
university and with which we 
come to the university. We can't 
talk about the people in the uni
versity without talking about the 
faculty, students, administration. 
In fact, I think if we took a look 
at the university from the stand
point of its deep educational proc
ess, we get a different classifica
tion. If we were looking for the 
kind of people in the university 
who are playing the role of the 
older learner of wisdom, of the 
older human .developing person, 
we would find that some of what 
we now call faculty really do this 
and some don't. Some of the peo
ple that we now refuse to give 
faculty status do this much more 

than many of the people to whom 
we give faculty status. I think 
we should begin to look not for 
but we Should begin to look for a 
core of what I would prefer to 
call educators. A core of true 
teacher-learners. These people, in 
my thought, are the people that 
carry on the work of the uni
versity, and the work that is 
fundamental to the university. 
The rest of it the university may 
have to do, and they have other 
things to do, but this is the rela
tionship and the operation that 
we have got to protect. Again, if 
we take a look at this total work
ing process I think we could dis
cover that in more recent years 
within the university we have de
veloped a concept which is fatal 
to this concept of human growth. 

I referred to the highly spe
cialized separations between pure
ly academic people and what we 
variably call student personnel 
people, student development peo
ple, stUdent psychologists, and so 
on. We try to split the human de
velopment of the student and the 
total living of the older learned 
into two pieces, and we try to 
keep the academician as pure of 
all the other concerns, and then 
turn these concerns over to other 
people to whom we deny the 
right to be academicians. I think 
that this has been fatal for col
leges and universities, and one of 
the reasons why the whole teach-
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has become so much of a desper
ate matter to most of our insti
ing and understanding of value 
tutions, desperate I think to the 
point that in some of our universi
ties and colleges the total univer
sity temper is directed away from 
being involved in the student's 
values or motivations, that this is 
not the business of the university 
or the college. 

Dimensions, Dimensions 
If we really try to think about 

the learning process in its total 
human dimension, that means a 
wisdom dimension, that means a 
human dimension, that means val
ues and facts all grOwing togeth
er. Then I think we would stop 
talking also about courses and 
curriculum as being the nexus of 
educating people. 

I have tried to eliminate the 
word "curriculum" from my vo
cabulary-I find it practically im
possible to do. But I think that 
immediately when we talk about 
changing education, we talk about 
curriculum reform. Now, what's 
curriculum reform? Fiddling 
around with a bunch of courses? 
Make it three hours or four. In
stead of requiring History I we 
give them the option of History I 
or Sociology 1. We have failed. 

In the curricula of the United 
States, what I have referred to, 
the total educational process, and 
the educational strategy of help
ing young people become more 
and more self-directed persons as 
well as self-directed learners-we 
have simply failed to do anything 
really drastic with our education
al strategy. I can foresee that if 
we really looked at this thing in 
this light in the seventies with 
the tremendous educational re
sources we have-all the new edu
cational technology, the ways we 
have of getting at information, 
and transmitting information
we would have to develop a strat
egy that doesn't translate itself 
immediately into a certain num
ber of contact class hours or into 
a curriculum or into set limits
or even into disciplinary divisions. 
. A~ain, if you look at the organ
IzatIOn of the university from the 
standpoint of total human learn
ing, you would have to say to 
yourself, "I think there is some
thing wrong from the educational 
standpoint, something drastically 
wrong with departmental division 
because a departmental divisio~ 
is structured around a diSCipline 
and not around an educational 
problem. It is structur-ed some
times around pure professional
ism-the production of a new bi
ologist-and not around human 
development and human learning." 

"YVhat therefore I suggest is 
thIS: that we go back to the basic 
process of education, that we get 
to the collegiate university level 
and reach a level of very mature, 
deep development in the human 
being. This is normal, people can't 
develop totally and humanly with
out learning information and 
plines. 

Disciplines and Clocks 
But you can understand disci

plines without the total educa
tional process going on like clock
bits of human wisdom, is some-

work. If we can use this as a 
touchdown for the changes we are 
making in the university, for the 
present structure of the univer
sity, then I think that we can 
gradually evolve a structure and 
a function and an order that 
would be true to this basic func
tion and therefore it would not be 
borrowed from politics and gov
ernment, it would not be bor
rowed from ecclesiastical organ
ization it would not be borrowed 
from ~ny of the mundane organi
u.:tions that exist in our society. 
We would have a unique' organi
zation, a unique structure, a 
unique function. To restore it fun
damentally, we have to restore 
the self vision of the educator, 
the older learner, the teacher as 
being the central person in the 
university community, who is in 
contact with the younger mem
bers of the community in a kind 
of a cycle, because if you think 
of the learning process which is 
the important, common denomina
tor and the basic business of the 
university, then the oldest learn
er who is still seeking the last 
where along the other side of the 
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spectrum into which the young
est freshman has already entered. 
And there is a continuity, and not 
a conflict of interest, and not hos
tility involved in this relation
ship. If we are not going to build 
a community, we're not going to 
build human communities, we're 
not going to build communities 
of learners, until we restore the 
human view of the people involved 
in this process of learning, and 
then until it becomes really a 
close human relationship, a rela
tionship of master to pupil, of 
master to apprentice, and older 
adult to a younger adult, a broth
erly relationship, this is one of 
the great, unique human relation
ships in the world. In India, the 
deepest debt that a man holds is 
to his ~master, and this has been 
true in many cultures where the 
process of learning through hu
man cooperation has not been ob
scured along the maze of tradi
tional organizations. We can re
store the heart of the process that 
goes on in the universities, unless 
our structures aren't worth any
thing. 
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Rep. Green: Policy For 70s 
by the Hon. Edith G1'een 

U.S. Representative 
from Oregon 

May I start by saying I hope 
there will be no Fedeml university 
policies as such, because by infer
ence it would suggest conformity 
when diversity is the ingredient 
which brings challenge, continuing 
re-evaluation and strength to our 
educational system. 

During the last year-as a mem
ber of Congress-I have had the 
feeling that many in the academ
ic community somehow believe 
that congressmen are waiting for 
an opportunity to force the power 
of the state into the academic 
community. 

May I suggest that nothing 
could be further from the truth. 
In the first place, congressmen are 
typically products of a university 
environment and are sympathetic 
to its desire for institutional au
tonomy. Secondly, congressmen 
also, typically, do not have un
limited faith in the power of the 
state-or of the government-to 
solve problems. They at least 
c~aim to have some kind of expe
nence and expertise in the area of 
government; and too often many 

have seen our best designed pro
grams go astray, our best efforts 
fain 

Therefore, I think with '/;ery 
few exceptions, the members of 
Congress would much prefer that 
the university solve its own prob
lems. Certainly, the last thing any 
congressman needs is a new prob
lem. We have too many very com
plex problems already, and have 
enough trouble finding real an
swers. 

In trying to look ahead of the 
growing partnership of the federal 
government and higher education, 
I'd have to say that Vietnam has 
so poisoned the atmosphere that 
the crystal ball is so murkey that 
I can't even be sure of what's 
ahead on Oct. 15 and Nov. 15 of 
1969. 

Responsible Action Needed 

Conceivably, irresponsible action 
on these days might increase the 
strain on this partnership that 
really started in 1963 with the first 
big breakthrough in the Higher 
Education Facilities Act of that 
year. 

It's essential that confidence be 
restored if this partnership is to 
grow, and it seems to me that it 
certainly is in the mutual interest 
of the academic community of this 
nation and of the federal govern
ment that this partnership does 
grow and does prosper. And each 
of the parties would, of course, be 
the beneficiary. 

There's only one area where I 
can predict with any certainty
and that is higher education
which wiI co§t more in the 1970's 
and if mutual confidence is re
stored-if this partnership con
tinues-then I would predict the 
federal government will be pay-

ing a much higher percentage of 
the costs of higher education by 
the late 70's. Today the federal 
government is paying about 13 
percent of the total education 
budget of the country - about 
eight percent of the elementary 
and secondary and slightly above 
20 percent of higher education. 
Conceivably the federal govern
ment might be paying up to 40 
percent by 1980. 

Funds Can Be Found 

Even if so many of our cam
puses today, were not caught up 
in the violent and revolutionary 
atmosphere, I am enough of a 
realist to know that when our 
country is involved in a war effort 
costing about $30 billion dollars 
a year, many deserving programs, 
particularly domestic ones, are go
ing to suffer. In the past two 
years, an effort has been made 
to make across-the-board cuts in 
all federal spending. The thought 
behind it, I suppose, is a demo
cratic one that all segments of the 
government should be forced to 
economize equally and share the 
budget strain. This may appeal to 
our sense of fair play and to our 

indecision in permitting us to 
avoid stating national priorities, 
but realisticaly there are pro
grams that can be cut and pro
grams that should not be cut, and 
education, as I see it, falls in the 
latter grouping. 

I am firmly convinced that there 
are areas that can spare funds 
more easily than education. 

Recently I came across a state
ment which reads: "In a country 
like this, if there cannot be money 
found to answer the common pur
poses of education, there is some
thing amiss in the ruling political 
power." George Washington said 
that 200 years ago. 

When we celebrate that 200th 
anniversary in 1976, I hope this 
philosophy will govern both at 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue and on 
Capitol Hill. 

Since I'm unwilling to predict 
the health of the partnership in 
the early 1970's let me suggest 
areas where review is needed by 
the Congress. 

Has the federal government 
made too many demands of our 
colleges and universities? Can the 
university fulfill its historic role 
as the place where the wisdom 
and knowledge of the ages is 
transmitted to the next genera
tion, as the center in the search 
for truth wherever it may lead, 
as the center for free exchange of 
ideas? 

Community Involvement 
If, if the federal and/or the state 

government ask it also to be al
most all things to all people. I 
don't particularly mourn the fact 
that community involvement has 
replaced the ivory tower, but de
mands from a regional office of 
education led the president of 

Portland State University to write 
Secretary Finch? 

"Mr. Pierce's letter suggests this 
university become an agent of so
cial reform. It is our position, how
ever, that the univerSity is an 
agent of education. We intend to 
remain so before all else." 

Can the same university success
fully search for solutions to inter
national problems, and train local 
police officers, do the research to 
land the first man on the moon 
and become actively involved in 
solving mass transit problems in 
its particular city? 

Research to improve general 
health and the environment of 
mankind seems quite in keeping 
with the role of the university, 
but what about research that is 
classified-95 percent of which 
probably doesn't have to be classi
fied. Aren't secrecy and education 
by their very definition in conflict? 
Can the same university make 
students appreciate and under
stand the history of the ages and 
at the same time waive admission 
standards and teach seventh grade 
remedial reading? 

Can the university be expected 
to teach the young a course in 
logic and the older to understand 
the logic of the generation gap? 
Can the same university train the 
military officers for an unpopular 
war, as well as train and inspire 
the teachers for the ghetto? 

I have serious questions about a 
society that places the major re
sponsibility for our social ills on 
anyone institution in our society. 

Colleges and universities have 
traditionally supplied the men of 
government. These institutions 
have also been the focal points of 
dissent from governmental action. 

Ends Pursued 

Now and in years past, the Uni
versity of Chicago could pursue 
its ends as the university commu
nity conceived those ends. The 
University of Oregon could pur
sue the ends within broad limits 
established by the Oregon legis
latures. 

In between, hundreds of private 
and smalled state schools fulfilled 
the needs of students and society 
in accord with more immediate 
goals and the goals of relatively 
restricted social-political units. 
What has happened and will con
tinue to be true is that "national 
goals," as conceived primarily by 
the v(trio1ts agencies of the fed
eral government have permeated 
our society. Are we in danger 
that national purposes, as deter
mined by a few at a given time, 
will domina te the purposes of 
higher education? Is this good, or 
are there inherent dangers? 

For example, federal spending 
in higher education increased most 
sharply after Sputnik, which pre
sented a national challenge, not 
a challenge for individual Ameri
cans to engage in the pursuit of 
individual excellence. 

I applauded the action of a dean 
at Portland State University re
cently. A professor had applied for 
a grant from the Defense Depart
ment to study toxic chemicals. As 
the dean reviewed the application 
he recognized that the research 
involved in the grant had little 
value as a part of the school'S 
education mission. He did not ap
prove the application. During the 
debate which this decision aroused, 
the Department of Defense can
didly observed: "The Defense De
partment does not have an edu
cation mission to serve in project 
themes. We are seeking a specifiC 
purpose." This statement hardly 
needs further comment. It illus
trates the delicate relationship be
tween institutions of higher edu
cation and a government agency 
with money to spend. 

Senator Fulbright's words seem 
particularly appropriate: 

"The corrupting process is a 
subtle one: No one needs to cen
sor, threaten, or give orders to 
contract scholars, without a word 
of warning or advice being uttered, 
it is simply understood that lucra
tive contracts are awarded not to 
those who question their govern
ment's policies but to those who 
provide the government with the 
tools and techniques it desires. The 
effect, in the words of a a report 
to the Advisory Commission on 
International Education is to 'sug
gest the possibility ... that aca
demic honesty is no less market
able than a box of detergent on 
the grocery shelf . . : 

Cannot Turn Away 
"When the university turns away 

from its central purpose and makes 
itself an appendage to the gov
ernment, concerning itself with 
techniques rather than ideals, dis
pensing conventional orthodoxy 
rather than new ideas, it is not 
only failing to meet its responsi
bilities to its students; it is be
traying public trust." 

The example I mentioned and 
Sen. Fulbright's warning concern 
the federal paymaster, but it 
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serves to illustrate the interaction 
between all public agencies and 
the schools. In my view, the 
schools have the power, if they 
wiI use it, to let government bod
ies come to them for the brains 
and programs which these agen
cies need. If the procedure works 
the other way round-specific pub
lic funding for narrowly specific 
needs-the schools are in danger 
of losing the precious power to de
termine what is best for them, 
given their students, their facul
ties, their facilities, their long 
and short range purposes. 

Research Grants 
I believe next year when Con

gress reviews the Higher Educa
tion Act, a close look must be 
taken at the research grants and 
the way they are given-techni
caly to an instiution, but actually 
to the individual professor who ex
ercises a great deal of indepen
dence and often times an arro
gance and a disregard for the in
stitution he serves. 

Yet this year and next, I hope 
Congress will take a real look at 
al forms of student financial as
sistance,and the lack of attention, 
the lack of prestige we have given 
to vocational education and the 
over-emphasis, as I see it, on the 
value of the sheepskin at a four 
year university. 

The Congress and the academic 
community must share the respon
sibility of having persuaded far 
too many parents and students 
that success and happiness can 
only come and that prestige w.ill 
only be acquired if you go to the 
university. 

As more and more colleges are 
waiving admission standards, I'm 
persuaded there must be an alter
native and that dignity must be 
found in the job well done. I par
ticularly like John Gardner's state
ment: 

..... We must learn to honor 
excellence (indeed to derrw,nd it) 
in every socially accepted human 
activity, however humble the ac
tivity, and to scorn shoddiness, 
however exalted the activity. As I 
said in another connection: 'An 
excellent plumber is infiitely more 
admirable than an incompetent 
philosopher. The society which 
scorns excellence in plumbing be
cause plumbing is a humble ac
tivity and tolerates shoddiness in 
philosophy because it is an exalted 
activity will have neither good 
plumbing nor good philosophy. 
Neither its pipes nor its theories 
wiI hold water':' 

In the 1970's, surely the Con
gress will place more emphasis on 
vocational education at the sec
onary level, in technical schools 
for th,e non-academic and in com
munity colleges. 

If we survive these years of 
confrontation politics on the cam
pus and in the politcial arena, if 
civil relationships become, once 
again, the accepted mode of be
haviour, and if reasoned discourse 
and persuasion replace coercion, 
then I would think there would be 
greater student financial assist
ance, more general aid, less cate
gorical aid and institutional grants 
with as few strings attached as 
possible. 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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Fr. Hesburgh On Future Of University 
by Rev. Theodore M. Hesb1trgh, 

C.S.C. 
President 

University of Notre Dame 
Universities are in trouble all 

over the world today. The Catholic 
university is no exception. In ad
dition to the buffeting from within 
and without facing all universities, 
the Catholic university has its own 
special identity crisis and its 
particular problems for survival. 
There probably has never been a 
more unpropitious moment to at
tempt to foretell the future of the 
Catholic university, the subject of 
my remarks today. 

It is quite possible that some 
Catholic universities will survive 
as universities while going under 
as Catholic. Unfortunately, they 
do not share in the divine promise 
of survival given to the Church by 
its Founder. This is the recent his
tory of the former Catholic Uni
versity of Montreal. It is always 
a proximate possibility when a 
Catholic university is in large 
measure financed by the state, as 
is Montreal, Laval at Quebec, 
Louvain in Belgium, Lovanium in 
the Congo, and the Catholic Uni
versity in Santiago, Chile. 

Perhaps one may be more op
timistic about Catholic universities 
in the United States. Since our 
beginnings, we have had no fi
nancial support from the state or 
from the Church, although in the 

years since the war, we have had 
a measure of support from the 
federal government, mainly in 
facilitating research. 

At this juncture in history, I 

Optimism Conditionally 
would like to be conditionally op
timistic about our future. I say 
"conditionally," for obviously sur
vival will entail some fairly 
stringent conditions. These condi
tions would seem to be the follow
ing: 

1) A clearer notion of the 
specific role of the Catholic uni
versity in the world of universities. 

2) An acceptance of this role 
as important by Catholics and 
others in the world at large, es
pecially in the university world. 

3) Greater support for the Ca
tholic university in a manner that 
will not endanger its freedom and 
autonomy, vis-a-vis the state and 
the Church. 

4) A great measure of dedica
tion from many individuals in the 
religious communities that have 
given birth to most American 
universities. 

1 would now like to expand upon 
each of these conditions. 

1) There has been more thought, 
spoken, and written about the role 
of the Catholic universities in re
cent years than in all the years 
since Cardinal Newman's Idea of 
a University, and the centuries 
that preceded that great idea of a 
university which Newman en
visioned, but never realized. It 
has been said that the Catholic 
university must be, first and fore
most, a university, which is also 

Catholic. 
Being a university means much 

more than it did in Newman's day. 
Added to the role he emphasized 
exclusively, namely teaching, the 
modern university must likewise 
be committed to research and to 
the service of mankind in our 
day. 

Christian Tradition 
In teaching, one would hope 

that the Catholic university would 
excel in that vast humanistic 
tradition, essentially Christian, 
and of philosophical and theologi
cal content, that is largely 
neglected in so many secular uni
versities today, a casualty to over
specialization and secularization. 
If some institutions of higher 
learning do not keep this tradition 
alive in law, in literature, in his
tory, in the understanding of man 
who is the true object of the so
cial sciences, in the humane use 
of the physical sciences, in art and 
music, in every intellectual en
deavor that has deep moral im
plications, then we may evolve a 
new universe in which man be
comes mechanized and desiccated, 
where the great issues of man's 
deeper and broader nature and 
destiny become lost, where man 
may find himself increasingly a 
means rather than an end. No 
edict can provide this dimension 
to teaching. Only individual 
Christian scholars who see the 
broader vision of God and man and 
the world can make this vision ex
citing, without cheapening or les
sening the proper object or 
methodology of whatever they are 
teaching. One would hope that 
scholars would be welcome in any 
university. They should be es
pecially at home in a Catholic 
university, which exists as Catho
lic, to make such a vision welcome 
in the total field of higher intel
lectual endeavor. 

Research goes in all directions, 
and no university can do it all. 
Again, one would hope that amid 
all the fields of valid university 
research, there would be some 
areas of special interest, such as 
Church and state, ecumenism, 
liturgy, sacred arts, world peace 
through law, human and minority 
rights, human development in all 
its aspects, that might find a pre
ferred outlet in the research pro
gram of a Catholic university. 
One could say the same for any 
Christian, Jewish, or Arabic uni
versity and, indeed, one finds the 
same to be true in these institu
tions. Having said this, I must 
further insist that the Catholic 
university must always be catholic 
(with a small "c") and not ex
clusivistic or ghettoish. It also 
goes without saying that theology 
and philosophy must be especially 
revered and practiced on the high
est professional plane of excel
lence at a Catholic university if 
such teaching and research are 
to be reality rather than rhetoric, 

as so often has been true in the 
past. 

The role of service to mankind 
in our day has special relevance 
for the Catholic university. Here 
the saying of Terence, "Nothing 
human is alien to me," must be 
our leitmotiv. Also, the Catholic 
university must serve man as a 
member of the Church, as well as 
a member of the state. This is 
especially meaningful in the post
Vatican Council II days, when 
the Church is sincerely trying to 
confront all of the urgent prob
lems of man in a world of gallop
ing change, shifting moral values, 
spiritual poverty, and hitherto un
heard of challenges and opportu
nities. This is no time for the 
man of the Church to be neutral, 
when man is being dehumanized, 
deprived of his basic human rights, 
brutalized by v i 0 len c e and 
mechanization, a prey to all-pow
erful techniques, such as com
puterization and automation. The 
Church does not meet the world 
in the sacristy, in the Curia, or 
even in its Councils. The world is 
where it is, and the university, 
much more than the Church, is in 
the world as it is and where it is. 
If the Church is to meet and 
understand and attempt to bring 
Christian and humane solutions to 
the great issues of our times, there 
is nowhere that this can be better 
done than in the university, where 
all modern ideas converge, are 
discussed, evaluated, and de
veloped. Our Church will have no 
real presence in the world of 
change and conflict if not in the 
Catholic university. And the same 
challenge faces all religions and 
all churches. 

The Church, too, exists for serv
ice and, if there is any subsidiary 
institution that should be wel
comed and encouraged in the 
Catholic Church, it is the Catholic 
university. 

Values Are Cherished 
Having made this point, may I 

insist that the Catholic university 
is not the Church, neither as 
Newman said is it a seminary, or 
a place for moral training and in
doctrination. It is a place where 
moral and intellectual values are 
cherished and, hopefully, pursued 
as part of the total human matura
tion of its students and faculty. 

be it Catholic, or Soviet, or secu
lar, or whatever. 

I personally believe that the 
Catholic Church, and indeed the 
university world, have a real and 
abiding need for authentic Catho
lic universities, not many, but ex
cellent ones, and if the a.bove con
ditions may be realized, both the 
Church and the university world 
will be richer by reason of the 
existence of splendid Catholic uni
versities. 

If the world were less compli
cated, if the issues were more 
simple, if the challenges and op
portunities facing man today were 
less cataclysmic-perhaps Catho
lic universities would be a lUXUry 
easily avoided. But given the state 
of the world and the Church as 
it is, Catholic universities-at least 
a few authentic and very good 
ones-are as important as any in
stitution I can imagine. I might 
add that there are few institu
tions imaginable that are more 
difficult to create, perfect, or sus
tain. Maybe that is why we have 
had so very few distinguished 
Catholic universities thus far. But 
the great need now presses us, 
and a few we must have, what
ever the cost in money and, more 
importantly, in human effort and 
dedication. I say this realizing 
how few persons there are, in the 
world or in the Church, who share 
this conviction to the extent that 
some of us do. 

Authentic Hero 

The Catholic university is the 
critic of both the Church and the 
society in which it lives, a loving 
critic, but a critic all the same. 
To exercise this critical function, 
to expand the thrust and applica
tion of philosophical and theo
logical wisdom in our times, the 
Catholic university, as university, 
must enjoy the same freedom and 
autonomy that have ever charac
terized great universities. On this 
point, there is no middle ground, 
no room for compromise or am
biguity. The university is free and 
autonomous, in all its essential 
functions, or it is not a university, 

If one were calculating, he would 
choose an easier field, but then 
Newman also said that "calcula
tion never made a hero," and I 
do believe that Father Robert 
Henle, the man whose inaugura
tion we are celebrating, is an 
authentic hero for accepting the 
leadership of an institution that 
can fulfill the difficult role that I 
have just described. He, more than 
most men I know, shares deeply 
the belief that a Catholic univer
sity does have an authentic and 
necessary role in the university 
world and in the Church. 

My other conditions are much 
easier to describe, even if no less 
difficul t to fulfill. 

2) Wide acceptance of this en
larged and realistic role for the 
Catholic university in our day will 
be rendered easier if indeed we 
can, in the years immediately 
ahead, begin to realize more fully 
the role just described. I believe 
that this is happening in several 
Catholic universities, here and 
abroad. There is a new spirit at 
work, following Vatican Council 
II, a new ecumenical dimenSion 
inspiring new efforts. 

American Catholics, a much 
larger percentage of whom are 
college graduates today, are see
ing their universities in a new 
light, both in relation to them
selves through continuing educa
tion and in relation to the educa
tion of their children. With the 

advent of lay control of the gov· 
ernance of Catholic higher educa
tion, with the majority of our fac
ulty members and administration 
now laymen, the Catholic laity 
sees Catholic higher education 
more as their special domain. 
Other educators have welcomed 
these changes and feel more at 
home with this new reality. If 
Catholic universities today are 
less churchy and less clerical, they 
are no less dedicated to the new 
emerging role of the Catholic 
uniVeTsity. I know of few eminent 
educators, if any, who would like 
to see the Catholic university fail 
in the exalted task to which it has 
set itself in modern times. 

Financing Needed 
3) Of course, survival always 

means adequate financing. Here, 
too, there must be changes. No 
Catholic university educator wants 
to blur the First Amendment or 
obfuscate the distinctions that 
separate Church and state, but I 
think we are all agreed that there 
are legitimate formulae by which 
the Catholic or Christian univer
sity may be further assisted by 
the federal government, particu
larly in all those educative, re
search, and service functions that 
are clearly m'O bono publico. 

Even with such augmented pub
lic support, the Catholic univer
sity, much as other private and 
public Universities, wi I I nee d 
enormously enlarged assistance 
from foundations, businesses, and 
the private benefactors who today 
in America pay half of the total 
bill for higher education, both 
public and private. The price of 
such growing support rests, I be
lieve, in the results that we are 
able to demonstrate in the per
formance of our special tasks, in 
the leadership we manifest, in the 
elevation of values and perspec
tives, in the national priorities 
that we inspire and promote by 
our corporate university efforts, 
and those of our graduates. 

We cannot insist too loudly on 
our freedom and autonomy, un
less we use these benefits responsi
bly and fruitfully. Our freedom is 
meaningless to the public at 
large without character, both in
stitutional and personal. And 
autonomy without great moral 
courage to criticize ourselves and 
our society responsibly will de
generate into an independence to 
indulge in irresponsible behavior 
tolerated nowhere else in the so
ciety. 

All of us in higher education 
need great human and financial 
support, and we need to justify it 
as well. For the Catholic univer
sity, there is a special case of 
noblesse oblige. If we do not 
uphold the values and the char
acter that gave us birth as an in
tellectual community, then we do 
not deserve to survive. 

4) May I say one final word 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Cartter Redefines Mission 
by Dr. Allan Cartter 

Chancellor 

New York University 

It is an honor to participate in 
the academic laying on of hands 
for Georgetown University's Pres
ident-an old friend and former 
fellow graduate dean. Whenever 
a university selects a new chief 
executive it is born anew. For a 
brief moment the institution 
stops, breathes in a new spirit, 
and then briskly moves ahead on 
its course. As Charles Williams 
notes so graphically in his novel, 
The Greater Trllmps, it is that 
momentary stillness-that pause 
in the rhythmic motion-that pro
vides the meaning of the move
ment. 

It is most fitting, therefore, in 
this moment for taking stock, 
that we reassess the mission of 
the modern university, and our 

success in carrying it out. It is 
especially fitting because that 
nussIOn is frequently misunder
stood by the broader public, and 
today we are more subject to ex
ternal constraints than has been 
true at any time in this century. 

Old definitions are inadequate 
today when new standards of so
cial responsiveness and public ac
countability are placed upon all 
institutions. Cardinal Newman's 
view that university education 
should give man "a clear con
scious view of his own opinions 
and judgments, a truth in devel
oping them, an eloquence in ex
pressing them, and a force in urg
ing them" is a necessary, but 
insufficient condition. 

Too frequently today the col
lege and its curriculum are an 
expression of what we, as teach
ers and administrators, know best 
and most enjoy doing. The occu
pational hazard of academicians 
is that we tend to organize our 
affairs and design our degree pro
grams to satisfy our intellectual 
commitments as professionals in 
fractured fields of knowledge. Too 
often we expect the undergradu
ate to receive ,a liberal education 
by exposing him to a balanced 
diet of illiberal courses taught by 
specialists in a variety of disci
plines. The integration of knowl
edge is left principally to the 
student; the education of the 
whole man-the training of New
man's e due ate d gentleman-is 
nearly fortuitous in the contem
porary college or university. There 
are partially compensating gains 
in the training of highly skilled 
specialists and technicians, but as 
graduate education becomes the 
common experience of most tal
ented students, we may question 
even more seriously our inade
quacies in literally professing the 
liberal arts. 

Student restlessness with cur
ricular requirements. with the 

grading system, and the charge of 
irrelevance of much of what is 
taught is as much our failure as 
it is their false expectation. If the 
history of Western ideas, Greek 
mythology, the economics of in
ternational trade, or the philoso
phy of science seem irrelevant, 
ollr perspective and our world pic
ture may be as much at fault as 
theirs. If college years seem to 
be a competitive obstacle course 
rewarding the nimble end-gamer, 
we should make certain that our 
sense of orderliness has not cre
ated a self-defeating environment. 
It is too easy to dismiss student 
criticisms as a desire to remain in 
the intellectual womb and to post
pone the real tests of life as long 
as possible. There is a clear mes
sage in the din of discontent that 
should awaken us to the fact that 
we tend to become too profes
sionalized and have given insuffi
cient consideration to the learn-

ing process and the synthesis of 
knowledge. We are frequently 
poor exemplars of that which we 
profess to be-the hallmark of 
the liberally educated man. 

Traditionally colleges and uni
versities have three recognized 
major tasks; to assemble, store 
and transmit the accumulated 
knowledge and wisdom of the 
post; to make available contem
porary practical knowledge in the 
development of skills and trailling 
for the professions; and to "create 
the future," in Alfred North 
Whitehead's words, through the 

encouragement of free inquiry, ex
periment and innovation. 

The first of these tasks is iden
tified with the great liberal tradi
tions of education, encouraging 
those qualities of mind and spirit 
that will enhance man's hllmnni
tas. 

The second is essentially utili
tarian, justified by the need for 
specialized skills to meet the more 
mundane tasks of life. At its high
est, such practical education 
trains man's faculties of judg
ment; it emphasizes the ability to 
grasp new problems, to conceptu
alize, to pose critical questions 
and to meet new situations. 

The third task is that identified 
with scholarship and research. 
Ideally professor and student par
ticipate together in the process of 
discovery, molding the future from 
the materials of the past and 
present. This is the most demand
ing role, and the most sensitive to 
the aspirations and climate of 
opinion of the wider community. 
It is, however, the signature of 
the university, as distinct from 
the purely undergraduate college. 
The liberal arts college may con
centrate on the first-named task, 
the teachers college or technical 
institute on the second, but in 
the university those functions are 
indissolubly united. As Karl Jas
pers reminds us, "One cannot be 
cut off from the others without 
destroying the intellectual sub
stance of the university . . . By 
isolating them, the spirit of the 
university perishes." 

The undergraduate in today's 
university is too inclined to be
lieve that he is the center of the 
academic universe, the prime rea
son for the existence of the insti
tution. We must proclaim em
phatically that this is not the case, 
that he (or she) represents merely 
one of the many responsibilities 
of a large complex institution ded
icated to the constant renewal of 
society. The small college is avow
edly undergraduate student cen
tered; the university can be so 
only at the peril of its true char
acter. This is no reason to do a 
poor job of undergraduate edu
cation as many more and less 
famous universities have done in 
recent years, but the problems of 
parietal rules, campus recruit
ment, varsity football, social fra
ternities and the grading system 
should not be permitted to so oc
cupy the time and attention of 
faculty and administration that 
the other major tasks of the uni
versity are impoverished. 

Students and the outer public 
must both be forcefully reminded 
that the basic mission of the uni
versity in a free society is at the 

same time radical and conserva
tive by its very nature. We are 
the prime social institution for 
the preservation and conservation 
of man's intellectual heritage. But 
we are also the chief critics of 
that society and of accepted doc
trine. Few persons dispute t.hat 
role in the scientific and techni
cal fields, where new discoveries 
contest old beliefs and new in
sights enlarge or displace accepted 
theory. The more sensitive arena 
is in the humanities and social 
sciences where the same respon
sibility resides. As Charles Frank
el once expressed it, "The proper 
function of higher education . . . 
is not to solve problems; it is to 
create them. In any free civiliza
tion the college or university is 
not simply an instrument of so
ciety to which it belongs; it is one 
of the special places where we 
find the meaning of that society. 
Higher education is the meaning 
of a ciVilization ... It represents 
society's efforts at self-conscious
ness." The task of a university 
is to constantly appraise the con
ditions of that society, and to re
evaluate its commitments. 

Student militants who wish to 
use the university as a social and 
political weapon, and adult mem
bers of the academic community 
who are disengaged, uncommitted 
and indifferent to the world 
around them, are both destructive 
forces. Those of us who love the 
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university and care deeply about 
the condition of our fellow man, 
must fight with vigor to maintain 
the university as an open forum. 
From president to the newest 
freshman, we should applaud per
sonal testaments and acts of con
science-providing that we retain 
an atmosphere of tolerance for 
diverse opinions and respect for 
our fellow sojourners on the quest 
for truth. 

In short the modern university 
must be responsive to the chal
lenges and problems of contem
porary society in the broad per
spective of man's intellectual, 
spiritual and moral ascent. It 
must not permit itself, however, 
as a university to become a con
testant or advocate in the daily 
arena of political and social alter
natives. 

No .single person in the univer
sity plays so vital a role in chart
ing the institution's course and in
fluencing its character as its Pres
ident. Dr. Henle, whatever the 
more munaane tasks assigned to 
the office of President, foremost 
among them are your duties as 
the moral conscience of the uni
versity, and as defender of the 
faith. It is not an easy, or even 
popular, task in this day and age. 

I would wish for you the wis
dom of Solomon, the forebearance 
of a parent, the fortitude of a 
Saint and the luck of the Irish in 
your new post. 
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Enarson: Reform Of University Government 
by Dr. Harold L. Enarson 

President 
The Cleveland State University 
Our universities today are un

der indictment. The indictment 
draws all charges against individ
ual institutions into one massive 
bill of particulars against the 
American university. Each univer
sity is now assumed to suffer 
from the collective afflictions of 
all universities everywhere. Un
fortunately, we cannot dismiss 
such stereotyping as the danger
ous nonsense that it is. Mono
lithic U, Everywhere, U.S.A., ex
ists. It exists as "pictures in our 
heads," as real and as significant 
as the "real world" this stereo
type so tragically fails to mirror. 

The bill of particulars is now 
painfully familiar. 

Say the students: 
Our education is generally bor

ing, often irrelevant, and fre
quently both boring and irrele
vimt. At best we are patronized 
by "sandbox" student government. 
At worst we participate in a maze 
of committees which provide the 
form but deny the substance of 
genuine participation. 

Say the faculty: 
The erosion of faculty power 

and influence proceeds relentless
ly. "Faculty government" is also 
sandbox government. On the big 
issues-admission standards, scale 
and design of the physical plant, 
budget allocations, standards for 
"student credit hour production" 
(a term evoking awful images of 
clerks and slide rules)-on these 
and other matters which deter
mine the quality of the learning 
environment the faculty fights a 
rear guard battle against intrud
ing controls and restraints. 

Say the trustees: 
As laymen, we have been brain

washed by the professoriat to the 
point of virtual abdication on edu
cational matters. Our "sandbox" 
has been buildings and bond is
sues, financial reports, and the 
rubber-stamping of educational 
decisions. 

Say the legislators: 
We do not like what we see

the outrageous presumption of 
radical students subverted by rad
ical professors, the arrogance of a 
professional elite more preoccu
pied with power and prerequisites 
than with sound education and 
dedicated service, the puzzling 
softness of presidents seemingly 
incapable of strong and decisive 
action in the face of force and 
violence. Our "sandbox" is fi
nance; we are asked to supply 
ever-larger budgets in support of 
a privileged elite which insists on 
more and more pay for less and 
less time in the classroom. 

Say the critics: 
The university suffers from sti

fling routines, crippling rigidities, 
and deadly inertia. It is large, im
personal, bureaucratic; it grows 
by accretion rather than conscious 
design. It is sustained by no clear 
shared definition of purpose. It is 
not a community; worse still, it 
is not even an effective organiza
tion. Witness its appalling vulner-

ability at the hands of small bands 
of determined revolutionaries. It 
has lost its capacity for self-re
newal. Finally, it is gradually los
ing the confidence of its many 
constituencies and is threatened 
by the greatest of dangers to any 
institution, the imminent loss of 
its claim to legitimacy. 

The Foolish Few 
So much for a brief recap of 

the general unhappiness with the 
state of the university. 

It is not necessary to weigh in 
the balance the fairness of this or 
any other bill of particulars. The 
need for university reform is now 
generally accepted. Only a foolish 
few believe that the withering 
away of SDS and the end of the 
Vietnam war would restore us to 
a blessed normalcy of short hair, 
alcohol, fun and games, and aca
demic business as usual. Humpty 
Dumpty has fallen and is badly 
shattered, how badly no one can 
tell for sure. Can all the King's 
horses and all the King's men put 
him back together again? 

Not surprisingly, the proposals 
for reform advanced by the vari
ous constituencies march off in 
different directions. The reform
ers are united on only one point: 
that the name' of the game is 
power-p 0 w e r and domination 
over others. The implicit assump
tion, as noted in the majority re
port of the Study Commission on 
University Governance of the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley, 
is that, 
" ... the campus 'society' is here 
viewed as a collection of status
bound interest groups, each hav
ing a special preserve and each 
possessing claims to participation 
in varying degrees-subject to 
negotiation-in the activities as
signed to the other components. 
The political problem set by this 
approach is one of devising insti
tutions and procedures that will 
enable each group to pursue its 
particular concerns as efficiently 
and harmoniously as possible in 
areas that overlap with those of 
other groups." (Caleb Foote and 
Henry Mayer, The Culture of the 
University (San Francisco, Jos
sey-Bass Inc., 1968), p. 18.) 

The first fruits of this concep
tion of the modern university are 
painfully apparent-in confronta
tion politics, escalation of conflict, 
and the steady erosion of the mu
tual confidence which cements 

Participatory Democracy 
the university together. 

Now it is being asserted that a 
thoroughgoing restructuring of 
university government is the key 
to reform. The interest group 
model is taken for granted. It is 
assumed that new mechanisms are 
required for giving prompt and 
effective expression to diverse in
terests. It is also assumed that 
the more extensive the participa
tion by more persons in more 
matters the greater the likelihood 
of peace and responsive govern
ment. All this and more is 
wrapped up in "participatory de
mocracy." The thrust everywhere 
is for broader participation in the 
process of government. 

The move for university reform 
is barely a year old, but already 
the first returns are in. The fash
ions are already established. Ev
ery university will insist on its 
own self-study, but the results 
are not likely to differ signifi
cantly. To date only in a very few 
universities does student partici
pation penetrate the entire deci
sion-making process, extending 
from membership on faculty com
mittees through committee as
signments in the departments, to 
voting membership on the Board 
of Trustees. At the other extreme, 
caution triumphs and a few stu
dents are permitted minimum 
participation in a few committees 
within the present structure of 
faculty government. Most univer
sities are likely to fall somewhere 
along this continuum, with the 
primary emphasis resting on in
creased student participation. 

Coattail Riders 

In some institutions, the faculty 
rides the coattails of student dis
content. Here proposals for re
structuring contemplate faculty 
membership on working sub-com
mittees of the Trustees or on the 
Board of Trustees itself. In 
quickie marriages of convenience, 
students and faculty join forces 
to press for greater participation 
by both in the government of the 
university. They strive for more 
control over the decision-making 
apparatus. The goals are power 
and influence. 

There is nothing intrinsically 
bad in the drive for power and 
influence by the various constitu
encies within an institution. But 
neither is there anything inher
ently virtuous in the drive for 
power. Much depends on the va
lidity of the goals sought and 
upon the degree of sophistication 
concerning what really counts to
ward improvement in the quality 
of decisions. Surely the need for 
reform is now unarguable. We all 
know examples where Trustees 
have ridden roughshod over the 
interests of both faculty and stu
dents. And we know academic ad
ministrators who are comfortable 
with rigid rules and empty rituals. 
Throughout the university the 
temptation is either to mix eva
sion with procrastination or to 
manipulate the critics to grudg
ing acquiescence in things as they 
are. 

In the short run, increased par
ticipation is likely to be marvel
ously refreshing. The reform
mindedness of activist students 
strikes a responsive chord, espe
cially in reform-minded adminis
trators. The voice of the student, 
occasionally brash and strident 
but more often poignant in deter
mined zeal, is fresh as a spring 
breeze along the musty corridors 
of academe. The student, long in
docrtinated to uncritical accept
ance of the system, is likely
when aroused-to speak with the 
voice of a tiger. 

For surely there are irritants 

enough - admission standards, 
grading systems, prerequisites, 
testing, class size, adequacy of 
preparation by faculty-to pro
vide an agenda for a generation 
of student reformers. All this 
should produce a more flexible, 
responsive institution. It will also 
provide useful experience in the 
development of student leadership 
skills. Committee work will induct 
the young into the gentle arts of 
logrolling, compromise, and How 
to Get One's Way Without Actu
ally Seeming to Try. 

The Great Experiment 
In the long run, the Great Ex

periment in increased student par
ticipation may escalate the frus
trations of students even as it 
compounds the problems of mov
ing the university forward. If 
pushed to the extreme advocated 
by the devotees of "participatory 
democracy," a modest, sensible, 
and long-needed reform could be 
perverted. It is mush sentimental
ity to argue that everyone has the 
"right" to participate in the mak
ing of every decision that affects 
him. It is, in Samuel Gould's 
words, the "authoritarianism of 
the amateur" to hold that "ev
eryone is equally competent be
cause everyone is equally involved 
and concerned." He has reaffirmed 
the neglected obvious: competence 
has to count. Students are useful 
critics within the area of their 
competence, but that area may be 
more limited than we generally 
admit. 

Students are not going to be 
allowed to run the university. 
They are not going to be per
mitted to dictate admission stand
ards, tuition levels, faculty work
load standards, or hiring and fir
ing policies. Nor will students be 
permitted to have a decisive voice 
in the allocation of institutional 
resources. Their voice in the re
form of the curriculum is now 
being heard and clearly will make 
a difference. But surely they 
should have no illusions-the over
all design of the curriculum will 
continue to be vested in the disci
plines of the academic community. 
It is doubtful, really, whether the 
great majority of students have 
ever thought otherwise. As King
man Brewster of Yale suggests, 
"r do not think that the great 
majority of students want to 
spend very much of their time or 
energy in the guidance and gov
ernance of their university. They 
want to live and learn up to the 
hilt, and make the most of what 
they know to be a very unusual 
and remarkably short opportunity 
to develop their capacities by trial 
and error in the pursuit of per
sonal enthusiasms." (Washington 
Post, p. B3, Sept. 28, 1969.) 

Bluntly, the reform of the uni
versity will not be achieved by 
the device of greater student r-ar
ticipation or by the perfecting of 
machinery which amplifies the 
dissonance of interest groups with 
conflicting purposes. The current 
wave of reforms may ease student 

frustration momentarily only to 
deepen the crisis in the years 
ahead. 

The government of any institu
tion must be related to the ac
complishment of its purposes. No 
other test will do. What does this 
suggest? The Berkeley report ar
gues that, 
". . . the most important single 

goal of a university, and there
fore the best measure of its ex
cellence, is the intellectual growth 
of its students: their initiation 
into the life of the mind, their 
commitment to the use of reason 
in the resolution of problems, their 
development of both technical 
competence and intellectual in
tegrity." (Caleb Foote and Henry 
Mayer, The Culture of the Uni
versity (San Francisco, Jossey
Bass Inc., 1968), p. 10.) 

Participation Complicates! 
If this is true then we need to 

reaffirm the responsibility of the 
faculty and the administration 
for creating an educational en
vironment tailored to these pur
poses. Only against this backdrop 
can we fashion systems of partici
pation that build strength, unity 
and mutual confidence into the 
enterprise. More participation by 
students and by faculty in those 
areas where concern and compe
tence are joined will be helpful, 
but it may complicate the process 
of governance even as it distracts 
us from more basic reforms. Here 
I speak primarily of the state
supported universities, with which 
I am more familiar. 

The complexity of a state uni
versity is that of a business con
glomerate as well as that of a 
church or a symphony orchestra. 
Much of its governance reflects 
the worst features of both con
temporary organizational life and 
contemporary institutional life. As 
a large organization, a univer-

(Continued on Page 8) 
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Enarson Would Limit Student Say 
(Continued from Page 6) 

sity has to decide things, and it 
has to decide them within a time 
frame often not of its own mak
ing. It must buy land, construct 
buildings, operate a big physical 
plant, set prices and allocate in
creasingly scarce budget re
sources. It must relate on virtu
ally a day by day basis to zoning 
authorities and police depart
ments, to land owners and tenants 
threatened by its expansion. It 
struggles constantly with literally 
dozens of agencies at the city, 
county, state and federal level: 
with planning boards and city 
councils; with state coordinating 
agencies, legislative committees 
and governors; with squads of 
controllers in purchasing, person
nel, finance, and architectural of-

fices; and with a variety of fed
eral agencies. 

tion, no one really runs it. An 
earlier momentum carries the in
stitution along; presidential lead
ership becomes crISIS manage
ment. And crisis management is 
the enemy of considered judg
ments and creative planning. 

If everyone is in the kitchen, 
who is accountable for the meal? 
Accountability is the neglected 
dimension in much of the talk 
about restructuring. Anything 
that goes wrong in a university in
escapably becomes the responsi
bility of the president. Students, 
legislators, trustees, faculty, the 
public-all hold the president ac
countable. This is as it should be. 
The danger in the gospel of uni
versal participation is that ac
countable control of the system 
is lost. If everyone is involved in 

everything no one can be held ac
countable for anything. 

We must decide what we should 
expect from presidential leader
ship. If the president is to be the 
hapless apologist for administra
tive errors whose origins not even 
he can clearly identify, the office 
becomes impossible. But if the 
president is challenged to lead 
and to make the hard decisions, 
the office can be rewarding and 
will command the best energies 
of the most able. In any system 

of governance there must be ac
countability and it must be vest
ed in one place, probably the of
fice of the president. I say prob
ably only because institutions are 
considering adaptations from in
dustry by which a collective ac
countability would be established. 
Authority over the enterprise 
would be shared by several top 
officers-one for external affairs 
and one or more for internal man
agement and educational leader
ship. 

In any event accountability 
must be reestablished and then 
made to work. This will require 
changes in present methods of 
appointing administrators and 
holding them accountable. Today 
university presidents resign in dis
couragement and exhaustion or 
are "unhorsed" by political proc
esses that are disorderly and de
meaning-or simply messy. It 
need not be this way. A new ad
ministration, whether in a uni
versity or in City Hall, must have 
time to prove itself. Fixed terms 
for presidents, procedures for re
call, adaptations of the British 
Parliamentary Question Period, 
petition for the redress of griev
ances-these and other familiar 
devices hold clues to the necessary 
reform of university government. 

Of course, reforms of structure 
will carry us only part of the 
way. They will not lead us to the 
Promised Land of the University 
(tS community. In the long haul, 
structural reforms are not likely 
to satisfy the moderates let alone 
the militants. The noise, disorder, 
and discontent of our society is 
amplified in the university. And 
for these discontents the univer
sity has few answers and even 
little patience with the questions. 
Even now, with the spotlight 
bright as never before on the uni
versities, there is little taste for 
examining the roots of disorder: 
the fragmentation of the intellec
tual world, the collapse of faith 
in truht as an attainable ideal, 
the decline in civility, and a deep
ening pessimism about the value 
of human experience itself. 

These and other agoniZing con
cerns are not likely to be faced 
in Philosophy 301-not even in the 
restructured university of the 
1970's. 
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Fr. Hesburgh Seeks More Aid 
(Continued from Page 5) 

about religious communities, such 
as Father Henle's, the Jesuits, or 
my own, Holy Cross, in their new 
and special relationship to the 
universities they founded long ago 
and now confided in large measure 
to the laity. 

This transfer of the power and 
the glory was, I believe, a gener-

The collective force of these ex
ternal constraints is staggering. 
In every vital area of university 
operations the power of outsiders 
reaches into the life of the uni
versity-its program and budget, 
its campus design and space utili
zation, its personnel standards 
and benefits, its internal alloca
tion of resources, and now-its 
handling of student behavior. I 
leave it to your imagination what 
the invaders do to orderly plan
ning and executive accountabHity. 

Within the university, a wild 
assortment of committees (some 
faculty, some administartive, some 
both) lay hands on the decision
making process-again at dozens 
of points. The president and deans 
are immersed in a thick web of 
inter-personal negotiation. The 
smallest matters are escalated to 
matters of cosmic significance. 
Any veteran of academic life can 
supply abundant examples. A 
cruel kind of Gresham's law op
erates: crisis management drives 
out good management. Presidents 
and deans increasingly react to 
immediate pressures and spend 
their time "putting out of fires." 
If everyone helps run the institu-

Rep. Green On Value Of Education 

ous act, not imposed, but freely 
undertaken. There is still an im
portant, albeit new, role for the 
members of the religious com
munity, be they administrators or 
faculty. Theirs can be a total 
service and dedication that can 
inspire their lay colleagues, since 
the religious not only serve as do 
all the others, but, in addition, 
rebate the greater part of their 
financial recompense to the insti
tution, something impossible for 
their lay colleagues with multiple 
personal and family obligations. 

(Continued from Page 4) 
From my viewpoint, it is not in 

the national interest to spend more 
tax dollars to provide more space 
at huge tax supported institutions 
while space is available at private 
institutions. 

The differential between private 
and public institutions needs to 
disappear thus saving private in
stitutions from extinction and 
basing competition between such 
institutions more on quality than 
on price. 

Finally, I'm concerned about 
advance funding by the Congress, 
so the academic community can 

plan more wisely, and I'm opposed 
to crash programs enacted in 
haste to meet a particular need at 
a particular moment. 

We need-in the Congress and 
in higher education-to look at 
long range goals. John Fisher of 
Columbia said it well: 

"Education for the modern 
world can't be simply a matter of 
special emphasis at a speCial time. 
It must be undertaken and viewed 
as a comprehensive, complex, 
broad undertaking." 

If we continue down the path of 
specific programs at a specific 

time, we may someday wake up to 
find a dislocated and disjointed 
national policy which represents 
neither the considered judgment 
of education leaders nor the needs 
of our country. 

I am deeply committed to the 
idea that a nation's educational 
system is the mirror of that so
ciety, and I'm also convinced that 
colleges and universitie are the 
shadow symbols of our values or 
lack of values. I started out with 
Vietnam, let me end on a military 
note: 

Edmund Burke around 1800 
said: "Education is always the 
cheapest defense of a nation." 

"I think that's still true and as 
we look at the 1970's, I hope the 
federal government will turn away 
from its great reliance on military 
weapons including the ABM, and 
recognize not only the importance 
of education in our own country, 
but going beyond our own shores 
to the one-half of the world whose 
lot is illiteracy and hunger. The 
greatness of the United States 
will not lie in its ability to man
ufacture military armaments, but 
the greatness of the United States 
will be in ability to export teach
ers, technicians, agriculture ex
perts, Peace Corps Volunteers 
who are extending a hand to help, 
not weapons to destroy. This ex
port of teachers and technical 
know-how could be a power more 
potent in a hungry world than 
all the nuclear missiles ever man
ufactured. 

Any institution founded on re
ligious principles needs this con
tinual ideal of total service at 
work. More importantly, the re
ligious members of the institution 
can make important personal con
tributions to the sense of total 
community within the institution, 
by their dedication to this im
portant ideal that first brought 
them together as a religious com
munity, and now as members of a 
I a r g e r university community, 
mostly lay and, hopefully, ecumeni
cal religiously. 

Learning takes place in each 
individual'S personal life, but in 
the university there must be a 
large ·community dimension, if we 
are not to be lost in depersonaliza
tion and alienation. If anyone feels 
lost or unimportant or uninvolved 
in a Catholic university com
munity, then somehow the found
ing ideal has been lost and the 
great experiment has failed. 

Where do all of these considera
tions lead us? I hope to the realiza
tion and conviction that the 
Catholic university does have a 
future and, hopefully, within this 
context and under the leader~hip 
of its new president, Fr. Henle, 
Georgetown University, the oldest 
Catholic university in the land, 
will continue to grow and prosper 
and serve our nation, the Church, 
and the world. 
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University's Planning Board 
Will Decide Fate Of Center 

(Continued from Page 8) 
way leading north. In general, this 
would be the space directly be
neath Gaston Hall. 

Deeming the space received un
satisfactory, Chris Hyland initi
ated an ad hoc committee to study 
the student union question and 
lobby for the reconsideration of 
the request for the entire Healy 
basement. 

Psychologists and sociologists 
who had been consulted suggest
ed that a student union was a ne
cessity in providing a place with 
which students could identify, and 
assisting in the development of 
some unity within the student 
body. 

Clark then spoke with Hyland 
and appointed him and Hakala, 
with Senate approval, as co-chair
men of the task force on the stu
dent union. The task force then 
circulated petitions calling for stu
dent support for the issue, which 
was received to an overwhelming 
degree. Floor plans were drawn 
up with suggestions for the use of 
specific rooms in the basement. 
Meeting and office space for the 
student government, recreation 
and study lounges, and a snack 
bar and rathskeller, as well as 
other recreational facilities, were 
among the many uses suggested. 

In addition to this work a study 
of office space which would be 
vacated by the opening of the stu
dent union was made, and alter-

CHRIS HYLAND 

natives were given to those groups 
which were also requesting space 
in the basement. An estimate of 
the cost of renovation and a plan 
for management of the center were 
prepared. These plans were pre
sented to the Student Senate and 
Clark termed the final outcome 
"an excellent report." 

With the confusion involved in 
the birth of the student govern
ment and with the lack of time 
available during final exams last 
spring, no further steps were tak
en. However, once summer began, 
Clark and Winston felt that it 
would be necessary to present the 
new request soon, or its accept
ance would be unlikely. 

They attempted to communicate 
with Hyland, who was in Europe 
at the time, on a number of occa
sions. Hyland explained that the 
complete plans were not in his 
possession, but that Rufus Lusk, 
(ColI. '71), a member of the task 
force, had some of them himself. 
Consequently it was determined 
that the plans would not be fully 
available until September. 

Explaining this, Clark and Win
ston were assured by the Rev. 
Thomas R. Fitzgerald, S.J., aca
demic vice president, that waiting 
until this fall would not preju
dice the success of the request. 
Upon return to Georgetown this 
year, Hyland explained that Lusk 
had decided over the course of the 
summer to spend his junior year in 
Europe. Therefore it would be nec
essary to obtain the plans from 
the Lusk home in Maryland. Win
ston stated that the issue was also 
confused by the fact that Hyland 
had not yet found a place to live 
in Georgetown, and until he was 
settled, he would not be able to 
make any report. 

Hyland moved into his residence 
on Tuesday, Sept. 23. On Wednes
day, Oct. 1, Winston met Hyland 
on the street and demanded that 
he turn over the student union 
plans so that they might be pre
sented to Fr. Fitzgerald, chairman 
of the University Planning Board. 

Hyland refused, saying later, "I 
did not want to turn over to Mark 
Winston the plans and diagrams 
concerning the Student Union so 
that he could speak privately with 
Fr. Fitzgerald concerning the fate 
of the Student Union, something 
that should come before the en
tire University. Rather, I felt that 
they should be presented by the 
student union task force before 
the entire University Planning 
Board at a public hearing, so that 
everybody would understand our 
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proposal and be informed of the 
solution. In this way then, there 
is no place for personal politics in 
such a vital issue." 

At this point, the misunderstand
ing between Hyland, and the two 
student leaders became evident. 
Hyland never had any intention of 
submitting any comprehensive 
written report to Fr. Fitzgerald 
before a meeting was scheduled. 
His presentation to the Senate in 
May was to be considered evidence 
enough that he had completed the 
report. He would prepare detailed 
copies of plans and diagrams to be 
distributed to the Board members 
a few days prior to the meeting. 
He would not, however, allow the 
plans to sit in Fr. Fitzgerald's of
fice for a matter of weeks before 
the meeting. 

Winston, however, expected to 
have a written report prepared for 
Fr. Fitzgerald well in advance of 
the meeting. This had previously 
been the accepted procedure for 
the business of the planning 
board. Also, according to Winston, 
Fr. Fitzgerald would not be inter
ested in holding an open meeting, 
feeling that such affairs ought to 
be conducted in confidentiality. 
Finally, Winston expected, upon 
receipt of the plans for the stu
dent union, to prepare and publish 
a commentary upon them for the 
benefit of the student body. 

Clark's understanding of the 
whole affair had been that he 
would receive the student union 
plans and turn them over to Win
ston who, as a member of the 
Board, would make the official 
presentation and prepare a four 
or five page brief for the benefit 
of the other members. However 
he expected the oral presentation 
and explanation would be made 
by Hyland. 

On last Friday evening Clark 
and Hyland finally came to an 
agreement concerning the issue. 
Hyland would be expected to 
make the presentation to the 
Board after a date for the meet
ing had been set. Clark would 
speak to Fitzgerald and request 
an open meeting, although noth
ing certain was promised. Hyland 
would also be responsible for dis
tributing copies of the plans to 
the Board members for their in
spection prior to the meeting. 

At this point the disagreement 
over method of approach to the 
problem was solved, and the suc
cess or failure of the Student 
Union proposal would be decided 
upon reconsideration by the Uni
versity Planning Board. 
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Among the distinguished panelists who participated in the inaugural 
symposium was the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh the president of the 
University of Notre Dame. Fr. Hesburgh delivered an address entitled, 
"Reform and the Future of the American Catholic University." 

Frosh Parietal Hours 
Could Cause Conflicts 

by Don Walsh Weekdays and noon to 3 a.m. on 
Following the establishment of Friday and Saturday night. 

their house council governments The most radical proposal was 
last week, the four freshman units the 62-hour weekend parietal on 
of the Quad sent a series of new the part of three of the councils. 
proposals on intervisitation rights Student opinion on this was sum
to the Student Personnel Office for med up by a fourth New North 
approval. officer who stated, "If the SPO 

The new proposals came from a considers students mature enough 
general freshman feeling, ex- to have girls in their rooms until 
pressed in the house councils, re- 2 a.m., then there is no logical 
garding the inadequacies of the reason why permission shouldn't 
present parietal system. exist for all-night intervisitations. 

In summing up that feeling, Naturally, most students won't 
Jack Billi, chairman of the Quad's have a girl in their rooms for the 
largest council, representing first night, but the option should be 
and second New North, stated, there, nevertheless." 
"Last year's rules are never satis- However, the administration 
factory, even if they worked last took a different stand on the is
year. The Council and I felt sue. Charles Hartmann, dean of 
that a re-evaluation and an up- students, said in a recent inter
dating of the present system was view that "there should defi
called for, and we acted according- nitely not be 24-hour parietals. I 
ly." am in agreement with the inter-

Each of the councils submitted visitation report released at the 
separate proposals, ranging from close of the past academic year, 
extension of weekday parietals un- which concluded that the present 
til 2 a.m. to ideas for a weekend- hours are quite sufficient." 
long, 62-hour period for open visi- Bill Roberts, resident assistant 
tation. on third New North expressed his 

(Continued on Page 16) Regarding the position of the 
upperclassmen on changing the 
present intervisitation hours, the 
housemasters of the remaining W G'rB Broadcasts 
house councils in Harbin, New 
South, Copley, and Loyola stated 
that their councils were still in 
the organizational stage and that 
there are no movements to alter 
the present noon - to - midnight 
weekday and noon-to- 2 a.m. week
end hours. They generally agreed 
with Copley Housemaster Larry 
Olivera that if an upperclassman 
wanted to lead a less regulated 
life, he could live off-campus and 
set his own hours. 

A report released late last year 
by a special University commit
tee on intervisitations called the 
present hours "well-suited' to the 
nature and purpose of the inter
visitation program. Speaking at 
the four house council meetings 
in the Quad, freshmen called the 
present regulations "inadequate," 
"insufficient," and "ridiculous." 

In addition to their new parietal 
policies, several of the frosh halls 
also voted out curfews, sign-in 
procedures, and regulations against 
locking doors with girls in the 
rooms. 

In first and second New North, 
and fourth Old and New North, 
the hours passed by the residence 
councils were noon to 2 a.m. on 
weekdays, and noon Friday to 2 
a.m. Monday. In Ryan, the hours 
were noon to midnight weekdays, 
and noon Friday to 2 a.m. Mon
day. In third Old North, the hours 
were weekdays 5 to 9 p.m., and 
noon to 2 a.m. on Friday and Sat
urday nights. 

In third ·New North, part of the 
same council a~ ·third Old North, 
but which voted on separate hours, 
the hours were noon to midnight 

Diverse Programs 
FroIn New Studios 

by Bob Kiely 
Expanded programming, new 

studios, and a proposed $20,000 
transmitter are adding impetus to 
the improvement campaign of the 
voice of Georgetown, WGTB-FM. 

The most significant advance
ments center around the introduc
tion of a number of totally new 
programs. Metromedia News, a 
nationwide service, is presented 
every hour on the hour. 

According to Fred Czulada 
(ColI. '71), the station's publicity 
director, the Metromedia plug is 
"a tremendous saving to the Uni
versity compared to the previous
ly-used UPI service." A Capitol 
Hill Report, a drama series, and 
an all-night rock show are de
signed to fit the diversified tastes 
of the Georgetown student. The 
ever-popular "Shadow" will also 
appear again this semester on 
Tuesday and Thursday nights. 

Physical innovations include 
two completely redesigned stu
dios--one covering regular broad
casts and the other special events. 
A modern equipment board, re
placing the antiquated 1946 model, 
was installed this past summer, 
doubling the number of possible 
inputs. Currently, the board of 
directors of the station is attempt
ing to secure $20,000 for the pur
chase of a "sorely-needed" trans
mitter. Such a device would great
ly increase the range covered by 
the FM station. 
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Politics, Music, Civil Rights 

Speaker Slate Announced 
by Rick Newcombe 

Dick Gregory, Barry Goldwater, 
Rogers Morton and Allard Lo
wenstein have delivered or will 
deliver speeches on the University 
campus during the month of Oc
tober. 

The announcement of the speak-

ers and the dates of the addresses 
was made by Joe Collins (CoIl. 
'70), assistant for activities and 
events to the undergraduate pres
ident. The speeches will be spon
sored by the undergraduate stu
dent government. The lecture se
ries has been allocated $3000 for 

Costa Assulnes Post 
As 'Draft Counselor' 

Dean of Students Charles Hart
mann has announced the appoint
ment of Dennis Costa to the stu
dent personnel staff. Costa will 
serve in the newly-created posi
tion of draft counselor. 

A graduate of Fordham Uni
versity, Costa earned his masters 
in English and comparative litera
ture at Cornell University. At the 
present time, he works in 134 Old 
North, where he spends much of 
his time advising students in mat
ters concerning the draft. 

The most specific responsibility 
of the draft counselor lies in pre
senting the facts about the draft 
laws to anyone so desiring that 
information. Costa briefly outlined 
his duties: "I have to be objec
tive about what prerogatives and 
obligations each individual student 
has who comes to ask advice. I 
explain how one might join the 
armed services, depending upon 
the particular circumstances for 
each case. It's just a matter of 
giving accurate information to 
those who want to get in, as well 
as those who want to get out." 

Costa has already spent an 
enormous amount of time with 
different students, although his 

DEAN HARTMANN 

B 

position has been relatively unan
nounced. He accounted for this 
fact by emphasizing that there 
was "tremendous need for this 
sort of advisor on campus." 

Costa further explained that 
this need is not restricted to 
Georgetown, that it is a "nation
wide problem." He said, "There is 
a great deal of ignorance all over 
the country about this issue: yet, 
it is something every male must 
come to grips with." Concerning 
his ability to assist students in 
this regard, Costa commented, 
"I'm generally available and al
ways willing to give any kind of 
assistance I can, either by pre
senting the information objective
ly or discussing the draft, the 
war, and the military on a more 
opinionated and unofficial level." 

Costa's personal opinions are 
strong. He stated that he has been 
"actively for peace for some time." 
He added quite emphatically, "The 
degree of militarism in this coun
try is frightening not only in 
terms of future war but also in 
terms of the way militarism has 
arranged strategically and eco
nomically our national priorities." 
·The draft counselor is of the opin
ion that "more funds should be 
allocated for the poor and for 
clearing and refining the human 
en vir 0 n men t," particularly in 

(Continued on Page 17) 
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the '69-'70 academic year_ 
Gregory, a civil rights leader 

and presidential candidate in 1968, 
will speak Oct. 27. Sen. Goldwa
ter, (R.-Ariz.) the Republican 
candidate for the presidency in 
1964, will lecture Oct. 20. Rogers 
C. B. Morton, the chairman of the 
Republican National Committee, 
was slated for an address last 
night. Congo Lowenstein, who orig
inated the "Dump Johnson" move
ment concludes the list. He will 
speak Oct. 15 in conjunction with 
the "Vietnam Moratorium" pro
gram. All speeches are scheduled 
to be held in Gaston Hall. 

CoIlins stated that November'S 
program is fairly tentative with 
one exception. Noted harpsichord
ist Abe Fuller will spend a week 
"in residence" on campus and will 
deliver one formal lecture during 
that time. Kennedy speech writer 
and potential candidate for Unit
ed State Senator from New York, 
Theodore Sorenson, and Art Buch
wald, nationally syndicated col
umnist, have agreed to speak dur
ing November. However, no defi
nite date for any speaker has been 
arranged. 

Apparently, the change of command in the Office of Physical Plant 
has brought improvements in (',ampus facilities, as three undergradu
ates take the opportunity of relaxing upon Copley lawn. 
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Where Georgetown Gets Its Image 
by Will Keenwn 

Violence and disorder charac
terize the politics of extreme stu
dent leftists in American colleges 
today. They are disciples of the 
creed that the young must destroy 
the evil institutions of the: old. 
Though a collegiate minority, they 
have captured the attention of the 
American public, a public per
plexed by the banners of protest 
draped over walls of ivy. 

The late Will Rogers once re
marked, "All I know is what I 
read in the newspapers." His 
words speak for the general pub
lic. All they know is what they 
read in the newspapers, or hear on 
the radio, or watch on television. 
As the recent events of the col
lege campus reached crisis pro
portion, the importance of educa
tion-oriented journalism increased 
tremendously. In the past, educa
tion was considered to be calendar 
journalism. Now the education 
news writer finds himself covering 
a student revolution against three-

problems still remain. Neither 
memories of the academic mill of 
the GI Bill nor the contem
porary furor helps explain higher 
education today. Neither helps to 
develop public understanding of 
the weight and responsibility 
thrust upon institutions of higher 
lear,'1ing-burdens which in some 
cases cannot be met, and in others 
will not be met, without public 
understanding and awareness. 

The Third Healy Gang 

Georgetown has such problems: 
lack of funds, lack of room, and 
alumni infuriated by liberal re
forms in the University. If the 
Hilltop is to prosper she must be 
understood, her public image is 
vital. No foundation, corporation, 
or alumnus will support a destruc
tive institution. Nor will they sup
port a seemingly dead institution. 
The responsibility to project 
Georgetown University in front of 
the public eye falls to the other 
resident of third Healy, the Office 
of University Information. 

As a public relations center, the 
Office of Information has evolved 
into one of the better University 
representatives. Many of 1;he 
changes and innovations have 
come about during the past two 
years with Arthur Ciervo as di
rector of information and Wes 
Christenson, assistant director. 

Ciervo came to Georgetown as 
a medical-science writer for the 
University in 1966. Prior to this 
time he had worked for the Asso
ciated Press and the public rela
tions office of the Wierton 
(W. Va.) Steel Company. In June 
of '68 Ciervo replaced Hal Kelly 
as the chief press liaison for the 
University. 

Clervo's Goal 

"Our goal," stated Ciervo, "is 
to inform our public within and 
outside the University of the aca
demic objectives and innovations 
as well as the relevance of the 
contributions being made by the 

JiI" ___ I!!!!!!~~ students and teaching faculty of 
the University." 

quarters of the United States
middle class America and its in
ability to deal with the social and 
economic evils of this country. 

Apologists for the universities 
charged that the mass media have 
distorted the image of higher edu
cation in the United States. To 
them the media have projected a 
false conglomeration of protest, 
pot, pills, long hair, beards and 
beads. They accuse journalists of 
ignoring the other 95 percent of 
college students who have not re
sorted to violence to express their 
views. 

Have journalists deliberately 
portrayed a false image? Arthur 
Krock, a Washington journalist 
since 1910, 21 of those years as 
chief of The New York Times 
Washington Bureau expressed a 
different opinion. 

Krock's Claim 

"The journalist does not create 
an unpleasant image. It is already 
there. The correspondent does not 
create the protests, he simply re
ports them to the best of his abil
ity. And there is always the edi
torial page to express opinion." 

Mr. Krock explained that a 
"professor silently conducting re
search is boring and the public 
just isn't interested. A journalist 
has an obligation to his readers to 
inform them on matters they want 
to know about." 

Consider the Alioto affair. Nev
er before has a Gaston Lecture at 
Georgetown received more atten
tion. While the public is disinter
ested in a former ambassador's 
personal reflections on past U.S. 
foreign policy, people were en
raged that a mayor from San 
Francisco was physically prevent
ed from his right to speak in an 
academic community. 

The dilemma is clear but the 

The Office of University Infor
mation comprises several different 
functions for Georgetown to 
achieve this goal. To inform the 
public within the unive:r-;ity a new 
information center was estab
lished this year in the lobby of 
the Healy building. Open seven 
days a week, 14 hours a day, the 
center is designed to aid students 
and visitors find their way 
through the bureaucratic maze 
which surrounds even a small Uni
versity such as Georgetown. 

More critical, however, is the 

need to inform the public outside 
the university. Foundations and 
corporations support institutions 
they believe can make some con
tribution to society. It is necessary 
then, that the university's role in 
society be made known to the 
public. The University News Serv
ice is in charge of bringing 
Georgetown to the attention of 
the mass media. 

Creative sparks, be they a stu
dent "town meeting" a student-to
student scholarship drive, or ma
jor contribution in some field by a 
faculty member would often pass 
by unnoticed by the news media if 
they were not brought to their 
attention. Through news releases 
and personal conversations, the 
News Service is able to get the 
facts across professionally and in 
a way that they will be best re
ceived. 

Kunkle's Coordination 
A first for Georgetown is a 

press contact list sent to major 
media representatives. The list is 
a compilation of faculty divided 
into their particular fields of ex
pertise. When reporting on a ma
jor news event, members of the 
press can quickly refer to George
town faculty for supplementary 
information and subsequently the 
name Georegtown appears in 
print. 

One means to improve relations 

between the Washington area 
community and Georgetown has 
been the creation of a University 
Speakers Bureau by the Informa
tion Office. Coordinated by Mrs. 
Vicky Kunkle, the Speakers Bu
reau arranges for people at 
Georgetown to lecture at schools 
and community organizations on 
topics which they have. particular 
knowledge. Open to all student, 
faculty, and administrators at 
Georgetown, the Bureau has ar
ranged over 200 talks in its first 
year of operation. 

Alumni sentiments tow a r d s 
their respective alma maters have 
been strained by the recent cam
pus developments. Georgetown ex
periences this problem also. One 
year ago this past September the 
first issue of Georgetown Today 
was published by the Office of In
formation. It replaced George
town, the former alumni maga
zine, and the Georgetown Record, 
a periodical publication of the Of
fice of Development and Public 
Relations. 

Although general reaction to 
Georgetown Today has been fa
vorable, many feel that it is far 
from an outstanding alumni pub
lication. 

"You have to consider the reac
tions of the average alumnus," Ci
ervo cautioned. "It' is very diffi
cult to explain Georgetown as it 
enters the 1970's to someone who 
remembers it as it was in the 
thirties or forties. Georgeto'wn To
day is evolving. With the favor
able alumni response towards Wes 
Christenson's article about change 
at Georgetown (Sept. '69) I think 
we have bridged the gap." 

Perhaps the most significant 
change to come about in univer
sity public relations across the 
country was noted by Wes Chris
tenson when he said that, "The 
P.R. office no longer speaks only 
for the administration." He illus
trated this recalling the Alioto 
affairs. 

'Student' Christenson? 

"We made every effort to see 
that the press was able to speak 
to both administrators and stu
dents, including the members of 
the SDS. Events can be blown out 
of proportion if a reporter learns 
only a few of the facts and must 
leave the rest to his imagination." 

Often mistaken for a student 
himself, Christenson received his 
bachelor's degree in journalism 
from the University of North Da
kota and came to Georgetown 
after getting his master's degree 
from Northwestern. Although he 
works in the third person, as a 
journalist Wes Christenson has his 
own views about Georgetown and 
Georgetown students. 

"There's a much healthier re
lationship among people here than 
you find at a state or most other 
private universities. But there 

isn't the intensive study and re
flection that there should be, es
pecially reflection." 

Flying Fur 

Questioned about the cause of 
this situation, Wes continued, "I 
think possibly the faculty is at 
fault. It doesn't seem to generate 
enough excitement, the 'fur 
doesn't fly.' " 

Christenson does feel that 
things at Georgetown are chang
ing for the better and Ciervo adds 
that he feels "more optimistic and 
encouraged now than ever before" 
about Georgetown's future. Much 
of the success of his own opera
tions Art Ciervo attributes to a 
young staff. 

Keith Moore, a 26-year-old 
sports writer from New Kensing
ton, Pa., began his first year as 
sports information director for the 
office this summer. James R. Law
rence, with several Nikon cameras 
brings out the better angles of 
Georgetown as University photog
rapher. Bill Grimstad will arrive 
at Georgetown in mid-October 
from the staff of the Minneapolis 
Tribune to be the new editor of 
Georgetown Today. Several stu
dents are also employed on a part 
time basis to assist with writing, 
photography and various ad hoc 
activities that arise. 

The people in the Office of Uni
versity Information are not paid 
to create news, they only report it. 
Crisis journalism rarely erupts on 
the Hilltop and being located in 
the nation's capital makes it even 
more difficult to compete for 
space in a newspaper. The atten
tion that Georgetown has received, 
however, from the Washington 
Post, the Evening Star, the News, 
and from radio and television 
serves as evidence that George
town is making its contribution, 
and testifies to the ability of the 
Georgetown P.R. men to get the 
word across. 
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Full Text Of Proposed Judicial Code 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 

ADJUDICATION 
The temporary system of ad

judication described below is the 
product of summer 1969 confer
ences, held at the request of the 
President of the University, to 
establish procedures for the com
position, selection, jurisdiction, 
and operation at all levels of such 
a system. Within the purview of 
the system described below, are 
the pertinent responsibilities of 
the dean of men, dean of women, 
the residence hall, campus, and 
University hearing boards, and the 
appeals board. 

I. COMPOSITION AND SE
LECTION OF THE BOARDS 
A. Residence Hall Hearing Boa1'ds 
Each Residence Hall Hearing 
Board shall be composed of resi
dent students of the hall. Each 
residence hall shall establish its 
own composition and selection 
formulae, subject to the review of 
the Campus Hearing Board, and 
to veto by the Student Senate, 
within a time specified by the 
Senate. 
B. Oampus Hearing Board, Resi
dence Board of Appeals (c.f. Stu
dent Government Constitution). 
The board shall consist of three 
student members appointed by 
the President of the Student Body 
with the consent of the Student 
Senate. The members must be 
members of the University Resi
dence Board at the time of their 
appointment. 
C. University Hearing Board 
1) The University Hearing Board 
shall have five student members 
and three student alternates, all 
of whom shall be full time under
graduate students. The Chairman 
of the Board shall be one of the 
regular student members. After 
one year of service, all student ap
pointees shall come before the 
Student Senate for review. If two
thirds of the Student Senate vote 
to suspend the service of a stu
dent member or alternate, his 
membership shall be immediately 
terminated. If no such removal oc
curs, the member or alternate 
shall serve until the termination 
of his undergraduate career at 
Georgetown or until four years 
after the beginning of his under
graduate career, whichever comes 
first. The University Hearing 
Board shall have four faculty 
members and two faculty alter
nates who teach at least half of 
their course load in the under
graduate schools. 
2) The President of the Student 
Body, with the consent of the 
Student Senate, shall select five 
student members, one of whom 
he shall nominate as Chairman, 

and three student alternates, and 
shall forward them to the Presi
dent of the University as the stu
dent representatives on the Uni
versity Hearing Beard. The Presi
dent of the Student Body, in con
sultation with the President of 
the University Senate, and with 
the consent of the Student Senate 
shall select four faculty members 
and two faculty alternates, and 
shall forward their names to the 
President of the University as the 
faculty representatives to the 
University Hearing Board. 
3) The Board may seek secre
tarial assistance and legal advice, 
but no person not a member of 
the Board may participate in the 
decisions of the Board. 
D. The University Appeals Board 
The University Appeals Board 
shall be composed of the Dean of 
the School of the person making 
the appeal, the Vice-President for 
Student Development, and the 
President of the Student Body. 
The Chairman shall be elected by 
the members. 

II. JURISDICTION 
A. Residence Hall Hearing Boards 
Residence Hall Hearing Boards 
may hear cases which involve al
leged misconduct which occurs 
within the house by a student who 
resides within the house. 
B. Oampus Hearing Board (Resi
dence Board of Appeals) 
The Campus Hearing Board shall 
have original jurisdiction to hear 
cases involving the alleged viola
tion of University rules by stu-

dents who live off campus or to 
hear cases which involve students 
who live in several different 
houses which would normally be 
heard by the House Boards, or 
cases referred by the Dean of 
Men or Dean of Women. The 
Campus Hearing Board shall also 
have appellate jurisdiction to hear 
appeals from the House Boards 
and from Administrative sanctions 
by the Dean of Men and Dean of 
Women. 
C. The University Hearing Board 
This is the major University Board 
with original jurisdiction to hear 
cases referred by any member of 
the UniverSity community who 
may allege a serious or a habitual 
violation of the University regu
lations, the penalty for which may 
be suspension. The Board shall 
also have appellate jurisdiction to 
hear appeals from disciplinary de
cisions made by the Campus Hear
ing Board. 
D. The University Appeals Board 
The University Appeals Board 
considers appeals from decisions 
within the original jurisdiction of 
the University Hearing Board. 

III. ADMINISTRATIVE AC
TION 
The Dean of Men or the Dean of 
Women may administer sanctions 
up to and including disciplinary 
probation without referring the 
case to a Hearing Board. 
If a sanction is imposed by either 
of the above Deans it may be ap
pealed to the Campus Hearing 
Board. 

IV. PRE - HEARING PROCE
DURES 
A. Residence Hall Hearing Boards 
shall determine their own pre
hearing procedures, subject to the 
review of the Campus Hearing 
Board, and to the veto of the Stu
dent Senate within a period speci
fied by the Student Senate. 
B. Oampus Hearing Board 
The Campus Hearing Board shall 
determine its own pre-hearing 
procedures, subject to a veto of 
the Student Senate, within a time 
specified by the Student Senate. 
C. University Hearing Bow'd 
1) a) Students charged with seri
ous violations of University regu
lations shall be promptly informed 
of their rights. No statement shall 
be required from students other 
than presenting proof of identifi
cation. 
b) The student shall be given 
written notice to appear before 
the Board. Such notice shall be 
received by the student not less 
than five days prior to the date of 
the Board's hearing in the matter. 
This written notice shall summar
ize the specific charges which if 
proven would justify suspension; 
it shall state that the student, if 
he wishes, may be assisted dur
ing the hearing by an advisor of 
his choice. For the preparation of 
his case, the student and his ad
visor shall have access to copies 
of those portions of the records to 
be used in his case, including the 

names of witnesses who will ap
pear against him and the fact to 
which they will attest. 
c) Pending action on the charges, 
the status of the accused student 
shall not be altered. He shall re
main in good academic and social 
standing in the University, except 
for reasons relating to his own 
safety and well-being, or that of 
other students, administrators, 
faculty or staff members, or Uni
versity property. 
d) Board members shall receive a 
written summary of the charges 
at least 48 hours prior to the 
scheduled hearing. 
2) a) There shall be an Eviden
tiary Advisory Council which shall 
be composed of one member of 
the Law Faculty appointed by the 
President of the University Sen
ate; one member of the Student 
Body appointed by the President 
of the Student Body, with the 
consent of the Student Senate; 

and one undergraduate Dean, As
sociate Dean, or Assistant Dean, 
appointed by the Academic Vice 
President. 
b) There shall be alternates cho
sen by the same method. 
c) All members shall serve for 
one year and may not succeed 
themselves. 
3) The Evidentiary A d vis 0 r y 
Council shall have the following 
functions: 
a) To appoint a panel of seven 
members of the University Com
munity who shall serve as those 
persons who would represent the 
complainant, whether it be the 
University Administration or an 
individual. 
b) To appoint one of this panel to 
serve provisionally while the case 
is still in the investigatory stage. 
c) To examine the evidence pre
sented to it by the complainant 
to determine whether a hearing 
before the Board is warranted, 
d) On request of an accused stu
dent, to appoint an advisor from 
within the University Community. 
4) The Pre-Hearing Process 
a) The Dean of Students has re
sponsibility for the enforcement 
of regulations for student life. 
When he believes that an offense 
has been committed for which a 
person should be charged before 
the University Hearing Board, he 
shall request the Evidentiary Ad
visory Council to appoint a provi
sional prosecutor. The Dean of 
Students, the Provisional Prose
cutor, and the Advisory Council 
will then consult regarding the 
advisability of conducting hear
ings before the University Hear
ing Board. If the Provisional Pros
ecutor and the Advisory Council 
advise against such proceedings, 
the Dean of Students may only 
renew his request for proceedings 
if he is able to provide new evi
dence, within a reasonable period 
of time. All these consultations 
shall be conducted in confidence. 
b) If any other member of the 
University Community believes 
that he has cause of complaint for 

(Continued from Page 15) 

Point of Conflict 

The President of the Student Body, with the con-

sent of the Student Senate, shall select five student 

members, on of whom he shall nominate as Chair-

man, and three student alternates, and shall for-

ward them to the President of the University as 

the student representatives on the University Hear-

ing Board. 

The President of the Student Body, in consulta-

tion with the President of the University Senate, 

and with the consent of the Student Senate shall 

select four faculty members and two faculty alter-

nates, and shall forward their names to the Presi-

dent of the University as the faculty representatives 

to the University Hearing Board. 
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Point of Conflict 

The student, if he wishes, may be assisted during 

the hearing by an advisor of his choice. At the 

hearing, neither the person bringing the charges, 

nor the advisor to the student charged shall be a 

Law School student or Law School graduate. 

(Continued from Page 14) 
which a person should be charged 
before the University Hearing 
Board, he must bring his com
plaint, in writing, before the Dean 
of Students. He and the Dean will 
then consult with the Evidentiary 
Advisory Council and a provision
al prosecutor shall be appointed. 
If the Provisional Prosecutor and 
the Council advise against such 
proceedings, none shall be insti
tuted. The' original complainant 
may, of course, take such legal 
action outside of the University as 
may be open to him. 
5) A search pursuant to an inves
tigation in connection with acts 
which may become the basis of 
disciplinary action may be per
formed only with the written au
thorization of a member of the 
Evidentiary Advisory Council, or 
his alternate. 

V. CHALLENGING THE MEM
BERS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
HEARING BOARD 
A. Challenges for bias and other 
causes must be filed with the 
Chairman of the Board at least 48 
hours in advance of the hearing. 
B. The student charged may chal
lenge two members of the Univer
sity Hearing Board without set
ting forth particular grounds. 
C. If the stUdent charged wishes 
to challenge additional members 
of the Board for bias or other 
causes he may do so providing a 
similar period of advance notifi
cation. The Board will require his 
reasons for cause in writing at 
the time specified above. This 
statement shall be confidential, 
The Board will then vote on the 
challenge. The decision will be 
made by a simple majority. 

VI. HEARING PROCEDURES 
A. Residence Hall Hearing BOCl:rds 
Residence Hall Hearing Boards 
shall establish their own hearing 
procedures subject to the review 
of the Campus Hearing Board, 
and to the veto of the Student 

Senate within a period specified by 
the Student Senate. 
B. Campus Hearing Board 
The Campus Hearing Board shall 
establish its own hearing proce
dures subject to the veto of the 
Student Senate within a period 
specified by the Student Senate. 
C. University Hearing Board 
1) The procedure should be such 
as to enlighten the Board concern
ing the facts at issue. The decision 
shall be reached solely on the ba
sis of the statement of charges 
and evidence adduced at the hear
ing. The burden of proof shall rest 
with the party bringing the 
charges. 
2) The hearing shall be open to 
members of the University com
munity and members of the stu
dent's family unless the student 
requests a private hearing. 
3) The Board shall have full pow
ers to maintain the decorum nec
essary to insure a just hearing. 
4) There shall be opportunity to 
submit oral and written testimony. 
In no case shall the Board con
sider statements against the stu
dent unless the person supplying 
the information is available for 
cross-examination. Evidence ac
quired in violation of a student's 
rights shall not be admitted. 
5) The student shall have the op
portunity to cross-examine wit
r.esses and to present witnesses 
and evidence of fact and charac
ter. The student shall have the 
right to refuse to testify. The stu
dent shall have the right to refuse 
to appear. His refusal to testify 
or appear shall not be prejudicial 
to him, nor shall it prevent the 
proceedings from being carried 
out. 
6) Records of previous violations, 
resulting in reprimand or proba
tion, shall not be a part of the 
hearing before a Board on any 
subsequent all e g e d violation. 
Should the Board find the student 
guilty of a violation, previous pen-
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alties may be made known to the 
Board as it deliberates on the 
appropriate penalty for the viola
tion at hand. 
7) The student, if he wishes, may 
be assisted during the hearing by 
an advisor of his choice. At the 
hearing, neither the person bring
ing the charges, nor the advisor 
to the student charged shall be a 
Law School student or Law School 
graduate. 
8) When the hearing has been 
completed, all but the members of 
the Board shall retire from the 
room. 
9) The deliberations of the Board 
a) Robert's Rules of Order, Re
vised, shall govern concerning the 
introduction of motions, priority of 
a motion, movement of the previ
ous question, and amendments, 
and other pertinent matters. 
b) Voting on motions of suspen· 
sion shall be by secret ballot. Any 
member may call for a secret bal
lot on other issues. 
c) A two-thirds majority of those 
members of the Board present is 
required for any decision involv
ing suspension. 
10) Upon request of the student, 
24 hours prior to the hearing, a 
tape recording shall be kept. In 
all other cases a written summary 
of the hearing shall be kept. The 
tape recording or written sum
maries shall be kept in a confiden
tial file and shall be available to 
the student for purposes of appeal 
and to the members of the Board 
and the Appeals Board. These rec
ords shall be released only upon 
the written request of the student 
or under legal compulsion. Tape 
and summary reports are available 
for the purposes of appeal up to 
fourteen days after the he~ring, 
after which time they shall be 
destroyed. 
11) The student shall be sent 
written notice of the Board's deci
sion by the Chairman of the Board 
within 24 hours. The notice shall 
indicate that he may appeal. 
12) Sanctions 
Sanctions available to the Board, 
which in no way preclude less se
vere sanctions, are defined as fol
lows: 
a) Written reprimand: The stu
dent is sent an official letter of 
censure. A copy may be sent only 
to his parents or guardian. 
b) DiSciplinary Probation: This is 
an official warning that further 
acts of misconduct may result in 

Dean, and his parents or guardi
ans. 
c) Suspension: Suspension shall 
be the maximum sanction assessed 
by the Board. Suspensions are of 
two types: Term and Conditional. 
A suspension-Term, shall be for 
a stipulated period of time-not 
to exceed two years-after which 
the suspended student may return 
to the community at the com
mencement of a regular period of 
study for which he is eligible. 
A suspension-Conditional, shall 
condition reentry into the com
munity on the fulfillment of cer
tain conditions which are fulfill
able by the student, and which 
are reasonably necessary to his 
continued academic success and 
the peaceful conduct of the com
munity. Subject to the fulfillment 
of the stipulated conditions the 
suspension shall be indefinite. The 
Board, or its successor, shall judge 
whether the conditions have been 
satisfied. 
d) The Board may devise such 
other sanctions-not to exceed 
suspension-which seem appropri
ate to the circumstances of a 
given case. 
D. University Appeals Board 
1) Within seven days of the re
ceipt of the Board's decision, the 
student may make notice of ap
peal. The appeal should be in 
writing and it should be addressed 
to the University Appeals Board. 

a charge that could result in sus
pension. A copy of the notice may 
be sent only to the Dean of Stu
dents, the student's Academic , 

The University Hearing Board 

Page Fifteen 

2) The Appeals Board shall be 
satisfied that the decision of the 
University Hearing Board is sup
ported by substantial evidence. 
3) An explanation of the decision 
of the Hearing Board shall be 
made by its Chairman or his dele· 
gate, in person. 
4) If members of the University 
Hearing Board wish to express a 
dissenting view they may do so 
either in writing or in person. 
5) The student may appear if he 
so desires. He may also be assisted 
by an advisor of his choice, as set 
forth at the University Hearing 
Board level. 
6) Decisions of the Board shall be 
by majority vote. 

VII. REINSTATEMENT 
Students suspended from the Uni
versity for a specified term shall 
be considered to be students in 
good standing if they so desire 
upon completion of the specified 
amount of time. 
Students suspended from the Uni
versity until the fulfillment of 
specified conditions must apply for 
reinstatement at least six weeks 
prior to registration. The student 
should send to the Chairman of 
the University Hearing Board a 
letter stating the fulfillment of the 
necessary conditions. The rein
statement shall occur after a ma
jority of the Board is satisfied 
that the conditions have been rea
sonably fulfilled. 

aw:~~.~': ~ ',,' 
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The University Hearing Board shall have five student members and three 

student alternates, all of whom shall be full time undergraduate students. The 

Chairman of the Board shall be one of the regular student members. After one 

year of service, all student appointees shall come be/m'e the Student Senate for 

review. If two-thirds of the Student Senate vote to suspend the service of a stu

dent member or alternate, his membership sball be immediately terminated. If 

no such removal occurs, the 1nember or alternate shall serve until the termina-

tion of his undergraduate career at Georgetown or until four years after the 

beginning of his undergraduate career, whichever comes first. 

The University Hearing Board shall have four faculty members and two 

faculty alternates who teach at least half of their course load in the under

graduate schools. 
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Extension Of Parietal Hours 
Voted By Freshman Councils 

(Continued from Page 11) 
agreement with his superior, com
menting, "There's no chance for 
the weekend-long parietals to pass 
the SPO. The extension of week
day hours until 2 a.m. is reason
able, though." 

However, since few will spend 
each night regaling with the new 
rules, each Quad dorm has es
tablished quiet hours as well as 
regulated the presence of unes
corted girls on the floors. 

It was noted by the freshman 
R.A.'s that in the event the pro-

Parents' Weekend 
To Be Rescheduled 
Date Still Pending 

by Eduardo Cue 
Parents' weekends for the re

spective undergraduate schools 
have been rescheduled, according 
to Mr. Robert J. Dixon, director 
for student activities. Pending fur
ther deliberations among the un
dergraduate deans, the dates of 
the weekends will be finalized. 

The University calendar origi
nally had scheduled the weekend 
of Nov. 7 for both the East Cam
pus and Nursing Schools. Both 
events have been rescheduled un
til spring. 

The principal reason for the 
postponements, according to Dix
on, can be attributed to a lack of 
facilities to accommodate the 
number of visitors to the campus. 

Dixon stated that another fac
tor prompting the postponement 
of the weekend was an academic 
consideration. The undergraduate 
deans felt that it would be more 
constructive for parents to speak 
with instructors concerning stu
dents' academic status after the 
first semester grades had been 
released. 

The deans will determine the 
exact dates on which each under
graduate school will host these 
events in their next meeting. A 
decision is anticipated within the 
next two weeks. 

Why should a traditional 
twill tie have the new 

full fashion shape 
Only the new more luxurious full 
fashion shape (fuller under-the
knot, wider throughout) is right with 
today's longer shi rt collars, wider 
jacket lapels. What's-more, this new 
full fashion shape is best calcu
lated to show off the authentic col
orings, imported fabrics of Resilio's 
outstanding traditional twill. At bet
ter stores everywhere or write: 
Resilio Traditional Neckwear, Em
pire State Building, N.Y. 10001 .. 

P.S. All Resilio ties have the new 
full fashion shape. 

Allyn's Men's Stores 
of No. Va. 

and 
The V.l.P. Shop' 
.of Georgetown 

posals, especially those that extend 
hours past 2 a.m., are not ap
proved, the students involved will 
have two choices. First, they may 
call a new meeting of the House 
Council and draft a new series of 
more moderate proposals that 
should pass the SPO's inspection; 
or, second, the students may turn 
to the Student Senate for help. 

"the responsibility for approving 
the council resolutions should rest 
in the undergraduate student gov
ernment, rather than with the 
SPO committee." 

Winston also mentioned that the 
student government constitution 
calls for a University Residence 
Board, made up of student repre
sentatives from each house juris
diction and from off-campus areas. 
"I believe that this board should 
have the ultimate responsibility 
for approving house council rules," 
he added. 

L. Mark Winston, president of 
the Senate, said in a recent inter
view that the Senate had no Uni
versity-wide parietal and intervisi
tation policy, but was willing to 
deal with any individual cases. "If 
any house has a problem on pass
ing parietal propositions, they may 
introduce a resolution to the Sen
ate for consideration," Winston 
commented. He does not believe 
that the SPO should have juris
diction over the house councils-

However, Dean Hartmann men
tioned that the Board, "to the 
best of my knowledge, has not yet 
been organized. 1 have communi
cated my desire with Jim Clark 
to see some sort of a committee 
organized as soon as possible, but 
so far, there has been no action." 

Mr. Robert J. Dixon, director for student activities, shown here with 
the President of the University, the Rev. R. J. Henle, S.J., figured in 
the death of the Used Book Store. 

The Burgundy Street 
Singers were just 

10 unknowns from Kansas. 
Then they entered 
the Intercollegiate 

Music Festival. 
The Burgundy Street Singers performed as regulars this 

summer on CBS-TVs Jimmie Rodgers Show and are now under 
contract to Budweiser. From Kansas State University 
students ... to professional entertainers in one year ! 

Sign up now for the 1970 
Intercollegiate Music 

Festival ... it could be 
the start of a new career 

in show business for you! 

Competition is open to 
vocalists, vocal groups 

and instrumental groups 
... in two musical 

categories: Folk and Pop. 

en. "ter no'W"! 
. : 
l I i 
I : 

.! ! 

Sponsored by 

REGIONAL COMPETITIONS: 
Villanova, Pennsylvania; 
Tampa, Florida; Edwardsville, 
Illinois; Austin, Texas; 
Reno, N evada; Northridge, 
California. 

For entry forms and complete 
information on how to submit 
tapes and photos, write: LM.F., 
Box 1275, Leesburg, Florida 32748. 

Budweiser. 
KING OF BEERSe 

ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC .• ST. lOUIS. NEWARK • lOS ANGElES. TAMPA. HOUSTON • COLUMBUS. JACKSONVILLE 
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Suspension Power 

Cause Of Conflict 
(Continued from Page 2) 

attorney. He said that a student 
before a hearing that could affect 
his academic career, and possibly 
his entire life, is fully entitled to 
professional advice. 

In attempting to explain the 
rationale behind the committee's 

SYMPOSIUM 
(Continued from Page 1) 

equally competent because every
one is equally involved and con
cerned.' He has reaffirmed the 
neglected obvious: competence has 
to count. Students are useful 
critics within the area of their 
competence, but that area may be 
more limited than we generally 
admit." 

Rep. Green was asked to dis
cuss "University Policies for the 
1970's." After expressing the hope 
that the strained relationship 
which the word "policies" implied 
would not exist in the next dec
ade, she predicted that "the fed
eral government will be paying a 
much higher percentage of the 
costs of higher education by the 
late '70s." She went on to cliti
cize the government's methods of 
granting funds for research, as 
well as the emphasis which both 
Congress and the academic com
munity have put on a college de
gree, an emphasis which she felt 
ignored the value of vocational 
schools. 

Calling for the rejection of some 
of the older "models" which have 
dominated higher education, Fr 
Henle closed the first portion of 
the symposium with his first ma
jor address since coming to 
Georgetown. 

cA 'Paulist 
Qoes 

Porwafd 
... 1l,ot baclQvalil 

Time never stands still - and 
neither does a Paulist. 
Issues are raised, conflicts ap
pear and the world changes, but 
the Paulist is always part of the 
new . . . blending the best of 
the old with the hope and prom
ise of the future. 
Because one of the major char
acteristics of the Paulist is his 
ability to cope with, and wel
come, change, he's better able 
to meet the needs of modern 
man: he uses his own talents 
to work for Christ and is given 
the freedom to do so. 
lf you've given thought to the 
priesthood, find out more about 
the order that never stands still. 
Write today for an illustrated 
brochure and a summary of 
our recent Renewal Chapter 
Guidelines. 
Write to: 

Vocation Director 

CPaulist
h 

,~ 
Pat el-C) 
Room 100 

415 West 59th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

stand on the question, he referred 
to the Alioto incident last spring. 
"It is the belief of some of t.he 
faculty," he said, "that the prob
lems which grew out of the disci
plinary procedures in effect at 
that time were caused almost ex
clusively by the presence of law
yers. It is my feeling that the 
reason that the alleged offenders 
were not convicted last spring was 
not because of procedural abuses 
by the lawyers but rather because 
of the fact that the prosecution 
didn't have a sufficient case in at 
least two of the three cases." 

The final point of contention at 
the meeting concerned the locus 
of authority in the suggested sys
tem. While many senators insist 
that the student-controlled Uni
versity Hearing Board should pos
sess all powers of suspension, Fr. 
Henle is quite reluctant to give 
up his right to summarily sus
pend a student under "extraordi
nary circumstances." 

DuMais' motion was eventually 
tabled and was due to be the 
first order of business at last 
night's senate meeting. If Fr. 
Henle should decide to implement 
the plan without approval of that 
body, he would be faced with a 
semingly insolvable problem. One 
of the new code's provisions is 
that the Student Senate must ap
prove all appointees to the Uni
versity Hearing Board, something 
which it could not, of course, do, if 
its members reject the entire sys
tem. 

CLARK 
(Continued from Page 1) 

students, a stake in the proper 
functioning of the existent proc
ess," the undergraduate president 
related. 

In his opening words to the 
governing body, Clark took issue 
with the University's concept of 
the role of the Board itself, and 
offered the student view concern
ing the Board's relation to the stu
dents of the University. The under
graduate student president stated 
that the "student view" of the 
Board is one that "creates policy" 
for the University community. 

Parking in Rear 

THE HOYA Page Seventeen 

Members of the Vietnam Moratorium Committee assembled in front of the McDonough GymnaSium to dis
cuss procedures for the walk-out during the inaugural ceremonies. 

Loan Request Ignored 

Used Books 'Must Return' 
(Continued from Page 9) 

was used to buy books from stu
dents in June. These books were 
then sold at the Used Book Store 
at the beginning of each semester. 

Profits ranged upwards of 50 
percent on those books sold. What
ever books were not sold to stu
dents at that point were then 
sent to Barnes and Noble at a 
profit of approximately 15 percent 
on those returned. It was impos
sible for the student government 
to lose money on the transaction. 

However, last spring the student 
government was unable to obtain 
the needed loan, because Yard 
President Dan Hurson had not 
repaid the loan from the preced
ing year promptly enough. 

Jim Clark, president of the un
dergraduate student body, hoped 
to secure an alternative loan from 
University Treasurer, the Rev. Jo
seph Haller, S.J., and made an 

arrangement with Hanley to split 
the profits between the student 
government and the Collegiate 
Club if Hanley would provide the 
manpower to run the book store. 
It was the intention of the Col
legiate Club to establish a self
perpetuating scholarship with the 
funds obtained. 

However the loan upon which 
Clark depended never material
ized. Clark, Hanley, and Mr. Rob
ert J. Dixon, director for student 
activities, were scheduled to meet 
with Fr. Haller on the Friday be
fore the beginning of final exams 
to discuss the financial situation 
and attempt to borrow ahead on 
the student government budget. 

That meeting never occurred. 
That same afternoon Hanley en
tered the hospital seriously ill, and 
was not released until five days 
later. Clark and Dixon never final
ized the appointment because Dix-

Small bar and Italian 
Restaurant 

3288 M St. N.W. 
333-3053 

I 1:30 a.m.-4:00 a.m. 

on had indicated that the money 
from Fr. Haller would not be 
forthcoming. 

The issue was further compli
cated by the fact that by the time 
Hanley returned to school, exams 
had alr~ady begun. Many students 
had left Georgetown, and their 
books would not be available for 
purchase. Also, the Collegiate Club 
could not possibly organize and 
arrange the program on such 
short notice. 

Concerning the whole affair, 
Clark said, "The combination of 
our inability to get money, the 
lack of manpower at a crucial 
time, and even the non-availability 
of price lists from Barnes and 
Noble made it impossible for us 
to run a book store last spring." 

Both Clark and Hanley indicat
ed that the Used Book Store must 
return to Georgetown. Hanley has 
been searching for one of the Col
legiate Club members to begin or
ganizing for the spring semester. 

It was felt that there could be 
no excuse to pass up an oppor
tunity such as the Used Book 
Store, both from the standpoint of 
service to the students and poten
tial profits for such concerns as 
scholarship funds . 

New Draft Advisor 
Expresses Opinion 
On Military Set-Up 

(Continued from Page 12) 
terms of taking care of land, air, 
and water pollution. He is aggra
vated too by the fact that the 
government finances the military 
to test bombs in areas which he 
feels "should be preserved, not 
chemically destroyed." 

The newest member of the Stu
dent Personnel Office continued to 
explain that he was not reserving 
his remarks solely to Vietnam, 
but rather to the entire military 
establishment which, according to 
Costa, "exists now and will con
tinue to exist for an indefinite 
length of time." The draft coun
selor elaborated on this point, 
saying, "more basically, we are in 
danger of becoming a society that 
is forced to accept only one solu
tion to aU problems, and that is 
the military one." 

In reference to a change in 
draft laws, Costa was somewhat 
optimistic that by the early 1970's 
a lottery would be effected. He 
believes that "a volunteer army 
might be established," although he 
has many reservations. "A civilian 
army seems better to me than a 
powerful segment of society ab
sorbed in militaristic mentality." 
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Zeitler Run Wins Game 

Hoya Bats Edge American 
by Jim Keane 

The Hoyas offered a blend of 
their traditional style of attack
beating the ball around the dia
mond-with their new and aggres
sive approach to hitting, to get by 
American University last week, 
5-4. 

Pitcher John Lawlor was touch
ed for a run in his three inning 
stint, his first this year. His per
formance, while not overly sharp, 
was nonetheless satisfying for the 
first time out. The slim lead stood 
until the fourth inning when the 
Hoyas realized that they were 
playing the same team they had 

Long-Range Goal 
Greater Concern 
Of Coach Rienzo 

(Continued from Page 20) 
and Bob Schwetje. Catano, a 
sophomore, finished eleventh in 
last year's IC4A freshman race, 
while Lane, bothered by injuries 
at the moment, was a strong run
ner all last season. Bucinsley and 
Schwetje are both strong, depend
able runners. 

Discussing the upcoming meet, 
Rienzo was reluctant to say much. 
However, his conversation seemed 
to indicate that the season's long
range goals (IC4A meet and 
NCAA meet) were more important 
than the short-range goal of the 
Villanova meet. Witnessing last 
year's results, in which George
town won the battle (the 25-32 
dual meet victory), but lost the 
war (a convincing defeat in the 
IC4A's), this could be a very wise 
stand on the coach's part. 

leveled a week before with a sev
en run attack. Georgetown ex
ploded with four runs and Jack 
Tassini blasted a triple that 
knocked in two of them. 

Two innings later, however, 
American suddenly recalled that 
they were playing the team that 
they in turn had rocked for seven 
runs a week ago when the two 
nines split a doubleheader by iden
tical 7-1 scores. They got to fresh
man Rich Clark for three runs. 
The score remained tied until the 
last of the ninth, when George
town baseball tradition dictated 
the winning strategy, an attack 
that required no hits. 

Captain Dick Zeitler drew a 
walk. When he tried to steal sec
ond, the throw went into center
field and Zeitler hightailed to 
third. He scored the winning run 
on a fielding error. For once, a 

FOOTBALL 
(Continued from Page 20) 

field and their coach told me they 
had eight regulars out. Who 
knows? We're going to play them 
to win, that's all." 

But after last Saturday's intra
squad scrimmage Coach Dubofsky 
was all smiles and said, "The club 
is looking better right now than 
they ever have, with the possible 
exception of last year's Seton Hall 
game-and we couldn't do any
thing wrong that day_" 

Perhaps the whole state and 
spirit of this year's Hoya foot
ball club is best summed up in 
"0. J." Dwyer's parting remark 
on his way to the locker room 
after last Saturday's practice. Last 
year's star halfback just grinned 
and said, "We're ready_" 

The New £Iassie 
by FreeDlan 

The Georgetown University Shop 
presents this new Classic. In coach leather, 
handsomely brass buckled and leather 
lined. In saddle Tan and Black 

$30 
JEFF PURTELL '70 
Manager Shoe Dept. 

ESTABLISHED 1930 

Georgetown University Shop 
36th & N Streets, N.W. 

FEDERAL 7-8100 

return to the old form paid off. 
The remaining games of the 

week, a single contest against 
George Mason and a doublehead
er with Towson State were can
celled. The Hoyas have just seven 
games in the fall season to evalu
ate themselves. According to Zeit
ler, the team has greatly improved 
in the field. 

Zeitler declared, "We've been 
playing very well defenSively, an 
improvement over last year." He 
noted that against American, the 
Hoyas had pulled off two double 
plays and that Pete Henrici had 
knocked off American's potential 
go-ahead run in the ninth with a 
great throw to the plate from 
right field. As for the pitching, 
"It's been pretty good," he said, 
"considering we've been throw
ing guys only three innings." With 
the Hoyas's unpredictable hitting 
the pitching will have to be very 
good in the spring. 

The team's 2-2 record is, in fact, 
an accurate reflection of the hit
ting, or lack of it. "Two games 
we've hit," said Zeitler, "and two 
games we haven't. That's a .500 
record. When we hit, we win." 

Trying to help the Hoyas develop a "new agressive approach to hit
ting," second baseman Pete Henrici waits for the pitch in a recent 
game against Maryland. 
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Athletic Board To Serve 
As Policy-Making Body 

cr .. de,. The Table 
by Pat Quinn 

by Russ Gaspar 
Athletic policy at Georgetown 

has, in the past, been juggled be
tween a half-dozen offices and ad
ministrators, resulting in a vast 
quagmire of uncertain duties, re
sponsibilities, and channels of pow-

Washington Club. 
Hopkins Graduate 
Frustrate RugCJers 

by Rob Couhig 
The Hoya ruggers were less 

than successful this past weekend 
as only the B's managed to win. 
The A game Sunday against the 
Washington Rugby Club was a 
frustrating experience, at best. 
Playing "ruggedly" the Hoyas 
forced three different WRC mem
bers to leave the field during the 
course of the game. With the 
Hoyas leading 5-3 with just five 
minutes left, Mike Conroy, a GU 
rugby team a I u m nus, broke 
through and scored. Disheartened, 
the Hoyas eventually lost 11-5. 

Randy Morton scored the try for 
the Hoyas on an unusual play. 
After making a fine run, he was 
tackled near the end zone. A WRC 
player picked up the ball and fum
bled it right back into Morton's 
arms and he dove over for the 
score. Pete Webster made the kick 
after the try. 

Saturday the Band Clines 
played Johns Hopkins Scientific 
Graduate School. The B's provided 
the only joy of the weekend as 
they won 3-0 on Bill Oberdorph's 
recovery of a loose ball in the end 
zone. The B's, however, missed nu
merous other scoring opportunities 
during the course of the game. The 
C's fell to defeat, 9-6, with Steve 
Goldberg kicking a field goal and 
Kevin Loftus scoring a try. The 
Hoyas play Duke at home Sun
day. 

er. However, as a result of last 
year's student-athlete dissatisfac
tion with this chaos, the University 
Athletic Board was reconstituted 
over the summer. 

While the Board will continue to 
represent all concerned segments 
of the University, it has been re
duced in size for efficiency. Per
haps the most important aspect 
of the new board is a written out
line specifying its duties; among 
them is the clause directing the 
Board to "establish general policy 
for athletics." This policy will be 
referred to the Vice President for 
Student Development, Dr. Philip 
Tripp, who "will be responsible for 
the execution of such policy as the 
Board enacts." 

Board members will be the Rev. 
Royden B. Davis, S.J., dean of the 
College, Professors Philip Herz
brun, Keith Fort, and J. Roger 
Teller, Acting Athletic Director 
Robert Sigholtz, Student Athletic 
Commission President John Dwy
er, SAC secretary Pat Quinn, and 
Joan Stack, former captain of the 
cheerleaders. An alumni represent
a tive has yet to be named. 

The functions of the Board were 
described by Fr. Davis as similar 
to "what an executive council does 
in academic areas," although he 
added that since the Board has not 
met this year the exact definitions 
of its extension and duties would 
have to be worked out in the 
"give and take" of its meetings. 

Prof. Herzbrun welcomed the 
.change. A veteran of past boards, 
he noted that while "the Board 
couldn't institute any action in 
the past," the new Board "is for
mally constituted with a formal 
charge. Clearly it is not any long
er merely an advisory and consul
tative body, but a policy-making 
body." 

The potential power the Board 
has been given drew praise from 
Dwyer as well. A witness to the 
confusion that previous student 
requests ran into, he stated, "I 
hope it will eliminate some of the 
rigamarole that we have had to 
go through to get something 
done." Fr. Davis was more cau
tious in his attitUde toward the 

Board's effectiveness, saying that 
he would prefer to see it func
tion first. 

Yet he said, "There's a very 
good possibility to get things done. 
We have very good people who are 
quite knowledgeable and interest
ed. We'll have to see how it goes
the constitution is flexible and rea
sonable in character, so I think 
you can say I'm very optimistic." 

No actual decisions of what the 
Board will undertake have been 
made, but power to review budget 
allocations, the appointment of 
varsity coaches, and any imple
mentation of its policy has been 
granted. 

Students on the Board have in
dicated that they will bring sev
eral topics up for consideration, 
among them the possibility of let
ters for football players and var
sity status for the judo team, also 
on their agenda are discussions on 
athletes' rights, community serv
ice, recreational entertainment, 
physical education, and season 
tickets. This year's $25,000 ath
letic budget cut will also be inves
tigated. 

FR. DAVIS 

The Georgetown football season, an annual pageant of 
glory, gore, speed, and occasionally eccentric comedy, has fi
nally arrived. A school entitled Hartford University will be 
tomorrow's guest, and Hoya football afficionado's are hoping 
that weary, old Kehoe Field will be able to take the strain. 
After all, thousands or maybe even hundreds of hard drinking 
Hoyas will be there to judge whether Mush Dubofsky's war
riors will be moderately wonderful or disgracefully bad this 
year. 

The attendance figures should be interesting. Given a day 
of relatively flawless purity, they will be a pretty good indi
cator of football's popularity on the Hilltop. However, the 
actions of the University's Physical Plant may deny the 
school the benefit of this revealing statistic. These people, 
who are responsible for maintenance, had promised Acting 
Athletic Director Robert Sigholtz that Kehoe Field would be 
presentable by early September. Conceivably, this meant that 
the Medical Center-Power Plant pipeline, which uprooted the 
entire home side of the field during the summer, would be 
filled in. 

Well, promises are not always sanctioned by reality. At this 
time, the pipeline still has not been completely eliminated, 
there's a lot of mud, and not all the fences are up. Most 
amazing of all, Physical Plant was suggesting last week that 
a mere rope be strung out behind the home stands instead of 
constructing the regular restraining fence. Colonel Sigholtz 
was holding out for a more substantial snow fence on the 
grounds that it would bea better barrier in staving off gate 
crashers. It doesn't take an expert on crowd control to figure 
out that Sigholtz has the better idea. 

Whatever their method of gaining admission, Hoya fans 
should be watching a mobile and versatile squad playing for 
their side on Saturday. It looks like Georgetown finally has a 
quarterback in scrambling, irrepressible freshman Jeff Gray 
who should not have too much trouble outperforming last 
year's graduated pretenders, Bruce Simmons and Tom Argen
tieri. A competent field general could be good for a shower of 
touchdowns this season, considering the wealth of talent he 
has to work with. The Hoyas are two-deep in every backfield 
and end position. Halfback Jerry O'Dowd's ten second speed 
for 100 yards has Scotty Glacken especially ecstatic. 

No matter what happens to Georgetown football in the next 
24 hours, it probably won't make much difference to basket
ball Coach Jack Magee, who is not a rabid Hoya club foot
ball booster. Magee is practicing his famous fast burn at Mc
Donough Gym these days because his basketball budget was 
pared this year as part of the general $25,000 athletic budget 
slash. With logical precision, Magee places part of the blame 
on the school's football team, reasoning that if they weren't 
around and getting some money, his sport would be richer. 

Moratorium Won't 
Delay Soccer Start 

Some observers might call it a case of intradepartmental 
jeolousy although Dubofsky (dubbed "Alonzo" by Magee) 
does not appear envious of the Hoya basketball coach or his 
record. 

(Continued from Page 20) 
was no problem and that "we're 
going to beat Maryland too be
cause we have a better team." 
Maryland defeated the Hoyas in 
the final minutes last year when 
the ball took a freak bounce over 
Martinez's head for the lone goal 

of the game. "I cried after that 
one," the Hoya goalie lamented. 

One of the problems of the past 
was that while there was talent on 
the squad, there were no big play
ers. This led the team to be in
jury prone when confronting larg
er teams. The players do not seem 
to think this will be a problem 
this season. Playing this year for 
the Hoyas will be sophomore Ro
land Augustine, who is known 
among his teammates as a scrap
per who will get a foot on the ball 
if it is anywhere near him. An
other who doesn't run away from 
conflict is halfback Gary Lanzara. 

Any misunderstandings should be cleared up, however, 
if the Georgetown athletic department and program is ever 
to move forward rather than splitting down the middle ten 
different ways. It may be a job for the UniverSity Athletic 
Board, which is armed with a new constitution borne out of 
last year's bad memories. Georgetown's most flamboyant 
jock, the graduated Pierce O'Donnell, imaginatively labeled 
the organization "an impotent flop" last year and led a bar
rage of student criticism concerning it. 

The charges were dangerous because they were true. Bless
ed with only minute power, the Board was a rather meek and 
staid outfit, distinguished by lack of energy. When the au
gust body was confronted by anything important such as the 
track controversy, its confusion made the old Abbott and 
Costello routine of "who's on first" look like a masterpiece 
in clarity. It appeared that the members didn't know wheth
er to call another meeting, call a cab, or call the cops. 

RESTAURANT 

Coach Mendoza has the team po
sitions decided, for the most part. 
The problematic wing positions 
seem to be giving him the most 
trouble, however. The left wing 
position is still up in the air, but 
on the right side Leo Prieto seems 
to be settling in nicely. Prieto has 
been providing heavy offensive 
power during recent intersquad 
scrimmages. 

But with all of the summer and now part of the fall to 
rest their nerves, both the new and old members of the Board 
should be ready for saner and more effective deliberations 
this year. They have solemnly been granted "sole athletic pol
icy-making power for the University." Their future actions 
will determine what this grand phrase actually means. 

& CARRY·OUT 

Call - 337·9649 
and order ah8!(f 

35 & Reservoir Rd. N .W. 
1 III1d! ,.... o-r-a, HIIU 

-private parties 

In spite of the planned anti-war 
protest for Oct. 15, the Towson 
match will be played. Co-captain 
Conway is sure that the Hoyas 
will not be forced to play Towson 
State short-handed. He said, "We 
talked it over and everybody will 
show. The Moratorium Committee 
asked if we could reschedule the 
game, but it's pretty late." As of 
yet there is no word about the 
Towson squad. 

FOOTBALL 
(Continued from Page 20) 

confidence in the team's returning 
defensive unit. During Saturday's 
practice, he declared, "Scotty 
Glacken has instituted a new of
fense oriented more towards the 
running gp.me than last year's. 
This gives him ;the opportunity to 
use both our fine running-backs, 
John (O.J.) Dwyer and Brian Phe
lan, to full capacity." 

Graeter indicated that defensive 
backfield coach Dan Droze has the 
pass defense unit working as a co
hesive team, and that with return
ing lettermen such as Bob DiLonar
do (seven interceptions in the 
short 1967 season), Georgetown 
can look forward to spectacular 
defensive action. The Hoya 10-
captain ended by saying, "Our 
whole defense knows that we must 
stop Hartford's offense, and we 
mllst get the ball in good field po
sition for the offense." 
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Football Season Opens 
As Hoyas Face Hawks 

by Bob Breckheim,er 
At two o'clock tomorrow the 

Georgetown football Hoyas open 
their fifth season of club football 
and begin the toughest schedule 
in their history against the Hart
ford Hawks at Kehoe Field. The 

Captains Find 
Hoyos Ready 
For Hartford 

Last Saturday found the Hoya 
football team grunting cadence to 
their exercise drills on Kehoe 
Field. "Just one more week, men, 
just one more week, this is what 
you've been working for during all 
those weeks of practice:' the voice 
of Co-captain John Merrigan 
prompted the team as it prepared 
to face Hartford University in 
Georgetown's opening game this 
Saturday. 

Later Merrigan remarked, "This 
year's team looks very good. The 
line is a little weak in depth, but 
the backfield appears to be real 
strong. I'd expect a strong running 
game this fall. We have a far 
stronger offense than last season. 
Jerry O'Dowd should see action 
and Jeff Gray looks great, he 
throws beautifully." When ques
tioned about practices and team 
morale, Merrigan replied, "Our 
practices have consisted of strong 
drilling in football basics. The 
morale went through a slump dur
ing the past few weeks due to so 
much time before the first game, 
but now it is very high." 

Co-captain Jim Graeter also has 
high hopes for this year's Hoya 
offense, as well as a deep-rooted 

(Continued on Page 19) 

Connecticut visitors have already 
played two games and got the 
better part of the argument in 
both of them, defeating Rutgers 
of Newark, 30-8, and New Haven, 
18-6. 

Head Coach Mush Dubofsky has 
established a tentative George
town line-up. Beginning with the 
offensive unit, the Hoyas will have 
at ends Randy Morton, noted for 
his great hands and quick moves, 
and Dave Goracy, a 5'9", 195 lb. 
junior whom Coach Glacken 
proudly calls "the best tight end 
in club football." At the tackle po
sitions, Georgetown boasts fresh
man Bob Crim, and returning star 
John Sutton. John Machir, who 
just came out this year, and vet
eran Neil Moran will fill the 
guard slots. Starting at center 
will be tough-blocking Charlie 
Keegan, all Metropolitan center 
at Georgetown Prep in 1965. 

The Georgetown backfield will 
most likely find 5'8" freshman Jeff 
Gray leading the team at quarter
back, particularly as an ankle in
jury may sideline senior Kevin 
Chambers, during this first game. 
Gray, a native of Albany, Califor
nia, is regarded as very capable 
of running the Hoya offense. He 
is a particularly accurate passer. 
Coach Glacken says at this point 
that the starting fullback slot can 
go to either 200 lb. Herb Engler, 
a powerful blocker, or to progress
ing sophomore rival Paul White. 

At the halfback position there is 
little doubt that Georgetown star 
John (0. J.) Dwyer will be in the 
position to romp again. Last year 
this shifty junior was ranked sixth 
nationally in scoring, with seven 
touchdowns in five games. Dwyer 
is being touted as a potential club 
football All-American. Brian Phe
lan will start at wingback and will 
be instrumental in bringing off 

Kickers Hopeful 
Against Towson 

by Rory O. Moore 
The Hoya soccer squad, training 

under the guidance of coach Ri
cardo Mendoza, will get its first 
test of the season this coming 
Wednesday, Oct. 15, when it faces 
Towson State. The team has been 
working hard and seems to be 
ready for Towson. There is a 
marked air of confidence among 
the players themselves. 

Dean Conway, co-captain of the 
squad, optimistically looks for
ward to the Towson match re
membering last year. He predict
ed, "We'll beat them, definitely. 
Last year we beat them 7-2 and 
now we have a lot of young kids 
that can get in there and run the 
whole game." 

Coach Mendoza is a bit more 
reserved in his predictions for the 
season and the first game. "Tow
son is always pretty tough, but 
our team is improving. The poten
tial is there for the best season in 
recent years, provided the boys 
give everything." 

ter-Collegiate Soccer Coaches Rat
ing Board. Navy ranks fifth, while 
Georgetown is not listed. 

Despite the odds, goalie Luis 
Martinez remarked that Towson 

(Continued on Page 19) 

some of Scotty Glacken's new cut
back plays. 

Georgetown's defense is char
acterized by ten tough returning 
veterans. At defensive ends, the 
Hoyas have two-year starter Bob 
Hussey, a playas well as player 
killer, and tough John Montgom
ery. Mickey Cahir and frosh Bill 
Hartman will give real stopping 
force to the line as tackles. The 
middle guards will be co-captain 
John Merrigan, a quick versatile 
starter since the last game of his 
freshman year, and Bill Piersig, 
an outstanding gridder as well as 
renowned wrestler. 

Georgetown's starting line-back
ers are bred for dismembering. 
Co-captain Jim Graeter led the 
team with three interceptions last 
year, and is recognized for his 
great pursuit. Sophomore John 
Kuhns, last year's most valuable 
player on defense, operates on the 
theory that "if it runs, tackle it." 

Defensive halfbacks Bucky Mur
phy (a 5'S", 165 lb. senior), a 
rough tackler graduated from 
Georgetown Prep, and lightning 
fast Fred Curran should make se
rious trouble for oppOSition of
fense. Bob DiLonardo has re
turned. After missing last season 
while on active duty with the Na
tional Guard, DiLonardo will fill 
one safety pOSition, leaving the 
other to George (Crusher) Casey. 

Georgetown will employ an Ohio 
State offense this year, composed 
of many rollout and pass action 
plays. Coach Scotty Glacken is 
particularly optimistic regarding 
the team's adaptability to this sys
tem, and the offensive power in 
general. He remarked, "As a 
group this year's offensive back
field is easily superior to last 
year's. There is good depth. Jerry 
O'Dowd is definitely a man to 
watch; he's quick hitting and ex
tremely fast. The club has a good 
chance at top ranking. We're play
ing a really tough schedule this 
year compared to many club teams 
and victory over these teams will 
have a very recognizable effect on 
ranking." 

Regarding Hartford and a pos
sible game plan for this Saturday, 
Head Coach Dubofsky had this to 
say, "Hell, we don't know enough 
about ourselves yet, much less 
Hartford. They won 18-6 (Coach 
Dubofsky scouted Hartford's game 
against New Haven) on a muddy 

(Continued on Page 18) 

The Hoyas may have found a quarterback in freslunan Jeff Gray, who 
will direct the offense tomorrow against Hartford. 

Villanova Looms 
As Track Threat 

This Saturday, the Georgetown 
cross-country team opens its 1969 
season by journeying to Fairmount 
Park in Philadelphia to meet tra
ditional rival and perennial power, 
Villanova. The Wildcats have not 
only won the IC4A crown for the 
last three seasons, but also they 
have captured three successive 
NCAA titles. In addition, the men 
of "Jumbo Jim" Eliot have only 
lost two dual meets since 1965 
(both of these losses incidentally 
have come at the hands, or rather 
the feet, of the Hoyas). 

Although this year's Wildcat 
team is junior and sophomore
dominated, it none-the-Iess seems 
to have the potential to avenge 
last year's 25-32 loss to George
town and to annex unprecedented 
fourth straight IC4A and NCAA 
championships. Leading the young 
squad are juniors Martin Liquori 
and Chris Mason. Liquori, an 
Olympic competitor for the U.S. 
in the 1500 meters, is perhaps best 
known for his victories over Jim 
Ryun last spring. Mason, an Eng
lishman, is an outstanding miler 
and cross~country runner. Brian 
Sullivan, a third junior upon whom 

Eliot will be counting, was coached 
in high school by none other than 
head Hoya harrier mentor Frank 
Rienzo. 

In addition to these outstanding 
juniors, Villanova presents fine 
sophomore runners. Last season, 
the Wildcat frosh made shambles 
of the IC4A competition, and this 
year all of these harriers will be 
fighting hard for varsity berths. 
Perhaps the best of this group is 
Irishman Donald Walsh. In the 
tradition of Ron Delaney and 
Frank Murphy, Walsh has come to 
Villanova from the Emerald Isle 
by means of Eliot's undergr<?und 
railroad. 

However, despite the awesome 
credentials of the Villanova squad, 
Hoya fans should remain undaunt
ed. Georgetown can boast of some 
pretty fine runners. Leading the 
squad will be senior captain Greg 
Ryan and junior co-captain Garth 
McKay. In a time trial held last 
Saturday in preparation for the 
meet, McKay won and looked very 
impressive. Ryan, who has a his
tory of running poorly in time 
trials, finished a very creditable 
fourth. Last season, Ryan finished 
fourteenth in the IC4A's, while 
McKay was fifteenth. 

The surprise of Saturday's race 
was senior Sammy Gray, diminu
tive in size but not in spirit. Gray, 
a non-scholarship runner who did 
not compete last year, came across 
the line close on the heels of Mc
Kay. The interesting thing about 
Gray is that he does much of his 
running on his own. Due to the 
fact that he carries a heavy cl."'"s 
load (in addition to an over ~.) 
QPI), Gray cannot make many 
of the team workouts. Instead, 
with the blessings and good wishes 
of the coach, he practices when 
his busy schedule allows. 

Rounding out the top five fir.
ishers in the time trial were a 
senior and a sophomore. Jay Nich
o]s, the sometimes brD1iant, some
times considerably less, senior, 
finished third and looked very 
strong in doing so. In the fifth spot 
was last year's top frosh runner 
Joe Lucas, Lucas is a very hard 
worker from whom Coach Rienzo 
expects a lot. 

Also running well and being 
heavily counted on are Paul Cata-

After Towson, the schedule be
comes rougher for the Hoya kick
ers. Among the upcoming foes are 
the University of Maryland and 
the U. S. Naval Academy. These 
should prove to be the most chal
lenging matches of the season. 
Maryland finished tied for first 
place with Michigan State last 
year in the NCAA finals and is 
currently rated number two in 
the country by the National 1n-

b f ky' no Fred Lane, John Bucinsley, Co-captains John Merrigan (left) and Jim Graeter have completed part one of Coach Mush Du 0 s S , 

course in football theory and practice and are now ready for the season's tests. (Continued on Page 18) 


